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PREFACE

3 The rationale for choosing underwater construction as

my master's report topic is due to the fact that our

undersea environment will be the "new world" for mankind.

Already underwater activity is becoming increasingly more

pimportant each year. Tapping the ocean's vital resources

for food, energy, and mineral wealth will require advanced

knowledge in underwater construction technology to support

these operations. The %kills of mechanical., electrical,

structural, civil, and other engineering disciplines will

be required to successfully construct new supporting ocean

facilities.

The problems with underwater construction are

internatio~nal as well as multi-disciplinary, and the

triangle of technical, economic, and political aspects is

always present.

In 1948 the United States Navy began operating the

Navy Civil Engineering Laboratory in Port Hueneme,

California. Since then they have conducted a full time

ef fort to the research and development of underwater

construction and repair. They have also acted as a

technological hub for support of the U.S. Navy marine and

shore facilities. In addition the U.S. Navy has two

underwater construction teams (UCT'S); on the East and West

Coasts of the United States.
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Because I am a United States Naval Officer interested

ini oceanography and construction, underwater const.-uction

is important to mm. I truly believe, it is also a

Iocumented fact, that underwater operations and

construction on the seabed will represent a significant

economic and stretegic importance to the United States.

3 With this knowledge I can better serve the Navy and my

country and perhaps become actively invol'ied with the

Navy's underwater programs.

In addition man must strike a balance with his

3 environment. The key to his survival will rely upon his

capability to live and work in the ocean. Therefore

construction of underwater facilities will become more

important each year.
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U ,ABSTRACT

> -.This paper investigates diver operated tools and

techniques for underwater construction. Diving history,

underwater physics, diver physiology, and various diving

apparatus are briefly discussed. Underwater tools,

U buoyancy lift bags, welding equipment and techniques, and

diver excavation are examined in this report. Operations

planning, scheduling, and costs are briefly reviewed as it

pertains to underwa'-r construction. This report

emphasizes the importance of underwater construction to the

development of the continental shelf which has significant

social, political, and strategic impli,:ations. Future

underwater facilities, tools, and even the diver 'f

tomorrow (the aquanaut) are correlated to the future

development and exploitation of the world's underwater

resources. w.ois v u
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CHAPTIND 013

1INTMOUCT 101

The overwhlming significance of the earth's

underwater environment is self evident from the fact that

the oceans cover over 70% of the earth's surface, a total

marine area of more than 139,480,000 square miles.

Bathymetric charts of the world's oceans indicate that most

of the continents are surrounded entirely by a continental

shelf. "Of the total marine area of the world, 7 1/2 %

comes within the continental shelf at a depth generally not

exceeding 200 meters (600 feet). The width of the shelf

varies from almost zero, as along parts of the west coast

of Africa, to a maximum of 1500 km from the coasts of

Louisiana and Texas" (1:4). Because current diving

operations are capable below 300 meters, the ability to

3 operate and build structures on the continental shelf

exists today. Most existing structures are a result of

I mining, petroleum, and research operations which

concentrate on tapping underwater resources.

As land resources dwindle, underwater resources will

be necessary as a source of required material, i.e.; food,

minerals, and possibly areas for expansion. As diving

operations technology advances, more of the ocean will be

within the realm of man's control.

1



However, because the world's oceans are so important

to the ecology of earth, man must consider his venture into

the sea with wisdom and forethought. He must not rtpeat

his terrestrial mistakes of disregard for the environment.

Already man has learned that his actions can have

detrimental effects on the complex ecosystems of the earth.

The recent concern regarding the deterioration of the ozone

layer and the destruction of subtropical forestn affecting

the earth's weather patterns is but two examples of why our

leaders must move in a direction of greater international

cooperation and managemant of world resources.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a basic

introduction to diver operated tools, capabilities,

limitations, and identify some current underwater

construction applications and techniques utilizing divers.

This paper will also examine the general feasibility of

diver supported underwater construction.

2
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I CNAPTU4 TV

I APPLICATIONS 3 UNDIrVATNI CONSTRUCTION

The current need for underwater construction is mostly

derived from the oil and mining industr:,. In general,

undersea coinrcial activities primarily involve the

I following (2:8):

I. the exploitation of sea floor resources

I 2. the harvesting of resources from sea water

3. communications and transportation via undersea

cables and pipelines

4. sea-based power systems

5. sports and recreation

Scientific exploration is also very important. "The

oceans control the weather, contain a multitude of

resources, provide a ready means of transportation, and

include areas of basic information on the formation of the

earth and thA growth of the continents" (2:10).

3



I

Construction of undersea platforms will be necessary

to sustain numerous scientific research projects. These

platfcrmw can support various sensors to measure

temperatu"e, salinity, currents and other phenomenon.

Table 1, developed by the National Research Council's

I Marine Board Panel on ocean survey needs, indicates the

types and locations of measurements required to assist many

scientific investigations.

34
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Figure 1 shows the U.S. Navy, Civil Engineering

Laboratory's Sea Floor Construction Exper-iment, SEACON II,

in which an instrumented trn-moor cable structure was

constructed in 1974 in the Santa Monica Basin (2,900 feet

deep). Navy Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC>

sponsored the project with the primary objective of

measuring the three dimensional cable structure's steady

state response to ocean currents and then using the

acquired measurements to validate analytical design models.

"A secondary goal w&s to provide a demonstration and

critical evaluation of recent developments in ocean

engineering technology required to site, design, implant,

and operate large fixed subsea cable structures" (3:1>.

Construction of the tri-moor platform involved the

coordinated use of prefabricated cable construction, diver

and submersible support, and surface support all of which

will be further discussed in subsequent chapters.

6
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I Other signifisant applications of diver and/or ROV

supported underwater construction include:

1. cables

2. pipelines

3. coastal installations

A. outfalls

1. sewage plants

2. power plants

B. airport extensions

3 C. bridges and piers

4. navigational aids

5. waste facilities

A. nuclear

B. chemical

6. astronomy telescopes, DUMAID (deep

underwater muon and neutrino detector)

3 7. offshore oil and gas facilities

8. offshore mining facilities

3 9. undersea military installations

10. OTEC Plants (ocean thermal energy

conversion)

From the above it is evident that there are a myriad

of applications requiring the use of subsurface

construction. rhe list is by no means exhaustive and new

3 methods and requirements continue to evolve.

* 8
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NCUAPTUN TIM

DIVINO OPMATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 OSINtAL

This chapter will discuss the history of diving

3 operations, examine basic underwater physics, diver

physiology, and identify the types of current diving

apparatus used. The capabilities and limitations of

3 divers, and their methods of communication are also

discussed. These concepts are essential to understanding

the nature of underwater construction because they

represent restrictions and capabilities of underwater

labor.

1 3.2 HISTORY

I Nan's quest to build submarine structures and work

3 under the sea is deeply rooted in the need to conduct

military and salvage operations, to engage in underwater

3 cowuerce, and to expa;.d the frontiers of knowledge through

exploration and research.

J



The diving prot.:ssion can be traced back more than

5000 years. Early diving efforts were confined to

relatively shallow waters ( less than 100 feet ), where

I divers harvested a variety of commercial materials

including food, sponges, coral, and mother of pearl <4:1).

5• Early records of diving can be found in the writings

of the Greek historian Herodotus. He wrote about the story

I of a diver named Scyllis, who was employed by the Persian

King Xerxes to recover sunken treasure in the 5th century

B.C. (4:1).

Early divers were active in military operations such

as cutting anchor lines to set enemy ships adrift, boring

or punching holes in the bottom of ships, building harbor

defenses, and destroying enemy installations abroad.

During th& 5th century B.C. Syracusans erected submarine

barriers of wood to repel attacking Athenian landing barges

tn Syracuse, Sicily. The Athenians on their second attack

used underwater swimmers to dismantle the barriers.

In 322 B.C., Alexander the Great used diving soldiers

during his siege of the island stronghold of Tyre (now

Lebanon). The divers were used to destroy the Phoenician's

submerged boom defenses, and Alexander reportedly watched

the operation from a diving bell (5:33).

10



It was not until the general period 1500-1800 A.D.

that successful devices were developed and put to use which
enabled divers to remain underwater for lengths of time

measured in hours rather than in minutes. This was

primarily the diving bell but also included various designs

of diving dress.

Diving bells are literally bell shaped with the bottom

*open to the sea. These strong tubs are weighted to sink

vertically thus trapping enough air for the diver to

breathe for several hours. The principle of the bell can

into a pail of water. The air inside the glass is slightly

compressed by the water with the air pressure equaling the

water pressure.

Because diving bells are suspended by a cable from the

surface. they have no significant underwater

maneuverability beyond that provided by moving the surface

support ship. The diver can remain inside the bell

positioned directly over his work or can venture outside

for short periods of time while holding his breath.



First referenc~e to arn actual practical diving beall was

3 made in 1531. Thereafter f or several hundred years

rudimentary but effective diving bell* were used regularly.

3 An American, William Phipps in the 1680's modified the

diving bell technique by supplying his divers ws~ith air from

U a series of weighted, inverted buckets when attempting to

recover sunken treamure.

In 1690 English Astronomer Edmund Halley also

developed a diving bell and used the same technique as

Phipps except that he used weighted barrels of air from the

surface. Halley and four othur people remained at 80 feet

I in the rhames Rive~r for almost 1.5 hours. Nearly 28 years

5 later, he made an improved version of his diving bell and

spent more than four hours at a depth of 88 feet (4:1-2).

Figure 2 shows the diving bell he designed.

I In 1715 another Englishman, John Lethbridge, developed

a completely enclosed one man diving dress. This equipment

was essentially a reinforced, 1.- .ithvr n-overed, barrel of

3 air with a glass porthole for viewing and two arm holes

with wmtertight sleeves permitting the occupant to

3 accomplish useful work. Like a diving bell, this dress was

also slung from a surface support ship and maneuvered by

U moving the ship.

12
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I

Several other designs similar to Lethbridge's diving

dress were also developed, however they all suffered from

the same ba3ic '.imitation as did the diving bell. The

diver had littln freedom because he could not be

continually supplied with fresh air in a practical mannor.

It was not until the turn of the eighteenth century that a

5 technological breakthrough occurred with the development of

a pump capable of delivering air under pressure.

S~Figure 2 -Halley's Diva.ns Bell
Source: (4: 1-3)

13
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Various diving dress were invented utilizing the new

air pumps. However traditional credit for the development

of thii first practical diving dress was given to Augustus

Sieb.. He used a dress in which the diving helmet was

sealed to a waist length suit that permitted the exhaust

air to escape under the hem. By 1840, Siebe made a full

length waterproof suit and added an exhaust valve to the

system. This apparatus is the direct ancestor of the

standard deep-sea diving dress in widespread use today.

In 1840 a unit of the British Royal Engineers was

engaged in a difficult project of removing the remains of a

sunken warship (HMS Royal George) which fouled a major

fleet anchorage just outside of Portsmouth, England. The

officor in charge, Colonel William Pasley, decided that his

3 operation was an ideal opportunity to formally test and

evaluate the various types of diving apparatuses. After

his evaluation he rocommended that the Siebe diving dress

be adopted for future operations.

When Colonel Pasley's project was completed it was

noted that all the divers suffered from attacks of

rheumatism and hypothermia. The divers worked six to seven

hours a day at depth of 60-70 feet. What appeared to be

rheumatism was in fact a far more serious physiological

problem later to be known as the "bends".

14



U By the aid 1800's the diving bell was further improved

and the newly developed high capacity air pump led to the

construction of chambers large enough to permit several men

to p.arform dry work on the sea floor. These chambers were

gnown as caissons which is the Prench word for "big box".

I The caisson was particularly advantageous for projects

involving excavation of bridge footings or tunnel sections

requiring long periods of underwater work.

U Caissons were designed to provide ready access to the

£surface through the use of an air lock. The air pressure

inside the caisson was held constant while nen, debris,

and/or materials could be passed in and out.

I The development of the caisson was a major step

forward in engineering technology. Consequently their use

expanded and the unexplained sickness that affected the

caisson workers also became well known. In fact this

caisson disease was originally coined the "bends" by

workers on the Brooklyn Bridge in New York. The term my

have originated out of the similarity between the contorted

U posture of the suffering worker and an awkward, forward-

3 leaning stance affected by fashionable ladies of the time

known as "the Grecian bend". The bends and other

3 physiological problemn involving underwater construction

are discussed in section 3.4 of this chapter.

* 15



Because the bonds was a problem with the underwater

labor forcm, nuzwrous inventors worked to create armored

diving suits that would free the diver from any and all

I problem of pressure. However, the utility of most armored

suits was questionable. They proved too clumsy and

complicated to provide protection from extreme pressure and

would not allow the diver to accomplish much work. In the

1930's the maximum design depth of such suits was 700 feet

but that depth was never reached in actual diving.

However, modern suits, now called one atmosphere diving

I dresses, have demonstrated their capability for specialized

underwater tasks (4:1-7).

Because the diving bell, diving dress, and caisson all

required surface support, maneuverabilixy and flexibility

II was limited. Inventors sought a way to free the diver from

3 surface support and the air hose. The obvious solution was

to provide the diver with his own portable air supply. The

3solution was the self contained underwater breathing

apparatus (SCUBA). Scuba took some time to evolve because

3 neither a pump of sufficient capacity nor tanks of adequate

strength existed to handle the high pressures needed for a

I ~practical air ',.pply,

* 16



1 There are three types of scuba devices: open circuit,

closed circuit, and semi closed circuit. Bach type has its

own history of developzment. The open circuit scuba takes

3 air from the supply tank, is inhaled by th& diver, and then

exhausted directly to the surrounding water.

3 The basic closed system uses a tank of 100% oxygen to

supply a breathing bag and the exhaust is recirculated

through a chemical filter which removes carbon dioxide.

Additional oxygen is then added from the tank to replace

the lost oxygen.

The semi closed system combines the featupes of both

systems. "Using a mixture of gases for breathing, the

apparatus recycles the gas through a carbon dioxide removal

canister and continually adds a small amount of oxygen-rich

mixed gas to the system from a supply tank. The supply gas

f low is pre-set to satisfy the body's oxygen demand and

3 part of the recirculating mixed gas stream, equal to the

supply gas flow, is continually exhausted to the water"

(4:1-8). The semi-closed scuba provides significantly

greater endurance than open-circuit systems in deep diving

because the quantity of make up gas is constant regardless

* of depth.

17



The first important step in the development of scuba

was the development of the demand regulator patented by

Benoist Rouquayrol in 1866. This device adjusted the flow

of air from the tank to meet the breathing and pressure

requirements of the diver. Because the high pressure tanks

did not exist at that time the regulator was utilized on

surface supplied diving eqvipment and the technology turned

to closed circuit designs. It was not until 60 years later

that Rouquayrol's demand regulator was used successfully on

open circuit scuba.

In 1878 the first practical scuba was developed by

H.A. Fleuss. It was a closed-circuit unit and used 100%

oxygen for breathing. Unfortunately Fleuss was not aware

of the serious problem of oxygen poisoning caused by

breathing 100% oxygen under pressure. It was not until

many years later that maximum safe depths were established

for use of 100% oxygen. During World War II Jacque-Yves

Cousteau and Emile Gaguan combined an improved demand

regulator and high pressure air tanks to create the first

truly efficient and safe open circuit scuba. Their device

was named the "Aqua-Lung" which today represents the most

widely used and familiar diving equipment. With the

development of the aqua lung numerous advances in diving

18



Utechnology followed. Safe procedures and diving tables

were established to avrolcA problems such as the bends,

nitrogen narcosis and other ailments which will discussed

under physiology in section 3.4. Safe limits and uses of

air and different mixtures of gases were also developed as

a result of the advances made in open and closed circuit

* scuba.

In addition, methods of decompression and saturation

U diving evolved which extended the diver's endurance at

greater depths. Similar to the caisson air lock, deep

diving systems were developed thereby increasing

flexibility of continuous deep diving operations.

IHaving explained the tasic evolution of the

development of diving operations, one must briefly review

underwater physics and physiology in order to understand

the capabilities and restrictions placed on the various

modern diving systems and platforms necessary to carry out

underwater construction by the diver. These systems and

their operations will be further discussed in detail.

19



I
3.3 U/DIRVATER PHYSICS

I
3.3.1 General

The principles of physics provide the keystone in

3 understanding the various diving techniques, procedures,

and operation of diving equipment. They are also important

concerning the effects that the underwater environment has

on the human body. Knowledge of the behavior of gases, the

principles of buoyancy, and the properties of sound, heat,

and light underwater are particularly important to the

diver and how he accomplishes work.

I
3.3.2 K1netic Theory of CaseeI
The behavior of gases is especially important to the

diver. Boyle's Law, Charles' Law and Dalton's Law are all

necessary in calculating the effects of pressure, volume,

I and temperature on the diver as well as his equipment and

tools. These gases laws are presented below:

Boyle's Law

PV=K

in which P = pressure

V = volume

3 K = a constant

20
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u Charles Law

V/T=K

in which T = temperature

P, V defined above

U Daltons Law

P =PP + PP + PP +-... + PP
o total a b c n

and

PP P % Vol /100%
I, a total a

where PP = partial pressures of various gases.
n

The total pressure (P ) exerted by a mixture is
total

equal to the sum of the pressures of each different gas

making up the mixture. The pressure of each different gas

3 is know as the partial pressure.

The General Gas Law is a combination of Boyle's Law

and Charle's Law and is expressed as:

P (V )/ T = K = P (V )/ T1 1 1 2 2 2

IP = initial pressure (absolute)
1

I V = initial volume

T = initial temperature (absolute)
1



U P = final pressure (absolute)
2

I V - final volume
2

3T = final temperature (absolute)

K= a constant

3 The importance of Boyle's Law can be demonstrated by a

simple example using a balloon. The balloon can represent

the divers lungs, air lift bags, or any gas filled device

which can expand easily. If a I cubic foot volume balloon

is submerged to a depth of 33 feet, the pressure outside

the balloon will have doubled because of the addition of

one atmosphere of pressure. i~he effect on the volume of

the balloon will be a reduction to one half 'the original

PV - K

at the surface: 1 (atm absolute) X 1 cubic foot =1

3 at 33 feet: 2 (atm absolute) X V = 1 V=0.5 cubic ft.

at 68 feet: 3 X V=1 V- 0.33 cubic ft.

atm = atmosphere

* 22



IFigure 3 is a graphical display of the balloon at

different depths (1 atm =33 FT). Notice that sudden

changes in depth while in shallow water can be more

I dangerous than an equivalent change in depth while working

in deeper water. For example, if a diver is ascending from

I deep water and does not vent air to offset the increasing

volume in his suit or equipment his situation will become

increasingly critical. The faster he ascends, the more the

air expands, causing an even faster ascent until he pops to

the surface, out of control, with possible serious injury

due to decompression sickness or from colliding with a

surface object. This condition is. known as "blowing up".

Two other examples of necessary z-alculations using the

j above gas equations are found in Appendix A which comes

from the U.S. Navy Air Diving Xanual.

Dalton's Law is significant because partial pressures

Iof gases increase with increased depth. Therefore the

* slightest contamination of a breathing mixture with carbon

dioxide or other contaminates could increase the toxic

j effects of the contaminate which normally would not be a

problem at surface pressures. Figure 4 provides an example

I of Dalton's Law.

1 23



VOL. VS PRESSURE FOR SUBMERGING BALLOON
DVOLn. of BayIbs Low

0.9
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0.3-

0.2-

0-
I 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19

PRESSUR IN ATMOSPHERES (ABSOLUTE)

Figure 3 - Volume-Pressure Relationship of Submerging Balloon

I
I
3 Humidity Is an important factor in a breathing mixture

because proper amounts aid the diver's comfort by

moistening body tissues. However too much humidity can

also cause problems. Condensed water vapor can freeze and

block air passageways in hoses and equipment. fog the

diver's faceplate and corrode his equipment.

24
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CAMII CASEII

0.2 OaN 0 0.2 ate 02

0.8 ato Ns 0.8 ate N4

.... AT......... ... .

...... ..... .. . . . ...........:

X 0.4 ae0

I 1.6 ate Na

.... 0 .t ....

4.0 aft ONaI

Partial Pressure:
In case I, similar to the situation In a dlver'4 lungs, the partial
pressures of the two gases (at constant voiume) increase because
of the addition of more gas molecules.
In case 11, similer to an open-bottom divng belt, partial pressures of
the two gases increase due to comnpression.
In both cases the sum of the partial pressures equals the hydrostatic
pressure, and individual parti~i pressures increase In direct propor-U ~ ~~~~tion to absolute pressure. aa = am sh r

Figure 4 - Partial Pressure of Gases in Relation to Depth
Source: (4: 2-17)
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Another relevant law of physics is Henry's Law which

states that thri amount of gas that will dissolve in a

liquid at a given temperature is almost directly

proportional to the partial pressure of that gas. This law

is important in the physiological aspects of gases

dissolving in the diver's bloodstream which will be

discussed in section 3.4.

3.3,3, Suoyancy

Buoyancy is the force that makes objects float. It

was first defined by the Greek mathematician Archimedes.

He established that any object wrholly or partly immersed

in fluid is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of the

displaced. fluid. This is known as Archimedes Principle and

applies to all objects and all fluids.

Archimedes Principle is applied regularly in divtng

operations, underwater construction, and in marine salvage.

The diver uses buoyancy compensation devices in the same

way that a fish uses its air bladder to control buoyancy

and vertical movement. In construction, divers apply the

* principle of buoyancy when using various types of lift bags

to move heavy and bulky objects such as instrument arrays,

support towers, anchors, pallets of construction materials,

tools, equipment, and other objects. These lift bags range

26



U in lift capacities from a few pounds to several tons.

3 Therefore the principle of buoyancy is extremely important

in marine and underwater operations. Lift bags and other

buoyancy devices are discussed in more detail in section

4.3, Underwater Construction Tools.

3 3.3.4 Sound

3 Because water is fairly dense it is an excellent sound

conductor and will transmit sound at a velocity of 3240

3miles per hour. This is approximately four times faster

than the speed of sound in the air. Underwater sound

transmission was put to practical use during both WWIl and

WWII, in that communication was set up using bells which

could be heard underwater up to 15 miles away. Also

listening devices could detect enemy submarines and %hips

from far away.

However because sound travels so fast underwater,

human ears cannot detect the direction of a sound source.

3 ~This repres~ents a disadvantage because the diver cannot

locate objects by sound or detect sources of danger such as

I power boats or machinery.
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I Also variations in temperature, i.e., thermoclines,

3can cause refraction or bending of sound waves emanating

from a sonar pulse. This causes problems for sonar

operators attempting to obtain bearings on underwater

objects and also interferes with communications between

I submarines and surface ships using underwater telephones

U ~(4: 2-22).

3 It is impossible for divers to talk to one another.

HIowever, two divers wearing deep sea gear can put their

helmets togethcr and carry on a conversation because the

metal helmets easily conduct the sound of their voices.

Because sound is a pressure wave and is readily

conducted by water, shock waves from explosive charges can

severely injure divers and structures with air cavities.

Therefore underwater excavation, demolition, and cutting

tools using explosive charges must be handled and used with

care,
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3.3.5 Heat
I

The main concern with heat transfer is keeping the

diver's body temperature constant. Heat is conducted in

three ways: conduction, convection, and radiation.

"Several factors contribute to the problem of maintaining a

Sdiver's body temperature including-- suit compression,

increased gas density, thermal conducting of breathing

Sgases, and respiratory heat loss" (4:2-24). Normal rubber

wet suits lose 60% of their insulating value at 33 feet and

I as a consequence a thicker rubber suit, a dry suit, or a

hot water suit is needed for extended exposures at greater

depths.I
The thermal conductivity of a gas is directly

proportional to its density. Therefore heat loss through

gas insul.ting barriers and respiratory heat lost to the

surroundings increases with depth. This situation is

Sfurther aggravated when high thermal conductivity gases,

such as helium-oxygen (7 times that of air), are used forI
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breathing. When breathing helium-oxygen, the respiratory

3 heat loss alone increases from 10% of the body's heat

generating capacity at 1 atmosphere, to 28% at 7

I atmospheres. and to 50% at 21 atmospheres. Under these

circumstances, insulating materials are insufficient to

maintain body temperatures, and supplementary heat (usually3 hot wnter) must be supplied to the body surface and

respiratory gas 14-24).

3.3.6 Light

Light behaves differently in water than in air for a

number of reasons. Because the behavior of light affects

3 the diver's visibility, and consequently his performance,

it must be discussed. Underwater conditions which affect

light are; diffusion, which scatters light, turbidity,

which blocks lighit, absorption, which alters the color and

I intensity of light, and refraction, which bends light.

Light that penetrates the water decreases in intensity

3with depth, as light rays are scattered and absorbed. In

clear water there is enough light for vision to about 300

1 feet (100 meters) but if the water is turbid, filled with

impurities such as silt, algae, and chemical pollution, the
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light is cut off much sooner. In these cases there may be

3 enough light for vision but the particles block the eight

of the diver. In severe cases, the diver may be blind the

minute he goes below the surface, which is common in most

harbors and rivers in urban areas.

Besides the change in intensity of light, the color

3quality of light also changes. The color of the water

itself is influenced by many factors such as color of the

sky (whether blue or dull gray), the quantity and nature of3 suspended particles such as sand or algae, and the depth of

the water. Colors are affected by depth because

wavelengths of visible light are progressively absorbed by

the water and filtered out. In shallow water the red end

I of the light spectrum is filtered out and as depth

increases yellow light disappears. At this point =~st

objects take on a blue color and red objects appear black.

URefraction of light distorts the diver's vision. The

bending of light causes an apparent displacement of

objects. The effect is mcat pronounced for a diver wearing

3a face mask or helmet with a glass faceplate. The rays of

light, reflected from an object, must first pass through

I the water, then the glass and then the air inside the face

mask before reaching the lens of the eye. At each

interface, as it enters a more or less dense medium, it

will be refracted.
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Because of refraction, objects underwater appear

larger, and therefore closer, at a ratio of about four

(apparent) to three (actual>. The rock or wrench that

seemed Just within reach of the diver is actually about a

foot further away and a fish 20 feet from the diver will

seen to be only 15 feet away.

'Q.--ause of the above characteristics of light,

underwater construction requires supplemental lighting,

especially at deep depths.

3.4 Diiver Physiology

It is not within the scope of this paper to mention

all the possible physical ailments or conditions that occur

during diving. They are numerous and each one has a cause

and effect relationship with the behavior of gases and

3 pressure described in underwater physics. Therefore co on

physiology problems encountered are listed in Appendix B

which are taken from the U.S. Navy Diving Manual. A diver

employed in underwater operations and constru~ction must be

particularly aware of all physiological problems associated

3with diving so that he can avoid injuring himself.

Performing underwater tasks can distract the diver from

observing mandatory safety precautions and therefore he

must be hlert and knowledgeable about his own physiology.
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3.5 TYP3D 0F DIVINO APPARATUS

There are numerous varieties of diving apparatus which

either use air or mixed gases for breathing. Some of the

diving equipment has previously been mentioned. Because

there are so many different types only the basic units will

be addressed.

3.5.1. Air Diriing Apparatus

Air diving operations use the following basic types of

equipment:

1. Self contained underwater breathinr apparatus

jE (SCUBA)

2. Surface supplied diving equipment

Appendix C contains the general descriptions of a

scuba apparatus and three surface supplied apparatuses.

The normal ana maximum limits for each are also provided.

The appendix was taken from information contained in the

U.S. Navy Diver's Manual.

3 When operating this equipment or any cther air diving

equipment, the diver must strictly aehere to standard air

diving tables and allow for decompression times. This is

necessary so the diver does not build up residual amounts
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of dissolved nitrogen in the blood and get the bends

3(decompression sickness) when he surfaces. In certain

cases divers are also restricted from flying in aircraft

after dives because ambient pressure (cabin pressure) could

cause nitrogen bubbles to form in the divers blood stream.

Along the same line of logic, divers must follow different

procedures when diving in elevated bodies of water such as

mountain lakes and rivers.

The dive tables tell the diver the maximum time he can

astay at a certain depth without making decompression

stops. If a decompression dive is planned, the tables also

tell the diver what stops he must make (depth and time)

before he returns to the surface.

* Decompression diving is very dangerous and is only

done by professional divers with proper equipment and

* decompression chambers.
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3,5.2, Xixed Oa. Diving Apparatus

I
To avoid the problems with nitrogen in the blood

stream associated with air diving, divers can breathe

mixtures of inert gas and oxygen. The most prevalent

mixture used is helium and oxygen. Because mixed gas

diving operations involve complicated equipment, dive

tables, and numerous safety procedures, it is beyond the

scope of this paper to go into detail on the apparatus

used.

The theoretical limit for mixed gas diving is 600

meters (2000 feet). Divers have performed underwater dry

Swelding on pipeline construction at depths of 300 meters

(984 feet). Divers performing test dry welds have been

simulated in hyperbaric chambers to 350 meters. Therefore

mixed gas diving can be used in development and

construction on the continental shelf. In addition, these

mixtures allow deep diving operations to last over extended

periods of time in a hyperbaric environment. Diving under

Sthe above conditions is generally referred to as

saturation diving.
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CXAPTIR FOU~

I ~DIVER SUPPORTED CONSTRUCT ION

1 4. 1 GZNERAL

I The previous chapters reviewed the history of the

development of diver operations, physics of the underwater

Ienvironment, diver physiology, and types of diving

apparatus. It can obviously be concluded from this

knowledge that the underwater environment represents an

extremely adverse, dangerous, and complex place to perform

construction tasks. Therefore cornstruction methods and

procedures must follow strict safety guidelines to protect

the diver and equipment.

This chapter will discuss frequently used underwater

toc'-s, general excavation, welding, and the role of

Iprefabricated construction. The objective is to outline
the basic capabilities of the diver's ability to perform

Iunderwater construction tasks. Operations planning an'd

scheduling will be covered in the next chapter.
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4.2 UID3RWATBR TOOLS

I Most commercially available tools used underwater are

tools originally designed for land use with a few minor

modifications, such as protective coatings of grease, epoxy

3 paint, or chromium plate for corrosion resistance, or a

special handle for adaptation to a manipulator arm on a

3submersible (manned or remote), However, the underwater

environment generally degrades the performance of both the

operator and the tool. For example, a simple task like

3driving a nail becomes significantly more difficult

underwater because of limited visibility, resistance of the

water to rapid movements, attenuation of the hammer blow at

impact due to water viscosity, restrictions caused by the

Idiving equipment and confined working spaces, and

uncontrolled movement of the work piece or the diver.

3 However, because the cost of divers and diving systems

are expensive, underwater tools or work systems are now

being designed specifically for underwater applications and

ease of use by the diver. This is extremely important

because the diver is constantly under physical and

3psychological stress. The diver must also be free to make

adjustments to his suit and hold himself and the tool

5 steady in ocean currents.
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For the purposes of this report, diving systems must

be distinguished from work systems. A diving system is the

total equipment necessary to bring a diver to a specific

U depth, to provide life support, and to return the diver to

3the surface. A work system is the equipment added to the

diver to allow or enhance the capability to do work.

3 Without a work system a diver is primarily only an

observer. Diving systems and work systems also apply to

I manned submersibles which will briefly be reviewed later in

this chapter.

Tools requiring only human energy from the diver to

perform a task are known as hand tools and tools requiring

gadditional energy are called power tools. Typical diver

held hand tools and some of their uses are listed in Table

* 2.

* Power tools can be classified according to their

source of power, operation, function, etc. Power sources

can be pneumatic, hydraulic, electric, or explosive.

3 Typical underwater power tools and their uses are shown in

Figures 5 through 13.
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Table 2 - Typical Diver Hnndheld Tools

Yool Use

Banding tools Securing forms for cutting and welding
Bolt cutter Shear rods, spikes, pins, wires
Chisel Cutting
C-clamps Securing objects temporarilySDrill Drilling holes in wood
File Enlarging holes
Grappling hook Securing objects, anchoring
Hack saw Cutting steel cable, heavy ropes, small pipe
Hammer

Carpenter Driving nails, small pins
Chipping Cleaning growth and scale off welds,

taking rock samples
Sledge Driving stakes, spikes, pins

Handsaw Cutting plank, timbers, piling
Knife Cutting light line, rope
Pipe cutter Cutting pipe
Pry bIar Moving or removing objects

Scraper Cleaning surfaces
Shears, snips, and side cutters Cutting line, small wires

"_ Shovel Moving small amounts of bottom soil
Standard rigging Securing and moving objects
Taps and dies Threading pipe or rod
Wrench Turning nuts, bolts, pipe fittings

3 Source: < 10: 32
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3/4 to 1-1/4-inch bolt capacity

Air requirement: 90 psig
l IWeight: 23 Ib in air

Figure 5 Pneumatic-powered impact wrench.
Source: (10:35)

3M 4wh dFWm

3' to 314mck boll clapctV
WeMIl : tO lib m a.t f

*Wibad %ped: 4SO rprn at Is X"n
Hv.drauht rwqurntm"n4: 5 ammi

I CNJ) ;jim, mminmum

I "

Lightweight, diver-operated, hydraulic-powered impact wrench.
Figure 6 - (Courtesy of Stanley Hydraulic Tools, Milwaukie, Oregon.)

Source: (10:35>
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Torque capaCity.: ?50
No.Ioad speed: 850 rpm ,' ,-

Weight: 12 lb in air A

10I i ~

Figure 7 - Manipulator-operated, hydraulic-powered impact wrench.
Source: (10:37)

40 ft~b(per blow

Wei0t: 32 lb in air
22 lb in wawi

Hydraulic requirement: 0.5 to 3

I Figure 8 - Diver-operated linear impact tool.
Source: (10: 37>
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IDepth a( cut: 3 inches Whee speed: 3500 rpm at 15 s pm
Wheel dianete: 10 inches Hydraulic requirmewnts: 15 pm atI WeISMn: 19 lb in air 1500 psi3

Figure -Diver-operated abrasive cutoff saw, (Courtesy of Stanley Hy-
draulic Tools, Milwaukie, Oregon.)

-Source: (10: 40)

10 lb w
Whee speed. 3000 rpm at 6 Mmr
Hydraulic reqwrements: 6 pm at

maleable

I Figure 10 - Manipulator-operated abrasive cutoff saw.
Source: (10:40)
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Cutting bar length: 24 inches
Weight: 14 lb in air

1500 psig minimum

I P i gure 11 Hydraulic-powered chain saw for diver use. (Courtesy of Stanley
Hydraulic Tools. Milwaukie. Oregon.)
Source: (10:43)

Cabke Ca f: I- 1--inch

100
IN .

U 1;Figure 12 - Diver-operated, hydraulic-powered cable and bar cutter. iCour-
lesy of H. K. Porter Inc., Somerville, Massachusetts.)

3 Source: (10:36)

I
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1-1/2-inch square drive Hydraulic requirement: 16 pm at

1-112 to 2-inch olts 1000 psig minimum

Weight: 80 lb in air
No-load speed: 565 rpm

at 16 gpmr

"N ""

Figure 13 Heavy-duty, diver-operated, hydraulic-powered impact wrench.
(Courtesy of Stanley Hydraulic Tools, Milwaukie, Oregon.)

I Source: (10:43)

)Many of these tools have been specifically designed

for remote operated vehicle (ROV) manipulator arms and are

3- part of a Work Systems Package developed for use with the

U.S. Navy's Pontoon Implacement Vehicle (PlV), Alvin, and

Sother submersibles. The Work Systems Package is similar a

carry on tool shop enabling a submersible to complete a

variety of jobs without returning to the surface. The

5 submersible therefore can assist divers or work separately

at greater depths. Table 3 lists the tools included in

the package. The maximum operating depth of these tools is

20,000 feet.
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Table 3

"Summary of Work Systems Package tool suit.

Operating
Mode Power Head Bits Function Capability

Rotary High speed Wire brush, Grinder, Brush, Grind, Cut 125 lbf. in'
Hydraulic Cutoff wheel

Low speed Drill, Tap, Die Drill, Thread 275 lbf. in
Reciprocating knife - Rope cut 2.inch dia.b
Chipping hammer Chisel Chip 37 Ibf, 21 strokes/s
Impact wrench Sockets Bolt-unbolt 1,320 lbf. in

Winch - Pull 1,000 lbfc
Linear Jack - lacking 19,000 lbf, 8-1/2 inch
Hydraulic Spreader - Spreading 2,876 Ibf. 13 inch

Cable cutter - Cut cable 1-inch-dia. wire rope
Power Cable cutter - Cut cable 1-1/4-inch-dia. wire rope
Velocity Stud gun Padeye Attach padeye 1/8 to 5/8-inch-thick

mild steel
a. Multiply by 0.13 to conve to N-m. Source: 10: 31
b, Multiply by 2.S4 to conwel to cm.
c. Multiply by 4.45 to convert to N.

The operating depth for the power hand tools varies

but the primary restriction is the practical length of

pneumatic or hydraulic hose required. For ROV and other

submersible applications the power comes from the

submersible and no hose is required.

Since 1966, the U.S. Navy's Naval Civil Engineering

Laboratory (NCEL) has been developing and evaluating

experimental diver tool systems which use seawater

hydraulics. Their most recently developed system consists

of a diesel hydraulic power supply, a rotary impact wrench,

rock drill, bandsaw, and a rotary propeller cleaning brush.

45
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Normally these power tools use oil. Seawater hydraulic

j systems are advantageous because they eliminate the need

for oil, have a single umbilical hose, are compatible with

the environment, reduce maintenance and increase

reliability, and reduce fire and health hazards. Oil

systems have distinct disadvantages because the presence of

oil poses a fire hazard to divers when in a hyperbaric

environment (5:1).

Unique advantages of seawater hydraulic tools are:

1. Return hoses are not required, only a single

small diameter hose which is flexible and easier to

maneuve~r is attached. Drag imposed forces from ocean

currents are significantly reduced.

2. The diver can connect and disconnect as well as

assemble or disassemble the hydraulic components

underwater.

3. Maintenance is reduced because the tool functions

with seawater internally and externally. Figure 14 shows

the seawater hydraulic impact wrench.
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impact wrench showing major subcomponents.

Fairmont adaptor, modified

Ingersoll-Rand impactor framher ordpr

Modest radial seawater hydraulic

reversing valve
bushing I 1 Torlon valve spool

on/off trigger valve
Torlon valve spool*IV

modified Fairmont handle

Figure 14 -Impact wrench showing seawater fluid path for bearing lubrication
within the impact mechanism.

Source: (6: 14)
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Other tools developed by the NCEL are several

geotechnical tools which are used by divers to aid

engineers in site selection; calculating object embedment

depths and breakout fcrces; designing foundations for

marine structures such as piers, sewer outfalls, pipelines,

and other structures that will interact with the seafloor.

3 These tools can be operated in a water depth up to 130 feet

and water temperatures from 28 degrees F to 90 degrees F.

Figures 15 through 20 describe each tool (7:1).

IMPACT CORER - This tool takes a soil sample (core) up to
30 inches long and 1.5 inches in diameter in a clear Lexan impac
plastic core tube. This core rube is supported by a frame - hammer
which also contains a built-in impact hammer to drive the head

core rube into the soil. This corer has a piston in the core head nut

tube designed to stay at the seafloor surface and create a core rube gfsuction in the rube to help retrieve a relatively undisturbed -- guide frame
soil sample. The core is sealed in the core tube and can be
shipped to a geotechnical laboratory for testing. The tool is (inid

47 inches long and weighs 16 pounds in seawater. core tube)

Figure 15 - Impact Corer3 Source: (7:2)

I
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MSPT (Miniature Standard Penetration Test) - This tool
takes in-situ geotechnical data in cohesionless soils (sands). Uq-- handle
The tool consists of a shaft with a cone tip at the bottom and hammer

guidea hammer on a guide shaft on the top. The cone tip is set on
the seafloor and the hammer raised to the top of the guide hammer

shaft. The hammer is then allowed to free-fall. The number ' r head
of such hammer blows per 3-inch increment of penetration is

counted. rhe hammer blow counts can be related to relative core .

density. Data can be taken to a depth of 30 inches. The tool 3.af

is 39 inches long (stored), 68 inches long extended, and
Sweighs 14 pounds in seawater. cone

Figure 16 - Miniature Standard Penetration Test
Source: (7:2)

VANE SHEAR - This tool takes in-situ data in cohesive I-"'
(day-like) soils. The tool consists of three sizes of vanes \
attached to 30-inch shafts and a torque wrench that attaches
to the top of the vane shafts. The torque wrench is used to torque wrench

rotate the vane in the soil until the soil fails in shear. The s- ocket
torque (in.-lb) required to cause this failure is measured #
and converted to vane shear strength (psi) through an equa- -vane shaft

tion. Data can be taken to a depth of 30 inches. The tool is3 34 inches long and weighs 10 pounds in seawater. vane -

Figure 17 - Vane Shear
Source: (7:3)

ROCK CLASSIFIER - This tool produces data on the underwater

surficial strength of rock. The tool is a standard rock classi- housing
fier used on land that has been fitted into. an underwater__3
housing. The rock classifier works by pressing a plunger sMMcalagainst the rock surface; an internal hammer strikes and rock classifier

rebounds from the plunger. A rebound number is read off the plunger
classifier's scale and is related to axial compressive strength plunger.and the tangent modulus of the rock through charts. The tool housing
is 19 inches long and weighs 3 pounds in seawa':er.

Figure 18 - Rock Classifier
Source: (7:3)
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on/off ,A

JET PROBE - This tool is used to determine sediment vave water hose w .- - .thickness by probing the seafloor to locate bedrock or ote -, \-•"•/ "r"

hard layers. It can also be used to verify subbottom profiler - I ,. r 7-.
data. The tool consists of a 1O-foot length of pipe with an -L water pump

on/off valve attached to a waterpump by 150 feet of water- "
hose. The tool is 11 feet long and weighs 15 pounds in -jet probe

seawater. The waterpump weighs 43 pounds. - 10 ft pipe intake

Figure 19 - Jet Probe
Source: (7:3)

VACUUM CORER - This tool takes an S-foot core,
1.5 inches in diameter, that is fairly disturbed (due to the , hoe
effect of the vacuum). The tool consists of an 8-foot clear
Lexan plastic core tube and corer head attached to an educ- 5 water pump
tor by a vacuum hose. Water is pumped through the eductor
to create a suction in the vacuum hose and core tube. The intke

vacuum helps the core tube penetrate the seafloor and allows • ,crer head with

divers to take an 8-foot core. The core can be sealed in the d., ,onIol valves

core tube and sent to a geotechnical laboratory for analysis.
The type of analysis that can be done is limited by the
amount of disturbance. The tool is 9 feet long and weighs 8--s ft core tube
18 pounds in seawater.

Figure 20 - Vacuum Corer
Source: (7:3)
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NCEL also developed a d~iver operatied grout. dispensing

gun, as shown in Figure 21, for installing rebar anchor

bolts in soft, porous coral, concrete, and other materials.

I This tool pneumatically mixes the epoxy grouts underwater

obtaining holding capacities in excess of 40,000 pounds for

rebar grouted into concrete blacks. However proper

~~installation techniques must be used to achieve these

results. Figures 22 and 23 show the type of z-ebar tested

and Figure 24 shows the results of several pullout tests

all under the same conditions. It should be noted that two

different divers were nsed and thus low pullout results

were attributed to improper dispensing by dli"rr 5 (8:24).

The tools discussed above do not provide a complete

list of all that are available however they are the most

frequently used for underwater construction. In the next

three sections, moving weights, welding, and excavation

will be discussed as well as the equipment and associated

tools used for those tasks.
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Figure 22 Failed rebar fastener.
Source: (8: 59)

or

Figure 2:3 - Test fastener I.
Source: (8:5,-))
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Figure 24 - Grouted Rebar Pullout Test

Source: (8:58)
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4.3 XOVING WEIGHTS

1As previously discussed, Archimede's Principle is used

3frequently in underwater construction. Buoyant lift bags

can act as underwater fork lifts moving heavy and bulky

objects from one place to another. There are several lift

bag systems:

1. open bottom

2. closed bottom

3. variable buoyancy zipper bags

4. fixed displacement IKevlar bags

5. continuous automatic buoyancy control (CABCO)

bags

The above lift bags are shown in Figure 25.

3 Typical open bottom lift bag sizes are listed in Table

4. The buoyancy of these bags is increased by admitting

I air into the bottom opening and decreased by exhausting air

through the top-mounted, manually operated, air exhaust

valve. Buoyancy however, is difficult to control because
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of the on-off nature of the exhaust valves and the change

in buoyancy (gas volume change) with depth. A slight I
ascent allows the bag to expand and buoyancy to increase

which can cause the bag and its load to accelerate towards

the surface. Conversely, a descent compresses the bag,

causing a loss of buoyancy and acceleration downward.

Table 4 - Open-boctom Lift bag Available Sizes

Lift Overall Overall Shipping
Model Capacity Width Length Weight

(lb) (ft) (ft) (lb)I Mi~~~~nor Rtange30 .7 4.60

M2 220 1.48 3.44 9M45 350 J.97 4.26 10
HlO 11100 '.46 '5.25 16

Professional Range
Prl 2,200 3.28 8.20 31
PrIlV 3,300 3.94 8.86 44
Pr2 4,400 4.43 8.86 57

Source: '9:2-23)

iI Closed bottom lift bags are used as salvage devices

and as surface floats. They are available in a range of

lift sizes from 220 to 11,000 pounds. The bags come with

an air inlet for inflation and an over pressure relief

1 valve to prevent rupture due to pressure imbalance during

ascent. Buoyancy control is poor so they are mostly used

for surface floating objects or when excessive buoyancy is

needed.
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Salvage pontoons are used as salvage lift devices

only. They are not effective in construction applications

due to their bulk and lack of bucyancy control. Inflation

is generally controlled from the surface rather than by

divers because of the lack of control and large buoyant

U forces involved.

3 Variaole buoyancy lift bags have the open bottom

design but use a full length vertical zipper to adjust the

air volume of the bag. Ascent is controlled by allowing

excess air to exhaust out the zipper hole. These bags are

quite useful for controlled ascent with moderate payloads.

However the bag is quite unstable in descent because air

must be continually added to compensate for air volume

changes due to compression. The air supply comes from an

attached scuba bottle.

Fixed displacement bags are of the closed bottom

design and employ a nonextendable, teardrop-shaped, Kevlar

carcass coated with neoprene. Three lift sizes are

available: 1.6 tons, 5 tons, and 10 tons. The diver

controls the buoyancy using three valves; air inlet, water

inlet, and water outlet. O~n ascent, expanding air exhausts

through two relief valves and on descent displacement is

held constant by adding air from an attached umbilical air

hose. The system is reliable in service and can easily be

controlled by a trained diver.
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Continuous Automatic Buoyancy Control (CABCO) lift

bags are open bottom, teardrop shaped lift balloons made of

polyester fabric coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC).

Buoyancy is controlled by a flexible standpipe which

penetrates the top and is affixed along the bag's side. By

adjusting the height of the standpipe opening the diver can

change the internal water level of the bag, Air is

supplied to the bag from the surface and is allowed to vent

through the standpipe similar to the zipper arrangement on

the variable buoyancy lift bag. However (CABCQ) bags are

difficult to use and are not recommended for- construction

use. Various lifting capacities are available: 220 and

1,000 pounds and 2,5,and 10 tons (9:2-25).

teFor salvage of large objects on the continental shelf,

the .S. avydeveloped a Large Object Salvage System

(LOSS) which has a lifting capacity of 100 'tons at a depth

U of 850 feet. The system is basically a large pontoon which

uses a hydrazine liquid (N H ) system to generate low
2 4

density gases for pressure balancing and deballasting. The

major features of the LOSS are shown in Figure 26.
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4.4 VELDING AND CUTTING

Underwater welding and cutting have been used for many

years in salvage, repair, and construction. The use of

land welding techniques in open water is called "wet"

welding. When a press-rized chamber is used to provide a

dry environment around the weld zone or the entire work

area, this is called "dry" welding. Dry welding techniques

were first used in the mid 1960's. These techniques

include the following (10:48):

ii 1. Dry hyperbaric welding in an open-bottom chamber

which encloses the weld area and the welder.

2. Minihabitat welding, a small chamber enclosing

the wnrk area and upper part of the

welder/diver's body.

3. Portable dry box welding, a small transparent box

sealed against the weld area where the water is

displaced by welding gas.

There are other techniques used for underwater welding

but they are experimental, such as firecracker welding and

explosive welding. These will also be discussed in this

I section.

S
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There are two kinds of underwater cutting techniques:

mech~anical and thermal. Mechanical cutting equipment was

previously discussed such as the hydraulic chain saw, band

Isaw, and abrasive cutoff saw. Cutting can also be

accomplished with explosive hole punches and other

explosive devices.

There are also many thermal cutting techniques which

add to the efficiency and capabilities of cutting metal.

Some thermal cutting techniques can cut nonconductive

materials such as rock, concrete, coral, mastic, rope, and

marine growth.

4.4.1 Vet Voiding

Most wet welding is done during salvage and emergency

repair using the conventional manual shielded metal arc

process, also referred to as stick electrode welding, in

which an electric arc is maintained between the work and a

12 to 15 inch long waterproof flux coated electrode. The

j arc burns inside a cavity formed within the flux covering

which in turn burns slower than the metal rod of the

3electrode. The flux coating contains chemical compounds

which are vaporized by the arc and the resulting gases

shield the arc from the surrounding water (10:49),
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The welder/diver uses a special electrode holder that

[I is insulated from the water to protect him from electric

shock. All electrical connections to the equipment are

3 also insulated.

I The advantages of wet welding are:

31. Welding can be done faster and at less cost than

dry welding which requires an air pocket structure over the

weld area.

12. Electrode holders specifically designed for

underwater welding are commercially available.

33. Standard welding machines a~id equipment can be

used from the surface, allowing easy mobilization at remote

job sites.

IWet welding is slow and requires great skill. When

3the welder/diver is changing an electrode he must signal

the surface to break the circuit, replace the electrode,

3 position the electrode for welding, and signal the surface

again to close the circuit. Fillfht welding a 6X6 inch

I lifting pad may take an hour, compared to 15 minutes on

land. Since bottom time for divers is expensive, costs for

wet welding operations are high.
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Unless carefully performed by skilled divers, wet

welds have questionable quality because the surrounding

water quenches the material which reduces heat penetration

Iand results in fusion defects. Tensile strength and

ductility have also been found to be drastically reduced

compared to similar Joints made on land. The welds are

likely to crack from rapid cooling and from the pick up of

hydrogen due to hydrolysis caused by the arc. Therefore

wet welding is usually restricted to mild and low carbon

steels.

Conventional wet welding techniques have been tested

to depths of up to 1200 feet. Test programs have shown

that underwater welds can be achieved at greater depths by

shielded metal arc welding. However, because of weld

porosity this method gives generally poor results. Figure

27 shows cross sections of wet welds made at a simulated

I depth of 608 feet (10:52).
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j A. Straight Polarity

B. Reverse Polarity

Figure 27 -Cross sections of underwater arc welds made at a simulated
depth of 680 ft (206 in).

Source: (10:53)

;:ry w:::i::1 t::hniques are most often used on

construction of submarine pipelines but are also used on

external ship repairs where high quality welds are

Irequired. Provided that proper procedures are used, dry

welds are better than wet welds because cooling rates are

slower and hydrogen pickup is minimized. Therefore, high

strength steels can be welded.
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Hyperbaric chambers for dry welding are complex,

costiy, cumbersome, and usually require a large barge crane

for handling. Minihabitats are less complex and easier to

S~handle, but the diver must remain [partially submerged

within a confined working area. Portable dry boxes do not

require lifting equipment but visibility is usually poor

because of smoke and steam generated inside the box

(10:53).

Besides stick elt-ctrodes, dry welding can be done with

other conventional land techniques such as gas metal arc

S(GNA) or gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding systems. Both

produce high quality welds, however they require more

elaborate equipment. Stick electrodes may be unsuitable in

certain manned chambers since smoke and fumes from the

i electrode coatings can quickly become intolerable.

In the GMA welding process, a small diameter wire

electrode is fed continuously through the welding torch as

it is consumed by the arc. Inert gases such as argon,

helium, or carbon dioxide pass through the welding torch

and out the nozzle surrounding and shielding the electrode

from the existing atmosphere. All GXA equipment such as

S~the welding gun, electrode feed spool, and controls are

housed in the hyperbaric chamber while the power source

remains on the surface.
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I GKA is the fastest arc welding process for dry welding

3 underwater. On land, a welder can deposit 15 to 20 lb weld

metal per hour with manual GMA as compared to 2 to 6 lb per

hour using a stick electrode. In an underwater chamber,

the welding rates would be about the same. However, GMA

I welding is difficult at diving depths because under the

increased gas pressures the arc becomes more intense and

the filler wire melts faster. With the increased pressure,

the shielding gas becomes denser and flow rates of up to 10

times the surface rate may be required. Also, the excess

molten metal can lead to such defects as overlap and

improper fusion (10:54).

Like GXA welding, GTA welding uses shielding gas to

protect the arc, however the electrode is a tungsten rod

instead of a wire with a relatively low melting point. The

arc does not melt the electrode but instead melts the edges

U of the metal pieces being joined. A bare wire is used as

filler metal which is fed into the weld pool as needed.

3 GTA welding produces higher quality welds than GMA

welds and have fewer difficulties under high pressures at

3 diving depths, GTA is also the only proven way of making

pipe welds underwater even though it is slower than GMA

(10:54).
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4.4.3 Ixperinental Welding Techniques

I There are some experimental welding techniques used

for underwater welding called firecracker welding and

explosive welding. Firecracker welding, a version of

3shielded metal arc welding, uses a standard flux covered

electrode placed in the groove of the metal pieces to be

welded. The electrode is held in place by either a shaped

metal block, magnet, or metal tape. The arc is then

started at one end and allowed to travel unattended along

3 the Joint (See Figure 28). A diver is needed onisy to set

and ignite the electrode; actual welding is accomplished

without diver involvement. Figure 29 shows a typical weld

resulting from the firecracker process. Important features

I of firecracker welding are :

1. There is no electrode manipulation, the size of

the weld is determined by the electrode type and

* diameter.

2. Electrical current determines the welding speed.

3. Limited access areas can be effectively welded.

14. Because the diver can leave the area while the

arc is running there is greater safety around

'3 hazardous areas.

5. Minimum welding experience is required to make

consistent welds.

6. Welding can be achieved in low visibility.
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Figure 28 - Schematic of firecracker welding.

Source: (1i0:55 )
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Figure 29 - Cross section of underwater firecracker weld.
Source: (10:56)

Sound welds using explosive welding techniques have

been made to equivalent seawater depths of 20,000 feet.

Explosive welds are especially applicable in making

attachmnts to thick plates. Figure 30 shows an explosive

housing for welding a padeye to a steel plate. The housing

contains the padeye, sheet explosives, detonating cap, and

provides a waterproof, gas filled chamber on the surface of

the underwater object. The surface to be welded must be

U dry, free of debris and rust. The unit is held in position

with two permanent magnets on either side of the housing.

When the explosives in the housing are detonated, the wings

3 of the padeye are forced against the surface of the object

at extremely high, controlled velocities. The resulting

U impact metallurgically bonds the padeye wings to the

surface of the steel plate. The explosive padeye shown

weighs 20 lbs and when correctly bonded has a lifting

capacity of 5,000 lbs (10:56).
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£ 4.4.4 Cutting

U Cutting materials underwater is usually required for

maintenance and repair work but will no doubt be a future

requirement for expansion or additions to underwater

3pipelines and submerged facilities. Currently, cutting is

accomplished by thermal, mechanical and explosive means.

Various types of thermal cutting processes have been

used underwater such as gas cutting, oxygen-arc cutting,

thermal lance, thermal arc, arc plasma and the pyrotechnic

Itorch. Table 5 lists most of these techniques and each of

their advantages.

Plasma arc, pyrotechnic torches, and thermal lances

are mostly experimental techniques. A typical thermal

lance is a 10 foot long 3/8 inch diameter pipe packed with

rods of different metal alloys, such as aluminum,

Imagnesium, thermite, and steel. High pressure oxygen is

forced through the pipe. Once the end is ignited it burns

with tremendous heat, 10,000 degrees C. This typical lance

lasts about 6 minutes but will burn or melt almost

anything, steel, nonferrous metals, rock, and concrete.

I However because of its length, handling and cutting is

extremely awkward. The lance has a high rate of oxygen

consumption and is presently being developed to operate

down to 100 meters of depth (1:44).
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Table 5 - Advantages of various cutting processes.
(Adapted from Underwater Cutting and
Welding Manual, U.S. Naval Ship System
Command, 1%9.)

Oxygen-Arc Process, Tub-ular Steel Cutting Electrodes
* Preheating is not required
* Flame adjustments are unnecessaryI Applicable to all metal thicknesses
0 Overlapped plates can be cut
0 Holidays (skips) can be cut
0 Only one gas (oxygen) is needed
0 Torches are lightweight
0 Less training and skill are required
* Higher cutting rates on thin metal

Oxygen-Arc Process, Ceramic Cutting Electrodes
"* Low bumoff rate. long life
"* Short length provides easier access in confined

spaces
" Light weight improves transportability

Shieded W44al-Arc Process
" Preheating is not required

0 Cuts ferrous and nonferrous metals
"* Fuel gases and oxygen are not required
"* Standard electrode holders can be used in an

emergency if properly adapted

Oxy-Hydrogn Process
* Electricity is not required for cutting
* Nonmetallic materials can be severeda Insulated diving equipment is unnecessary
* Power generators are not required
0 There are no ground connections

* Highcr cutting rates on thick metal

Oxiracetykm,
* High-flame temperature
* Electricity is not required for cutting
0 Insulated diving equipment is unnecessary
0 Power generators are not required
0 Nonmetallic materials can be severed

Plasma-Arc
"* Potentially high cutting rates
* Fuel gases and oxygen are not required"* Cuts ferrous and nonferrous materials

* High cutting rate
* Cuts ferrous and nonferrous metals
9 Fuel gases and oxygen are not required

Explosives
* Multiple cuts can be made simultaneously
* High cutting rates
0 Fuel gases and oxygen are not required
* Electricity is not required

Source: (10:59)
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The thermal arc method is the same as the thermal

lance but uses a tough flexible plastic covered cable which

comes in 100 foot lengths. It is easier to use and lasts

I longer.

The plasma arc method uses a tungsten rod cathode and

a water cooled copper nozzle anode positioned in an

insulated body through which gas is fed. The system is set

up by tV liver but is remotely controlled. Cutting

temperatures exceeding 30,000 degree C can be achieved

which is three times the temperature of a conventional

welding erc (1:45>.

I Pyrotechnic torches can be used to cut heavy steel

plate, chein, cable, or pipe. A typical pyrotechnic torch

is shown in Fig•ire 31. The torch uses exothermic powder

3 with nickel, aluminum, iron oxide, and a fluorocarbon in

"he mixture. When ignited, the resultant molten metals and

oxides are ejected at high velocity through a nozzle

t-reatinp a hot cutting Jet. Even though cutting capability

I• decreases with depth, successful cuts have been made in

excess of 3000 foot depths.
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Graphite nozzle

SContainer

Diaphragm

Pyrotechnic material

Cross section of pyrotechnic cutting torch.

1--inch-diameter (4.1 cm) wire rope cut with pyrotechnic

torch.

Figure 31 - Pyrotechnic Torch
Source: (i0:66)
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Underwater mechanical cutting tools have been

previously introduced. There are also mechanical cutting

tools which utilize explosives for power and are effective

Iat great depths. For example Figure 32 shows an explosive

actuated underwater cable cutter which is commercially

available with an operating depth of 20,000 feet. Figures

33 and 34 show an explosive hole punch designed to cut a 4

inch diameter hole in a 2 inch thick steel plate at depths

of 1000 feet. This tool is installed by the diver, held in

place with magnets, and then remotely actuated.

3Die retaining screw Tension spring

I Adapter

Cutter boddy Cable Electrically fired cartridge3 with cutting punch

Figure 32 - Explosively actuated underwater ce'ble cutter. (Courtesy of Mine
Safety Appliances Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.)
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Figure 33 - Explosive hole punch.
Source: (10:68)

Elcrclsa

Ledwie
DentI

ZCharge liner cavity Sa
Figure 34 - Cross section of explosive hole punch.

Source: (10:70)
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Explosives and shaped charges by themselves can be

effective tools for cutting almost any type of material.

Most of the early uses of explosive cutting were for

demolition work, cleaning submerged rocks, underwater

excavation, and demolition of cofferdams (10:67>.

Explosive underwater cutting methods began with

strings of explosives destroying an object within a

<3localized area. Localized blasting is now accomplished by

shaped charges containing metal liners which act as cutting

Iprojectiles. Shaped charges can be used for virtually any

underwater cutting application.
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U 4.5 XXCAVATI0N

I Many construction tasks require the removal of

3 seafloor sand and sediment for the emplacement, inspection

and repair of pier pilings, pipelines, and cable systems.

Divers can perform seabed excavation by air lifting,

Jetting, dredging, and controlled blasting. The best

method for any particular situation depends on a number of

factors including (9:2-26):

1. The nature of the seabed material to be

* excavated.

2. Water depth

3. The horizontal distance the excavated material

3 must be moved.

4. The vertical distance the excavated material must

3 be lifted.

5. The size of excavation and type (trench

excavation, local excavation, general excavation,

etc.).

6. The nature of local currents and wave action.

3 7. The size and type of surface support equipment

used.

8. The portability and weight of excavation

3 equipment.

7
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I Table 6 provides general guidance on the suitability

of using various excavation methods as a function of

several criteria. Not all situations are included and

sound judgement must be exercised for selection of the

optimum method.

Table 6 - Suitability of Underwater Excavation Methods

Excavation Factor Excavation Method
Air Lift Jet Dredge Blasting

Type of seabed material mud, sand, mud, sand, mud, sand coral, rock

silt. clay, silt, clay silt, clay

3Water depth 25 L.o 75 ft unlimited unlimited unlimited

Horizontal distance short short short to short
material moved long

Vertical distance short to short short to shortImaterial moved long medium

Quantity of material small to small to small to small to3excavated large medium medium large

Local current not required not not
required required required'ITopside equipment compressor pump pump hydraulic

required power unit

Shipping space/weight large small medium jlarge

Source: (9:2-23)

A description of each method listed in Table 6 is

provided below, except for controlled blasting which is not

within the scope of this report. Controlled blasting is

I not specifically oriented to tools except the shaped

explosive charges which have already been examined.
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4.5.1 Air Lifting

Excavation by air lifting uses a very simple device

Iconsisting of a hollow discharge pipe and an air chamber.

Compressed air enters the pipe through the air chamber

which is 20 to 30 inches from the intake end. The air

bubbles combine with the water in the pipe creating a

mixture that is less dense than the water outside the pipe.

T The lower density water flows up the pipe to the surface

and creates a suction at the inlet (see Figure 35). The

I amount of material lifted will depend upon the size of the

air lift, submerged depth, air pressure and flow rate used,

and the discharge head. Table 7P is a selc~tion guide for

air lift discharge pipes and air supply requirements.

Operation of the air lift simply involves turning on

the air ýomapressor and air control valve, then submerging

I the intake into the seabed material. Seabed material flows

into the inlet almost as soon as the low density fluid in

the discharge pipe rilses. Experimentation is usually

required to determine the proper air flow required for

maximum efficiency. The air pressure delivered to the air

I chamber is relatively unimportant, but it must be greater

3 than the water pressure &t the depth which excavation is

performed.
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Air lift devices can be from 10 to 70 feet long but

are relatively inefficient for lengths less than 30 feet.

The discharge end of the air lift should be kept as close

to the surface as possible for maximum efficiency.

3 The disadvantage of the air lift is that discharged

material is relatively close to the intake point which may

result in some of the material settling back into the

excavation area. Therefore the discharge should be

positioned down current so the material can be carried

away.

AIRt COJRESSOA-

WINCM-ý J

I 4 :~ORK*;;ARGE~~7

II DIESCHARGE

AIR LI --

Figure 35 Diver Operated Air Lift Device
Source: (9:2-27)
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ITable 7 Selection Guide for Air Lift Discharge Pipe
and Air Line

i Diameter of Diameter of
Discharge Compressed Discharge Race Air

Pipe Air Line (gpm) (cfm)
(in.) (in.)

3 0.50 50-75 15-40

4 0.75 90-150 20-65

6 1.25 210-450 50-200

10 2.00 600-900 150-400

12 2.00 900-1,000 200-550

Source: (9:2-23)



4.5.2 Jetting

Jetting is useful in excavation of seabed soils for

Ithe burial of cables, pipelines, and for installing

instrument arrays and structural piles. It is usually

accomplished by supplying pressurized water from a surface3pump to an underwater hose and nozzle. A variety of

jetting mzandrels and nozzles can be used, depending on the

work required and desired flow characteristics, such as

width of jet and jet velocity.

54,5.2.2 1 Genra avation

For general excavation, divers can use high

velocity jets to remove vast quantities of mud, sand,

or silt. The diver using the Jet must continually

fight the back thrust from the jet nozzle, however

special nozzles are available that have balancing Jets

to reduce or eliminate back thrust as shown in Figure

136. A pump flow rate of 100 gallons per minute and a

3 discharge pressure between 50 and 150 psi above the

ambient pressure is adequate for this type of jetting

3 operation.
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Figure 36 - Jetting Nozzle
Source: (9:2-29)

When there is a large mound of material to be

I moved, the diver starts at the top and washes it away.

Starting at the bottom of the nound is not effective,

A good procedure is to use sharp bursts of the jet in

betetn raising the jet above the work area and

directing it horizontally. This way the material willl

I be removed from the area without reducing visibility

by clouding the work area. This method is most

efficient if there is a fairly strong current to carry

away the Jetted material from the excavation area.

The diver should of course be positioned up current.
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4,5,.32 Cable and Pipeline Burial

Cable and pipeline burial by jetting can be done

I using two different techniques. First, large jets are

used to erode and displace the seabed soil leaving an

open trench. This method works well in many slightly

3 or moderately consolidated cohesive soils (mud) as

well as some noncohesive (sandy) materials. The cable

or pipeline is laid along a planned route and a trench

is then Jetted underneath or beside it. The second

I method. called fluidization, is used for sandy soils

(noncohesive). Nany small jets are mounted on the

leading edge of a plow like blade. These small jets

erode and suspend the sand in front of the blade. The

cable or pipe is then fed into the Jetted area by a

guide chute. The reduced density of the sandy soil

allows the cable or pipe to sink in and become buried.

Typically the pump used for fluidization should have a

flow rate of at least 500 gallons per minute at a

pressure of between 100 to 150 psi.
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4.5,2.3. Tube and Structural Pile Installation

The Jetting technique can be used for installing tubes

I for mounting instruments and structural piles. Figure 37

shows a typical Jetting stand and Jetting mandrel tube

apparatus. Structural piles may have a jet pipe built into

the center of the pile. A water hose is connected to the

top of the pile and the open end of the pile serves as the

nozzle. For all types of piles, a jet pipe can be placed

alongside the pile beyond the end of the pile. The pile

and jet pipe are lowered together as the Jet displaces the

soil below. Usually the jet is removed before the pile

reaches the specified penetration depth and a hammer is

then used to drive the pile to achieve an adequate bearing

capacity. This method however, is only effective in

noncohesive (sandy) soils.

PI/ ATABLE

IL

Figure 37 - Jetting Stand
Source: (9:6-23>
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U The installation of the tubes or structural piles

is directed by divers equipped with two way

communication. They net up the jetting stand and

coordinate the operation vith the required surface

support, crane and pump crews.

4.5.2.4 Dredgin

Underwater dredging is a useful technique for

moving large quantities of soft seabed material in

cases where the water is too shallow for an air lift

to be effective and where the material does not have

to be moved too far above the intake point (9:2-30).

Figure 38 show. a typical diver operated dredge. It

consists of a pipe with a 30 degree angle bend near

the intake at which a water jet is connected. The Jet

moves water in the pipe and creates a suction at the

intake. A 8 inch pipe dredge with a 200 gallon per

3 minute pump can excavate as much as 10 cubic yards of

loose gravel, mud, and sand per hour (9:2-31). The

diver operated dredge can be held in place and

repositioned by the diver. The reaction forces are low

and buoyancy is norualJy not required (11:12).
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Figure 38 Diver Operated Dredge
Source: (9:2-30)
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CAPTU P I V2

OPERATIONS PLAITJM AND SC•EDULING

1 8.1 ORNIlAL

Attempting an underwater construction project is one

of the most complex ventures involving construction. A

project manager and construction team must predict,

estimate, and account for a much greater number of

variables affecting the project as compared to a similar

I land based one. These unknowns include but are not limited

to:

1. weather

2. sea state

3. currents, tides

4. visibility

5. operating depth

6. bottom conditions

7. pollution

8. dangerous marius animals

9. water temperature

10. diving technique

11. ship traffic

12. extensive logistics
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The undarwater construction contractor must be a

highly technical professional and must be competent in

underwater and ocean operations. A contractor attempting

underwater construction without the required skills is

inviting disaster.

3 This chapter will discuss the general requirements and

procedures that must be considered when planning and

scheduling an underwater construction project.

1 5.2 PRIPAAT ION BIFON DBPLOYR3IT

U A successful project must be well planned before

5 deployment of the construction team and equipment. The

firet step In the planning process is familiarization with

3 the nature and details of the project and specific site

conditions. Almost always a site visit is required inorder

to conduct a presurvey. The presurvey should identify all

3 important aspects ol site which could affect the operations

and schedule of the work. The following information should

3 be included (9:1-4):

1 1. Scope of woa-k.

2. Details of available facilities on and offshore

3 support (work platforms, boats, concrete pumps,

etc.)
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3. Availability of local construction support (work

platforms, boats, concrete pumps, etc.)

4. Availability of personnel support (diving

facility, berthing, communications, office space,

medical facilities, etc.)

5. Location of nearest recompression chamber (if not

required on job site)

6. Availability oa utilities (freshwater, electric

power, sanitary system, high pressure air, etc.)

7. Drawings of existing facility showing original

construction and any alterations or construction

drawings for new facility.

8. Up-to-date charts and maps of the area.

9. Local restrictions on special operations

(blasting, dredging, etc.)

10. Local tides, currents, water quality, winds,

temperature, visibility, and daylight hours.

5,3 PUWJICT IUXUUTIOIW PLAN

The Informtion for this section is mainly taken from

t1'A U.S. Navy's Conventional Underwater Construction and

Repair Techniques Nanual, NAVFAC P-990. When the scope

and existing conditions are known, an execution plan can be

developed. The planning and estimating for U.S. Navy
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Underwater Construction Team's (UCT'S) projects usually

follows the arrow diagram as shown in Figure 39. The

initial step includes (1) determining resource availability

and (2) identifying activities. The determination of

resource availability is required so that work methods and

time to carry out the operation can be evaluated. rhe

proj•ct activities are identified through study and

inspection of the technical drawings, specifications,

worksheets, and project completion reports of previous

Jobs, as well as discussion with those persons familiar

with the project (9:1-6).

OETEFRNE SOU AAILAILITY
(EQUIPMENT, MANPOWER, AND TOOLS)

COMPTES

MLOuUPWlT, CC I EMINE (DETERMINE \ ADJUST AND
,,ACTIViTIESK DN OtS .,URATION PATH, ET"H [C.) RESOURCE

Figure 39 - Project Planning Arrow Diagram
Source: (9:1-4)

After the project activities are identified, three

planning phases should start. First, the logic diagram or

network of activities should be developed. Second,

I3





Because diving equipment and underwater tools are

spaci~lized item, there my be many instances in which a

piece of equipment that was counted on in determining the

I project schedule my not be available for use. Therefore,

the network must then be adjusted and resources rescheduled

so the project can still be completed within a reasonable

amount of time.

It is especially important to plan for contingencies

in underwater construction. All of the factors discussed

at the beginning of this chapter must be considered in

addition to the management of labor, equipment, and

materials resources.

5.4 PLANNING AND UWTI&NTINO

Planning and estimating requires information on

manpower, productivity, equipmen-4, and materials required

to carry out the various project tasks. Operations must

I also be well planned so that job overhead, general

3 overhead, financing costs, and other indirect costs can be

adequately estimated. Direct and indirect costs for

underwater construction are considerably higher than land

construction because of safety requirements, remote

locations, surface support and necessary standby equipment

required.
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Most all of the construction references used in this

report cite only labor costs for maintenance, repair, and

inspection work. The lone, actual construction data for

I diver labor can be found in the NAVFAC P-990 which deals

with construction of near shore cable and is shown in Table

8. This information is very general and is affected by the

3 numerous variables listed in the table.

3X Many of the 4 iver operated tools previously discussed

have some performance data from bench tests, however, they

Sare not representative of actual performance under true

field conditions. Diver skill, depth, visibility, etc. are

all variables which affect productivity. For axample,

drastic changes in performance can be caused by diver skill

alone such as the diver operated grout gun test results

I between diver #4 and diver *5, previously shown in Figure

24.

f The NAVFAC P-990 productivity estimates are based on

good working conditions, crews with average experience and

capability, and where divers are familiar with the

equipment and tools needed for the Job. The estimates do

not account for the extra time that will be required to

3 carry out the first few tasks as the bugs are worked out.

Productivity decreases can be expected at the end of a long

work day or when divers have been in the water,



"Table S -- tliated Time laquireements for
Inetalling Nearshote Cable

Rstimated
Time

Task Description Variables Required

(days)3Low High
Oahore cable termination a Type of cable 1 2

Sb List 3 cable

gert ramoval. W00 ft long. a Distance from MLW mark 2 4
50 ft vide, send . Local topography

a Type of soil or rack

Nearehore trenchinag, 00 ft a Lengtn, vidth, and 1 3
lost. 3 ft dee, 2 ft wide depth of trench

i at bottom. sand a Type of soil or rock

Installation of beach a Number of deadmn& and 3 6
healing equipment. and sheaves
Sbeach anchor. I deadman e Local topography

L--•and sheave

9stabliahnmt of navigation s Length of cable 1 2
and tracking system a Number of changes in
beacen direction

Cable etmaege. on deck of e Luenth of cable 1 2
barge. 16,000 ft of cable * Type of cablea Type of vesual

H I auling cable *shore, 0 Reuling distance 2 4
iLncluding ooring barge a Weather/sea conditions
1,000 ft offshore a Type of cable

Laying inshore cable a Length of cable 1 2
toward barge, 15.000 It a Weather/sea conditions
leegtb * Type of vessel

leach restoration. 500 ft a Diatance from ILW mark z 4

long, 50 ft vide, s*ad a Local topography

a * Type of soil or rock

Protection G stabilization. a Length to be protected
300 ft *award and 100 It a Type of protection
shoreard of NLW mark to a Weather/sea conditions
*le protected a Method of installation

Split-pipe rok 1 2
Fint anchors (in sawd)2 4i U-ro~e (La rock) to 20

Rackbolts (is rock) 2 20
Jetting (in send) 1 I

I Source: (9: -l8'
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particularly cold water, for a long period of tine (9:1-8>.

In calcalating the total time to complete a project,

productivity must be adjusted to suit the actual conditions

anticipated. Allowances must typically be made for setup

and prefabrication time, start up ti.e, relocation time,

ejuipment downtime, downtime for weather and ship traffic,

cleanup time, and packing time. Productivity rates and

cost estimates therefore require sound judgement and

experience. Unlike land construction, very little

published data is available on underwater construction.

Most underwater facilities are prefabricated on land,

barged to the project site, and then sunk at a precise

location. Divers and submersibles are then used to

complete tie-ins such as cathodic protection, communication

cables, pipelines, etc. Chapter six will discuss some cost

data provided by a diving contractor for labor and

-quipment.
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i As mentioned in chapter 5, more cost data exists for

3 underwater maintenanc%, repair, and inspection utilizing

divers than for actual construction. Prefabrication is

3 utilized whenever possible because the diver is limited in

his capabilities and is also an expensive labor source.

I However, as more sophisticated facilities are built on the

3 continental shelf to support the oil industry, scientific

research, mining, etc. the diver will play a more active

role. Underwater labor and equipment is highly

specialized, therefore construction costs will remain high.

Appendix D contains cost data from a contractor that

is capable of performing extensive underwater operations.

3 The costs represent work for various diving nethods and

equipment such a3:I
1. Atmospheric diving systema

1 2. Remote operated vehicles(ROV)

3 3. Saturation diving

4. Surface diving

I 9
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5. Equipment packages

6. Dtviug equipment rental schedule

7. Offshore workboat

8. Invoicing guidelines

The costs are mainly for labor, equipment, and

consumables per day and many items of work are on a cost

plus 15% basis, Xaterials are also on a cost plus 15%

basis for the contractor. Note that the added 15% is

caloulated from the contractor's cost not the total project

cost.

The contractor data does not specify productivity for

Sny particular task but does mention that work will be

performed with due diligence and in a safe, workmanlike

manner, and according to good industry practices in the

area of operations. A copy of the contrac-tor's general

provisions is included as Appendix E.
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CHAPTUI StVnt

1OCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ETRATIGIC IMPLICATION

The development of the world's oceans and utilization

of its resources will have a tremendous affect on many

nations of the world. Already coastal nations are claiming

exclusive economic use zones (EEZ) to protect their

interests in the development and vse of resources on their

continental shelves. Underwater construction will play a

large role in establishing a nation's claim to underwater

develo.Qnent rights.

In addition, the construction of military defenses or

weapons on the continental shelves can present political

difficulties and could possibly alter the balance of power

between the United States and the Soviet Union (12:926-

935).

Considering economic benefit, military and political

significance, the development of the ocean's seabed has a

definite impact on the social and political climate of the

world. Vithin the United States, utilization of the

continental resources also has a significant impact on

federal and state Jurisdiction. Since 1979, the National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration's <NOAA) Ocean

Assessments Division (OAD) has been organizing and
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synthesizing the best available information on important

charactc-ristics of the coastal areas and Exclusive Economic

Zone (BEZ) of the United States. "Federal laws and

regulations related to coastal and oceanic resources, such

as the Clean Water Act, the Outer Continental Shelf Lands

Act Amendments, the Coastal Zone Management Act, and the

Marine Production, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, often

require the explicit consideration of potential coastal and

oceanic resource-use conflicts" (13:341). Possible

conflicts include for example; the designation of sites for

ocean waste disposal, the location of sale areas for oil

and gas exploration and development, areas of biological

importance, such as spawnii.~Z reas for the commercial fish

industry or calving areas for whales.

This type of information is generally neither well

known nor well organized for decision making. However this

data is currently being compiled, assessed, and

communicated by the Ocean Assessment Division of the NOAA.

This information is being used by the Environmental

Protection Agency, the Department of Interior, the Coast
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Guard, and the Army Corps of Engineers. Members of

3 Congress and their professional staffs, who collectively

set national objectives, and determine prioritivs through

the federal budget process also utilize NOAA's information.

3 Figure 41 is a copy from NOAA's Strategic Assessment Data

Atlas for thc Gulf of Mexico showing current areas being

documented.

Through the advancement of diving technology and

underwater tools, construction of facilities on the seabed

to utilize the world's biological, mineral, and geographic

marine resources will continue to expand. International,

national, and social implications are .Just beginning to

appear and will become increasingly more evident as land

resources become scarce. Most attention to ocean

development is made by the oil industry but the mining,

scientific, and electric power industries will also focus

more attention in the future.

Military use of the continental shelf especially by

I foreign states during peacetime will no doubt produce

political ramifications. There are existing treaties which

restrict and prescribe particular military uses of the

3 oceans. These include the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963

(LTB), Seabed Arms Control Treaty of 1971 (SACT), and the

I Anti- Ballistic Missile Treaty of 1972 <ABM Treaty). In
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situations where one state's mil]tary use of another

state'a continental shelf in not covered by these treaties,

the relevant international legal principles are those

contained in the provision of the 1958 Ceneva Conventions

on the Continental Shelf and the High Seas as well as the

proposed 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea (14:15).

Developmnt of the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) for

coircial, economic, and military purposes will continue

to be a process of government evolution both nationally and

internationally (15:443).
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6.2 ONUUAL

U
The primary driving force behind development of

I underwater tools and work systema will continue to be

3 resource exploitation from the offshore oil industry as it

explores deeper waters using sophisticated remote control

well head completion and repair systems. Also, the need to

acquire more information fur military, scientific, and

3 mining applications will also drive the development of

sophisticated deep ocean work and survey systems. On site

processing of resources will be the impetus for improved

underwater diving and submersible tools. Offshore

resources are usually brought back to shore for processing;

3 today, tapping and processing or refining resources on site

prior to transport back to shore is being attempted in many

U areas. For example, the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion

(OTEC) program is designed to tap the massive thermal

energy storage capacity of the ocean to produce electricity

3on site, and the manganese nodule recovery systems

currently being developed will clean and crush the nodules

U on the ocean floor prior to their transport to a waiting

ship or ocean going processing plant (10:142).
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8.2 MBIWRVAT3R FACILITINI

Puture work is anticipated to include emplacement of

very large objects on the ocean floor. These objects may

include foundations for mineral and energy storage and

processing plants, large agricultuare facilities, and large

waste processing or dilution facilities.

Xassive deep ocean anchors with holding capacities on

the order of 2 to 20 million pounds will be needed for

fixed ocean facilities. These dead weight anchors and

methods for placing freshly mixed concrete in the deep

ocean have been proposed by the U.S. Navy. Figure 42 and

43 demonstrate one proposed concrete placing method

utilizing existing offshore oil drill ships and oil well

pipe. This method could also be used to harden (or

encapsulate) lost objects which contain sensitive military

intelligence data such as downed aircraft, submarines, and

ships. The method has the potential for significant cost

savings and can also be applied to the containment of

hazardous wastes. Of course, environmental aspects must be

examined carefully before this practice is accepted, but

the method does show promise (16:25).
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I 3. A TV3 OPIRATSID TO=I
As previously mentioned, many diver work tools are

land tools modified for underwater uae. Recently however

new tools specifically designed for underwater use are

beiug developed such &s the seawater hydraulic tools used

by the U.S. Navy. In the future, new types of tools,

especially for nondestructive testing and repair of

offshore platforma, will be developed, including ultrasonic

thickness and flaw detection equipment (which is already in

use) and ultrasonic liquid level and identification

equipment. Ultrasonic techniques for removing marine growth

and for cr.•ating images under limited visibility conditions

are also being investigated. Underwater plasma arc, high

pressure water jet, and laser cutting techniques also have

great potential for future use as cutting tools (10:142).

i 684 3MlUVATIR cOinTl IMT B3QQIP

o anned and unmanned submersibles will play a major

role in the quest to develop and construct on the

continental shelf and seabed. Divers currently can't dive

beyond 600 meters and therefore must use submersibles to

perform work at deep ocean depths. Table 9 summarizes

available information on seaflcor work vehicles. These

3 vehicles range from small, light weight equipment designed
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to carry small instrument packages to large sea plows for

burying cable and pipeline. Heavy dredges and bulldozers

are also included. The majority of these vehicles have

been custom designed and built for one or two specific

3 jobs. Only one is known to have been used on more than

four jobs (17:12). The U.S. Navy is currently studying the

feasibility of using different active running gear for

propelling deep ocean bottom crawling vehicles. Very weak

and highly plastic cohesive soils are encountered in the

deep ocean as demonstrated 'ay Figure 44 thus requiring

specialized propulsion. Two different concepts of running

gears are showr in Figures 45 and 46. There are also

numerous unmanned research and comnerc -ially available

tethered, free-swimming vehicles which will also assist and

perform underwater construction tasks.

7.5 THE AQUANAUT

Because man breathes air which is compressible, he is

physically limited to the depth he can dive even when using

mixtures of light inert gasFs and oxygen. At great depths

these light gas mixtures become too dense,and do not allow

the lungs to function properly. The helium-oxygen limit is

believed to be 600 meters.
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The future therefore will proably belong to the

aquanaut, which is either a water breathing man or

surgically modified man who does not breathe gases. It is

possible under certain laboratory conditions to allow

manis to breathe liquids. The liquid solutions must be

supersaturated with oxygen and have a salinity similar to

body fluids. Figure 47 shows an experiment with a mouse

breathing such a liquid. Experiments with mice and dogs

have demonstrated the ability to breathe liquids and in

some cases, the animals were even able to retur4  to

breathing normal atmospheric air (5:137).

There are examples of humans breathing liquids, i.e.;

some people have oeen treated for lung ailmentcs by

irrigation with saline solutions In fact, in one

experiment, a volunteer diver breathed water in one lung

while under anesthesia. It is theoretically possible,

then, that under special conditions and using special

fluids both lungs could function like gills. If these

problem could be solved, liquid breathing divers could

penetrate deep areas of the ocean and return to the surface

without fear of gas bubbles forming in their bloodstream.

Decompression sickness and the need for decompression

chamber wouid no longer be needed (5:137).
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A surgically modified man utilizing a blood exchanger

could also have complete freedom of the seas. Through the

use of a blood ex--hanger, oxygen and carbon dioxide could

2be directly exchanged in the blood of a diver. Artificial

kidneys and mechanical hearts are already a part of medical

science technology. If the current bulky equipment could

3be miniaturized, it would basically constitute an

artificial gill composed of incompressible solids and

fluids. This artificial lung would enable divers to

descend to any depth and return without decompression. As

I shown in Figure 48, the diver's blood would be pumped

through a highly oxygenated medium with the exchange of

gases taking place through a semipermeable membrane. A

computerized motor activator would respond to sensors which

detected the gases dissolved in the blood and then adjust

I the flow of oxygen and -the absorption of carbon dioxide.

3 This apparatus might be a small cartridge that could easily

be replaced.
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Using this cartridge the diver would have his lungs

and other body air cavities filled with harmless fluid.

Corrective lenses would also be added to improve his

underwater vision. The underwater performance of divers so

equipped would be superior in terms of depth and duration

as compared to the best adapted cetaceans (whales,

I porpoises, etc.) (5:138).
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CRAPTIR NIINU

The advancement of underwater tools and techniques

3 will open new doors to iman's ability to perform

cnnstruction in the ocean. Since the oceans play such a

large role in the earth's ability to support life man must

explore it, understand it, and preserve it, To accomplish

I these tasks scientists and engineers must live and work in

the seas which will of necessity require the construction

of facilities to support scientific and exploratory

operations. To reap the full potential of the oceans

resources, mineral, maricultural, and scientific, on-site

facilities built on the seabed will be necessary. However,

there must be an equal balance in preserving the ecological

existence of the ocean and its development for man's use.

'Therefore ocean development will require the best efforts

of international cooperation and the integration of many

engineering and scientific disciplines to achieve the

maximum benefit for mankind.

1I
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Further development of diver tools and diver

5 technology will be required to expand man's working ability

under the sea. Without these advances man will merely play

the role of an .3bserver. The funding of research programn

for developing diver trols and technology is a wise

investment considering the potential wealth the sea has to

offer.

The way we do or don't utilize the oceans will.

determine the fate of the earth and the survival of

mankind. We cannot simply survive on this planet by way of

default. we must take an active role in careful

development of the ocean world, accurately predict the

consequences of our actions, and reap as well as sow the

fruits of the earth.
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Example No. 1
You are stationed aboard a small salvage vessel Example No. 2 -
operating ou* of Key West, Florida. Your ship has been
given the task of locating and salvaging an LCM lan- During your initial dive, you and your buddy diver verifyding craft which lad been damaged and sunk in a re- that the depth-finder contact is In fact the LCM. Youcent exercise. survey the craft and determine that the damage will re-
The ship's fathometer has indicated a sharp rise on the quire a simple patch. For this job, the Diving Super-
oTherwps fltohomfer 130 feetdofwater, and yor arseote visor decides to send down a "hard-hat" diver.otherwise flat bottom In 130 feet of water, and you are v
to make an exploratory dive to survey the contact. This You will act as tender for the dive and while the diver isfirst dive will be of short duration, and you will use getting his gear ready, you make a calculation to beSCUBA. certain that the air compressor you plan to use has
As the air tanks of the SCUBA are being charged to a sufficient capacity to deliver the proper volume of aircapacity of 1,785 psig, the temperature in the tank has to the working diver and standby diver at the operatingrisen to 1406F. From experience in these waters, you depth and temperature.
know that the temperature at the operating depth will
be about 40OF and you want to know what the gage The compressor has a suction capacity of 80 cubicreading will be when you first reach the bottom. feet per minute, and the temperature of the air on the

deck of the ship is 80F. The pressure at workingFor the first step in computing the answer, fill in all depth is approximately 5 atmospheres absolute (ata).known values: This is derived by d!viding the depth (130 feet) by the
P1 - 1,785 psi (gage) + 14.7 psi (atmospheric) increment of depth which has a pressure equal to one

- 1799.7 psia atmosphere (33 feet) and adding one atmosphere togive absolute pressure. The problem can be solved us-V1 -V2 (The volume of the tank will not change, ing either psi values of units of atmospheres, but notso V can be eliminated in this problem.) both in the same problem. Using atmospheres
Convert the temperature from degrees Fahrenheit to simplifies the arithmetic. The absolute temperatures
its absolute equivalent in degrees Rankine. are 540OR on the surface (80OF + 60o) and 500OR

OR OF + 4600 at depth, as computed in Example No. 1.
T1 140OF + 4600 Rearrange the formula to solve for the unknown, the

-00°R volume of air at depth:
T2 - 40F + 4600 PIVIT 2- 500OR V2 MP2T

P2 -Unknown Substitute values and solve:

From the formula (with V eliminated): V25at& x 50R5 eta x 540 OR

P1 P2 - 11.1 acfm at bottom conditions

Rearranging the formula (following standord algebraic Based upon an actual volume (displacement) flow re-procedures) to solve for P2: quirement of 4.5 cfm (CHAPTER SIX) for a deep-sesSdiver, the compressor capacity is sufficient to support
P1T2 the working and standby divers (9.0 acfm) at the 130T1 few.

Substitute values and solve:

P2m1799.7 - x 500R. 1,499.75 pale

Adjust P2 to gage pressure:

1,499.75 psia - 14.7 psia - 1,485.05 psig

UNDERWATER PHYSICS
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APPENDIX B

i DIVER PHYSIOLOGY

SOURCE: REFERENCE #4, U.S. NAVY DIVERS MANUAL VOL I
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I i
many possible causes and many situations in which it
can develop.

One of the most obvious causes of hypcxia Is lack of
I- anything to breathe, as when a scuba diver loses his

mask or mouthpiece and is exposed directly to the
water, or when his air supply fails completely. In other
situations, there may be enough "gas" to move in and
out of the lungs but not enough oxygen available in the
"gas." This may occur when cylinders with too low an

oxygen content for the depth are placed accidently in
the diver's gas supply line, when closed-circuit oxygen
divers fail to purge exhaled nitrogen from their
breathing bags, when mixed gas injectors on semi-

RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS IN DIV- closed apparatus or oxygen controllers on closed-
ING 3.6 circuit constant P02 apparatus fail; and when mixed-

gas diving bells are not ventilated properly with air
Many of a diver's physiological problems come about prior to entry by surface persornnel. Medical conditions
because he is underwater and exposed to the such as blockage or narrowing of the diver's air
pressures of depth. However, some of the difficulties passages by secretions, vomitus or foreign material,
related to his respiratory processes can occur at any lung damage resulting frorie neal-drowning, severe
depth or even on dry land. What these conditions have decompression sickness ("chokes"), or toxic gas ex-
in common is that getting oxygen to the tissue cells or posure can cause hypoxia. Loss of circulating blood
getting carbon dioxide out (or both) is prevented or volume from bleeding or inactivation of hemoglobin by

V hindered at some stage. Depth, or submergence, may carbon monoxide are additional causes. By far, not
modify these problems as the diver faces them, but the having an adequate content of oxygen in the breathing
basic difficulties remain the same. gas is the most common cause.

Breathing is more difficult at depth because the Hypoxia will si.p the normal function of any tissue cell
number of molecules packed into a given volume of in the body and will eventually kill it, but the cells of
gas (the density) is increased in direct proportion to the brain tissue are by far the most susceptible to its ef-
absolute pressure. For example, the air breathed at fects. Unconsciousness and death can occur from
100 feet is approximately four times as dense as the brain hypoxia before the effects on other tissues
air at the surface. If open circuit gear is being used at become very prominent. Unconsciousness will
100 feet, each breath involves pulling four times as develop almost at once in the complete absence of
many molecules through the demand valve. In poorly oxygen (anoxia). If some oxygen is present and/or
designed or improvised equipment, the extra effort re- hypoxia develops gradually, other symptoms of in-
quired for breathing at depth will be quite noticeable terference with brain function will appear. The "higher
and possibly limiting. Even moving air through the functions" are the first to be affectod, just as they are
respiratory passages inside the body requires about in alcoholic intoxication. The ability to concentrate and
twice as much effort at 100 feet as at the surface, and think clearly, fine control of the muscles, and the abil-
the maximum breathing capacity is approximately cut ity to perform delicate or skill-requiring tasks are
in half, The extra work expended in the process of decreased at an early stage. Confusion, feWilty judge-I breathing alone reduces the overall ability to do heavy ment, emotional instability, real interference with mus-
work at depth. The compression of gas also reduces cle function, and difficulty in standing and walking will
the duration of the air supply of open circuit scuba in follow. The victim of hypoxia is usually unable to
direct proportion to the absolute pressure. understand that he is in trouble or to be concerned

about his condition. In fact, he may have the sensation
Hypoxlia 3.6.1 The term hypoxia is applied to any of "feeling better and better" while drowsiness atn

situation in which the tissue cells fail to receive or weakness Increase and consciousness Is finally iert.
utilize enough oxygen to maintain their life and normal In this respect, gradually developing hypoxia Is very
function. The many steps in the path of oxygen from much like intoxication with alcohol.
the atmosphere to its metabolic use by a tissue cell It is the partial pressure of oxygen which determines
have been mentioned. Hypoxia cai, result from in- whether the amount of oxygen in a breathing medium
thrference with any phase of the process; so, there are is adequate or not. For example, air contains aoout
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221 percent oxygen and thus provides an oxygen partial types of UBA's usually have oxygen sensors to read
pressure of about 0.21 atm (0.21 x 1 atm = out oxygen partial pressure but divers must be con-
0.21 atm) at the surface. This is ample, but a drop to stantly alert to the possibility of hypoxia from UBA

"0.14 atm (14 percent oxygen at the surface) will cause malfunction.U the onset of hypoxic symptoms. If the oxygen partialpresure goes as low as 0.12 atm (12 percent at sur- If a man suffering from severe hypoxia is not rescued

face), most individuals will become hypoxic to the promptly, the interference with brain function will pro-
duce not only unconsciousness but also failure of thepoint of being nearly ,helpless. Consciousness is usu- cnrlcneswihpouebetig h er

ally lost at about 0.10 atm (10 percent at surface), and control centers which produce breathing. The heart

much below this level, permanent brain damage and usually continues beating for a time beyond this point.
- death are only a matter of time. If the total pressure is If the victim is given gas with an adequate oxygen sup-

low, as at high altitude, 21 percent oxygen will not be ply before his breathing stops, he will usually regain
,a lower percentge will suffice as consciousness shortly and recover completely. Foradequate. In diving, aowreretgeilsufcasSCUBA divers, this usually involves bringing the diver

long as the total pressure i3 sufficient to maintain an

adequate partial pressure of oxygen. For example, 5 to the surface. For surface supplied and deep divers it
percent oxygen should be enough if the diver is at 100 involves shifting the UBA to emergency gas supplies,
feet (5 percent oxygen x 4 atm e 0.20 atm partial shifting the main gas supply to alternative banks, and
fpressu(5prentf oxygen) u4 ascentm wo0.2ratmpayrtr ventilating the helmet or chamber with the new gas. If
pressure of oxygen): but ascent would rapidly render

himhypxicunlssthe oxygen percentage were in- breathing has stopped but heart action continues, ar-
him hocnlstificial respiration may succeed in getting enough ox-creased. ygen to the brain to revive the respiratory center so
When hypoxia develops, pulse rate and blood pressure that spontaneous breathing will resume in time. In
increase as the body tries to offset the hypoxia by such a case, there may already be serious damage to
pumping more blood. A small increase in breathing the higher centers: but even in these cases almost
may also occur. However, none of these reactions are complete recovery of normal function may eventually
sufficient to serve as warnings, and very few in- occur. If heart action has ceased, cardiopulmonary
dividuals are able to recognize the mental effects of resuscitation must be performed immediately and con-
rnypcxia in time to take effective action. tinued until the victim recovers or is pronounced dead

A general blueness (cyanosis) of the lips, nail beds and by a medical officer.

skin may occur with hypoxia. Unfortunately, this is not Because of its insidious nature and potentially fatal
likely to be noticed by the diver while at work and is outcome, prevention of hypoxia is essential. On mixed

often not a reliable indicator of hypoxia even for the gas operations religious attention must be paid to gas

trained observer at the surface. The same sign could analysis, cylinder line-ups, and predive check-out pro-

t.- caused merely by prolonged exposure in cold cedures. Breathing bags should be purged in accor-
dance with operational procedures and oxygen sen-Iwater. If the hypoxia is caused by carbon monoxide sors should be monitored closely throughout the dive.poisoning, the lips, nail beds and skin may appear red- re surface mixed gas chrsushoul t be

der than normal. Recently surfaced mixed gas chambers should not be
entered before ventilation with air.

The truth of the matter is that there is no natural warn-
ing by which a man can be sure of detecting the onset Excessive Carbon Dioxide 3.6.2 In diving opera-
of hypoxia. It is the "sneaky" nature of hypoxia which tions, an excess of carbon dioxide in the tissues
makes it a particularly serious hazard in any situation (hypercapnia) is generally the result of a build-up of
where it can develop without other warnings. A diver carbon dioxide in the breathing supply or in the body
who loses his air supply is in danger from hypoxia, but as a result of-
he knows he is in trouble and usually has time to do - inadequate ventilation of open circuit or push-something about it. He is much more fortunate than
the man who steps into an oxygen-depleted at- pull helmets.
mosphere or who gradually uses up the oxygen in a - excessive carbon dioxide in the helmet supply
rebreathin% rig which contains an excess of nitrogen. gas.

In open circuit SCUBA and helmets, hypoxia is unlikely - failure of C02 absorbent canisters in closed or
unless the supply gas has too low an oxygen content. semi-closed UBA's.
in closed- ana semi-closed Underwater Breathing - inadequate lung ventilation in relation to exer-
Apparatus (UBA) a malfunction can cause hypoxia cise level, caused by "skip-breathing", ex-
even though the proper gases are being used. These cessive apparatus breathing resistance, in-
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Icreased oxygen partial prsue rincreased dioxide absorbentmeraalosacbndixe
gas density, buildup in the face of an increased amount of oxygen.

- inreae inUBAdea spae sch s falur ot In cases where the oxygen partial pressure is above
mushroom valves in SCUBA mouthpieces. 0.5 atm, the shortness of breath usually associated

with carbon dioxide toxicity may not be excessive and
The most common cause of hypercapnis Is failure to not noticed by the diver, especially if he is breathing

ventlat hemet adeuatly.On ccasonthrugh hard because of exertion. In these cases the diver may
improper breathing techniques or because of ex- become confused and even ýlightly euphoric before
cessive breathing resistance, a diver can poison losing consciousness. For this reason, a diver must be
himself by inadequate ventilation of his own lungs. This particu!arly alert for any marked change in his
can happen, for example, when a diver, trying to con- breathing comfort or cycle (such as shortness of

serv hi brathng sppl, rducs hi brathng ate breath or panting) as a warning of hypercapnia.
serve lung vreniath iong isup moreducommo h in divating thant he b d o nyatrbanfnto n rahn u
below a safe level (so called "skip-breathing"). Inade- Abnormally high carbon dioxide partial pressures in
activities at the surface for two reasons. First, some also produce several other effects. Blood pressure

dieshave a lower drive to increase lung ventilation in and heart rate (pulse) are increased. If the exposure to
teface of increased blood 002 levels. Secondly, the carbon dioxide is ended abruptly, there is occasionally

usually high partial pressure of oxygen encountered in a brief drop in blood pressure which is sufficient to
diigtakes away some 6f the uncomfortable short- cause fainting. Carbon dioxide excess also dilates the

nesof breath that accompanies inadequate lung yen- arteries of the brain. This may help explain the
tilation at the surface. headaches often associated with carbon dioxideTh hmclefcso h ri u oa xeso osnnbtteeaemr ieyt cu olwn

the exposure than during it. It is believed that the greatcarbon dioxide differ from the effects due to a lack of ices nbodfo hog h ri hc eut
oxygen, as in hypoxia. However, it can result in similar ices nbodfo hog h ri hc eut
symptoms such as confusion, an inability to think from dilation of the arteries explains why carbon diox-

clealydrosinsslos ofconciosnes, nd on- ide excess speeds the onset of oxygen poisoning. Ex-
vulion. Sch ffetsbecome more severe as the crease the likelihood of decompression sickness, but

degre o exessincreases. A man who breathes a the reasons are less clear. Unfortunately, effects likegas with as much as 10 percent carbon dioxide will changes in pulse and blood presssure are of no valuegenfaly lseconsciousness after a few minutes. as warnings to the diver. Others, like headache,Breahin 15perentCO2 for any length of time will unusual sweating, fatigue, and a general feeling ofand igidty.discomfort, may warn a diver if they occur and are
Permanent brain damage and death are. much less recognized: but they are not very reliable as warnings.
likely than in the case of hypoxia. If a diver ioses con-
sciousness solely because of excess carbon dioxide in Asphyxia, Suffocation, Strangulation 3.6.3 The
his breathing medium and does not drown, he general- term asphyxia indicates the existence of both hypoxia
ly revives rapidly when given fresh air. He will usually and carbon dioxide excess in the body. It will result
be quite normal within 15 minutes, and the after ef- from cessation of breathing or serious interference

fcsr,,ayicuemore than symptoms like with breathing from any cause. Breathing an at-
hedce asa rdizziness. mosphere which is both low in oxygen and high in car-

Theinceasng eve ofcarondioxide in the blood bon dioxide will also produce it. In many situations,U carboncarbon dioxide excess or hypoxia occur separately, so
stimulates the respiratory center to increase the thmoescictrssoudbuedwreps-

breahin rae ad vlum, ad t'~ ateof earbea '~ ble. However, if hypoxia is severe or prolonged enoughoften increased. Ordinarily, increased breathing is tosoamnsbrthgcbndixeecsswl
definite and uncomfortable enough to warn a diver develop rapidly, andatheng conditon wioilten bxes true
before the concentration of carbon dioxide becomes dvlprpdy n h odto ilte etu
very dangerous. However, variables such as work asphyxia. The term suffocation is sometimes used toI rate, depth and the composition of the breathing mix- indicate cessation of breathing from any cause or the
ture may produce changes in breathing and blood cir- asphyxia that results.
culation that could mask any changes caused by Strangulation is the cessation of breathing due to in-
hypercapnia. This is especially true in closed-circuit jury or obstruction of air passages. This condition can
breathing apparatus (especially 1009/ oxygen be the result of such mishaps as a crushing injury to

( rebreathers) when failure or expenditure of the carbon the windpipe, lodgement of an inhaled object like a ball3
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of gum or a false tooth, spasm of the larynx, marked pressure surrounding the lungs. For example: When
swelling of the lining of the air passages, the tongue swimming horizontally with a single hose regulator, thefalling back into the zthroat of an unconscious man, or diaphragm is lower than the mouth and the regulatorthe inhalation of water, saliva, or vomitus. A victim of will supply gas at a slight positive pressure once the

strangulation will generally struggle violently, trying to demand valve has opened. If the diver flips over on his
struglemaycontinue for a short while even after he the mouth and the regulator will supply gas at a slightly

haslos cosciusnss.When the asphyxia reaches a negative pressure. Inhalation will be slightly harder but
cerainpoitthe attempts to breathe will cease. The exhalation will be easier since the exhaust ports are

possibility of strangulation must be, therefore, con- above the mouth and at a slightly lower pressure.sidered in any individual who is unconscious and not Static lung loading is even more apparent in closed cir-breathing. Artificial respiration will produce little or no cuit underwater breathing apparatus such as the
movement of air in the presence of strangulation. MK 15. When swimming horizontally, the breathingTherefore, clearing the airway is one of the very first bags on the diver's back are shallower than the lungsstep in esusitaton.and the diver feels a negative pressure at the mouth.
breathing Resistance and Dyspnea &.6.4 The Exhalation is easier than inhalation. If the diver flips

to prfom ueiu wok uderate deend on over on his back, the breathing bags are below thedvrsability to promovsefu eorkunghrgase inpendsou on i lungs and the diver feels a positive pressure. Inhala-(lun d vent ailation to proveoide gsufiienadot oxye tos tion becomes easier than exhalation. At high workmun sc(lunestiatind to eloimiae sufcien podued t rates, excessively high or low static lung loads maythe uscls an to limiate 02 aredutwo cause dyspnea without any increase in blood 002metabolically. In the diving environment, there aeto level.main factors thai impede the diver's ability to ventilate
his lungs adequately: increased gas density and The U.S. Navy makes every effort to ensure that UBA'sresistance of the breathing apparatus. meet adequate breathing standards so that flow
Even in a dry hyperbarbic chamber without a breathing reitneadstclugodngpbem ae
apparatus, the increased gas density may cause minimized. However, all breathing apparatus have
divers to experience shortness of breath (dyspnea). If their limitations and divers must have sufficient ex-
breathing air, this dyspnea usually becomes apparent penaence on their UBA's to know what these are. Also,
at very heavy work loads at depths below 120 fsw. If even if the UBA provides no limitation on ventilation,
breathing helium-oxygen, dyspnea usually becomes a the diver's own pulmonary system may limit his ability
problem at heavy work loads in the 850-1000 fsw to ventilate. Whether due to limitations of the equip-
range. At great depths (1600-1800 fsw) dyspnea may ment or limitations imposed by the diver's own

hypercapnia or symptoms of dyspnea without in-
The limitations imposed by the underwater breathing creased levels of blood C02. Most divers will decrease
apparatus result from two main sources: flow their level of exercise when they begin to experience
resistance and static lung load. Flow resistance is due dyspnea, but in some cases, depending on the depth
to dense gas having to flow through tubes, hoses and and type of UBA, the dyspnea may continue to in-
orifices. As gas density increases, a larger driving crease for up to a minute after stopping exercise.

presuremus beappiedin oderto eepgasfloing When this occurs, the inexperienced diver may panic
prtessure muste bhe appived winl order to kexept gahfoinghe and begin to hyperventilate increasing the dyspnea
neatithe pesam e s r te. Thesdiver will hav gtheert hoighver further. The situation rapidly develops into one ofIneaiepressures to ixiesvnspireatind higheaer Poithive severe dyspnea and uncontrollable hyperventilation. In
pressurgeves tof expire.ise vhento inecreasesar writhin- this situation, if even a small amount of water is in-cresin lvel ofexrcie, henecssay rivng haled, spasm of the muscles in the voice boxpressures will increase. Since the respiratory muscles (laryngospasm) will occur, followed by asphyxia and
can only exert so much inspiratory or expiratory effort,posbedwng.Terprracinnthfcef
tiationt will not eccudwhr. Atrthis pintretabolical pro- dyspnea is to stop exercising, ventilate the UBA if ap-ducedt002 will not beur Adequa oitel metbliminatdyaprwil propriate, take even, controlled breaths until thebuild up2 winlthe bloo adeusingy syimintomd anf wypillp dyspnea subsides (which it will), evaluate the situation,
bul upi h l oa.ui g s m t ms o y e c p and proceed in an orderly m anner. Generally,nia. soreness of the respiratory muscles is the only promi-Static lung load is a result of the breathing gas being nent after-effect of a dive in which breathing-

supplied at a different pressure than the hydrostatic resistance is high.
U S NAVY DIVING MANUAL
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Carbon Monoxide Poiloning 3.6.5 The presence moderate cases of poisoning, breathing fresh air
of carbon monoxide (CO) in a diver's air supply is a should eliminate most of the carbon monoxide from

, ( serious potential danger. Carbon monoxide is not the blood in a few hours. If oxygen is available on site,
found in any significunt quantity in fresh air. When it it should be given as soon as possible. The administra-
does pollute the breathing supply (usually from engine tion of oxygen increases the amount ou oxygen which
exhaust in proximity to the compressor intake), even a reaches the tissues in spite of the inactivated
concentration as low as .002 atmospheres can be hemoglobin, and it also increases the rate at which the
fatal. hemoglobin and the enzymes Involved in tissue oxida-

Carbon Monoxide causes its harmful effects by tion are freed of carbon monoxide and returned to theirCarbn Mnoxde auss it hamfu efect by active states.

displacing oxygen from hemoglobin and combining
with enzymes in tissue cells rendering them incapable For symptomatic cases involving neurological and/or
of utilizing oxygen. When this happens, tissue hypoxia mental changes, the administration of pure oxygen at
develops even though the supply of oxygen to the 3 ATA is the treatment of choice. The additional 2 at-
lungs is adequate and the arterial oxygen partial mospheres of oxygen will increase the amount of ox-
pressure remains high. Very small concentrations of ygen dissolved in blood plasma further and will also
CO can be very dangerous because hemoglobin takes greatly speed the rate at which the hemoglobin and ox-
up carbon monoxide 200 times as readily as it does ox- idative enzymes are purged of the carbon monoxide
ygen and the amount needed to block cellular and returned to normal. Brain damage which accom-
metabolism is smell. In slpite of the fact that oxygen panies severe cases may be prevented.
has been displaced from it, hemoglobin combined with If a victim of carbon monoxide poisoning resumes
CO has a bright red color. As a result, a man who is breathing and regains consciousness after a
hypoxic because of carbon monoxide poisoning may reasonably short period of treatment, the chances of
not show the cyanosis (blueness) often seen in other complete recovery are good. The outcome is not so
types of hypoxia, favorable if he remains in a coma for an extended
Because hypoxia is the basic difficulty in carbon period. This may indicate that considerable brain
monoxide poisoning, the symptoms are almost iden- damage has occurred.
tical to those of other types of hypoxia. The greatest

Sdanger is that unconsciousness can occur without Breathholding and Unconsciousness 3.6.6 Most
reliable warning signs. When the concentration of car- people can hold their breath between one and two
bon monoxide is high enough to cause rapid onset of minutes, but usuallly not much longer without training
poisoning, the victim may not even be aware of or special preparation. At some point during a

weakness, dizziness, or confusion before he suc- breathholding attempt, the desire to breathe will
cumbs. When development of toxicity is more gradual, become so intense that it can no longer be forestalled.
symptoms like tightness across the forehead, This demand is signalled by the respiratory center
headache and pounding at the temples, or nausea and responding to the increasing levels of carbon dioxide
vomiting may be noted in some cases. If these occur and acids in the arterial blood, and by the chemo-
and are (c mnized as warnings, prompt action may receptors responding to the corresponding fall in the
save a s s life; but they cannot be depended upon. level of oxygen and rise in arterial carbon dioxide.

A particularly treacherous factor in carbon monoxide The repeated practice of breathholding to achieve an
poisoning is that conspicuous symptoms may be increase in time probably has as positive an effect on
delayed until the diver begins to surface. While at the the will power to resist the demand to breathe, as it
depth, the greater partial pressure of oxygen in the does on actua! improving any physical capacities.
breathing supply will force more oxygen into solution However, the length of time that a man can hold his

in the blood plasma. Some of this additional oxygen breath can be dramatically extended by two methods
reaches the cells and helps to offset the hypoxia. In ad- which are frequently used by free divers. These are
dition, the increased rsrtial prossure of oxygen for- hypei'ventilation and breathing pure oxygen just before
cibly disp;' -. so, irbon monoxide from the a dive.
hem.,o '. .urir.:: •,.ent, as the partial pressure of Hyperventilation is breathing more than necessary to
oxygen diminishes, the full effect of the carbon monox- eliminate the carbon dioxide produced by the
Side will be felt. metabolism. By over-ventilating the lungs, the diver
The first step in treating carbon monoxide poisoning is reduces the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the
to get the victim into fre . If he is not breathing, ar- blood below a normal level, and can therefore hold his

* tificial respiration rr .... e started at once. In breath longer while the carbon dioxide level is building
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up to the point at which the respiratory center will kind, and over-enthusiastic breathholding has resulted
force resumption of breathing. The practice of in a number of fatal accidents.
hyperventilation should be approached with caution,
because it is the carbon dioxide level that provides the Hyperventilation 3.8.7 Hyperventilation *.: the
stimulus to breathe and causes the diver to feel air term applied to breathing more than is necessary to
hunger, before hypoxia occurs and causes un- keep the body's carbon dioxide tensions at proper
¢o1nsclousectes.keptebd'cabndoietnisatrpr

level. It has already been discussed in the preceeding

If the carbon dioxide stores are ventilated below the paragraphs in connection with br'eathholding. If car-
stimulus level, there will be little urge to breathe until ded to an extreme, hyperventilation can be as
late in the breathhold. The oxygen partial pressure, undesirable and dangerous as conditions involving in-
however, will progressively fall as oxygen is consumed terference with breathing. Unintentional hyperventila-
continuously. Since low levels of oxygen do not forco a tion is most often triggered by nervous tension and can
powerful demand to resv'me breathing, the level of be experienced by otherwise normal individuals in
oxygen in the blood may reach the point at which the stress situations. It is also brought on by hypoxia and is
diver will lose consciousness before he feels a de- a common and serious problem with aviators and
mand to breathe. mountain climbers at high altitudes. Divers using self-

contained equipment for the first few times are likely to
Free divers who hyperventilate and breathe pure oxy'- hyperventilate to some extent largely because of anx-
gen before a dive have markodly increased times for iety. Hyperventilation has little effect on the body's ox-
their dives. The breathing of oxygen puts a high con- iey Hevelat it tle ctron thexbdy ox-
centration of the gas in the lungs which, in turn, keeps ygen levels, but it can reduce carbon dioxide partial
a safe quantity of oxygen in the blood for a longer pressures to the point of producing serious symptoms.
period of time than if the lungs were filled with air. The Symptoms of abnormally low carbon dioxide tension

current world record for underwater breathholding, (hypocapnia) can be produced by voluntary hyperven-
achieved with the aid of these techniques, is more tilation-taking a number of deep breaths over a short
than 13 minutes. However, any diver should approach period of time. Under these circumstances, one rarely
the use of such methods with extreme caution and do develops more than lightheadedness and tingling sen-
so only under competent supervision. sations. When a man hyperventilates over a long
One of the greatest hazards of deep breathhold diving period, however, additional symptoms such as (
is the possible loss of consciousness during ascent. weakness, headaches, numbness, faintness, and blur-
Ai the lenos ofrcn s dnscent ring of vision may appear. Often hyperventilation is in-
Air in the lungs during descent is compressed, raising itiated by a nervous sensation of suffocation which

pressure readily satisfies the body's oxygen demand continues in spite of adequate ventilation. The anxiety
caused by the symptoms may lead to a further in-

during descent and while on the bottom, even though a crease in breathing, and a vicious cycle can thus
portion is being consumed by the body. During ascent, develop. Severe hypocapnia with muscular spasms,
however, the partial pressure of the remaining oxygen
is reduced rapidly as the hydrostatic pressure on the loss of consciousness, and shock may be the end

b!f the prtial pressure drops below 25 result. Clear-cut cases this severe are extremely rare
body lessens.ciousne may result di'ops bendant in diving, but the possibility deserves attention. MilderIL mmHg, unconsciousness may result with its attendant

dangers. This danger is further heightened when instances are probably common.
hyperventilation has eliminated normal body warning In more severe cases of hyperventilation, having the
signs. Such unconsciousness may occur even with individual rebreathe his expired air from a rubber bag
prior oxygen breathing if the underwater stay is or paper sack for a short while (less than a minute at a
lengthy. time) may relieve the symptoms and cause him to stop

Hyperventilation with air before a skin dive is almost hyperventilating.
standard procedure and is reasonably safe if it is not

carried too far. Hyperventilation with air should not be Hypoglycemia 3.6.8 A condition which is not due
continued beyond 3 to 4 breaths and the diver should to respiratory difficulties but which can sometimes be
start to surface as soon as he notices a definite urge to confused with them is hypoglycemia, an abnormally
resume breathing. Underwater breath-holding con- low blood sugar (glucose) level. Sugar, derived from
tests and attempts to set records for underwater swim- food, is the body's main fuel. It is carried to the tissuesmring distance and the like should be avoided. Distur- by the blood; and if the blood level falls for some
bances of heart action have resulted from feats of his reason, the functions of the tissues will be disturbed.
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The brain is especially sensitive to lack of glucose. The in operational dive planning and the major considera-
highly variable symptoms can sometimes closely tlion in equipment selection. The working diver com-* resemble those of other conditions in which brain func- monly experiences continuous heat loss during immer-
tion is affected, including carbon dioxide intoxication, sion and often expects to be uncomfortably chilled at
hypoxia, carbon monoxide poisoning, and even oxygen the end of a dive. Bottom times may be determined
poisoning and air embolism. ,Some of the more com- more by the diver's cold tolerance than by decompres-
mon symptoms are unusual hunger, excessive sion, considerations. Rewarming before a repetitive
sweating, numbness, chilliness, headache, trembling, dive can be as important as the calculation of residual
dizziness, confusion, lack of coordination, anxiety, and nitrogen in repetitive diving.
fainting. In severe cases, loss of consciousness and The human body functions effectively within a relative-
convuIsions may occur. There are several possible ly narrow range ot internal temperature. The average,
causes of hypoglycemia. Simply missing a meal will or "normal" leveol of 98.60F (370C) is maintained by
tend to reduce the blood sugar level, but the body nor- naral mevi of 986 F ained by
mally can draw on its stored supplies to keep the level natural mechanisms of the body, aided by artificial

close to normal for a long time. A few individuals who measures such as he use of protective clothing or air
are otherwise in good health will develop some degree conditioning when external conditions lend toward ex-

of hypoglycemia if they do not eat at fairly frequent in- tremes of cold or heat.

tervals. Severe exercise on an empty stomach will oc- The metabolic processes of the body constantly
casionally brnng on the symptoms even in a man who generate enough heat each hour to warm 2 liters of ice
ordinarily his no abnormality in this respect. The body cold water to body temperature, and during heavy
secretes insulin which promotes the normal use and work more than 10 times as much heat may be
storage of glucose. People with diabetes do not generated. If heat were allowed to build up inside the
secrete enough insulin and for this reason have an ex- body, it would soon reach a high enough level to ac-
cess of glucose in their blood. They must take insulin tually damage the cells (approximately 105 0 F, 41 0C).
by injection to avoid the symptoms of the disease and In order to maintain internal temperatures at the pro-
to keep their blood sugar level where it belongs. If they per level, the body must lose heat equal to the amount
happen to take too much, or if some factor like unex- it produces.

-pectedly hard work reduces the amount needed, Heat transfer is acco'. plished in several ways. The
serious hypoglycemia can develop rapidly. This is one blood, circulating through the body, picks up excess
of the main reason why diabetecs are considered "bad heat and carries it to the lungs where some of it is lost

with the exhaled breath. Heat is also transferred to the

If hypoglycemia is present, giving sugar by mouth (or surface of the skin, where much of it is dissipated
glucose intravenously, if the victim is unconscious) will through a combination of conduction, convection, and
relieve the symptoms promptly and prove the radiation. Moisture released by the sweat glands cools
diagnosis. If a diving operation is going to require go- the surface of the body as it evaporates, facilitating theIng without food for an unusually long period, eating transfer of heat from the blood to the surrounding air. If
pro*.in foods like meat before-hand will provide a the body is working hard, and therefore generating
longer and steadier supply of glucose than will loading greater than normal quantities of heat, the blood
up on starches and sweets. The latter procedure can vessels nearest the skin will dilate to permit more of
actually cause trouble in some individuals by causing the heated blood to reach the body surfaces, and the
the body to secrete an excess of insulin. A diver who sweat glands will increase their activity.

Soften experiences definite weakness (or other sYrup- If the surrounding air is hot, the rate of heat transfer
toms mentioned) when he misses meals should have a

_ medical workup to determine whether hypoglycemia is high, evaporation of moisture from the skin will be
the cause and, if so, why he is particularly susceptible greatly inhibited. For these reasons, a man cannot doStolit. as much work on hot, humid days as on cold, dry days.

The maintenance of proper body temperature is par-
BODY TEMPERATURE AND HEAT ticularly difficult for a diver working underwater. InLOSS 3,7 warm tropical waters (above 86 0 F, 300C), the cooling

systems of the body will be ineffective and a working
Next to decompression, thermal problems arising from diver may find himself approaching a state of heat ex-
exposure to cold water pose the major consideration haustion. High temperature waters are the exception
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in diving, however, and the principle temperature con- a superficial region, through which a temperature gra-
trol Problems encountered by divers involve keeping dient exists from the core to thG body surface. Over
the body warm. The high thermal conductivity of the trunk of the body, the thickness of the superficial
water, coupled with the normally cool-to-cold waters in layer may be approximately 1 inch (2.5 cm). The ex-
which they operate, can result in rapid and excessive trernites become a superficial Insulating layer when
heat loss, their blood flow is reduced to protect the core.

Entry into cold water is itself a shock that can distract Once in the water, man becomes largely dependent on
the diver. The same is true whenever he experiences a internal mechanisms to limit the loss ot body heat if no
sudden drop in skin temperature, such as when move- supplemental heating is provided. Heat loss through
ment brings cold water into a wet suit or when a dry the superficial layer Is lessened by the reduction ofIsuit leaks. If a man with no thermal protection at all blood flow in the skin. The automatic cold-induced
suddenly plunged into very cold water, the effects are vasoconstriction (narrowing of the blood vessels)
immediate and rapidly disabling. There is a gasping lowers the heat conductance of the superficial layer
response and a period of increased respiratory rate and acts to maintain the heat of the body core. Unfor-
and an increased tidal volume. The breathing is rapid, tunately, vasoconstrictive regulation of heat loss has
with breathIng contiol Involuntary, so the swimmer oily a narrow range of protection. When the ex-
cannot coordinate his breathing and swimming tremities are initially put into very cold water,I movements. The lack of breath'ing control makes sur- vasoconstriction occurs and the blood flow is reduced
vival in rough cold water very unlikely. In freezing to preserve body heat. After some time, however, the
water, collapse from exhaustion occurs in 1-5 mninutes, blood flow increases and fluctuates up and down for
depending on the amount of body fat the swimmer has, as long as the extremities are in cold water. As circula-

tion and heat loss increase, the body temperature falls
A water temperature of approximately 91 OF (3300C) is and may continue falling even though heat production
required to keep a man at absolute rest at a stable is increased by shivering. This effect, called cold
temperature. In water temperatures below 720F vasodilation, occurs only in water colder than 500F
(230C). the unprotected diver will be affected by ex- (100C), and appears to be caused primarily by direct
cessive heat loss and become chilled within a short cold paralysis of the blood vessels in the skin.
period of time. As the body temperature is reduced, he Much of the heat loss in the trunk area is transferred
will first feel uncomfortable and then, as his body tries over the short distance from the deep organs to the (
to increase heat production in the muscles, he will body surface by simple physical conduction, which is
begin to shiver. if cooling continues, his ability to per- not under any physiological control. Most of the heatU ~ ~form useful work may become seriously impaired. The lotfmthbdyimdealycdwtrhrfr,
hands lose dexterity and the sense of touch is dulled. is from the trunk and not from the limbs. Heavy-set
As shivering intensities, it brings on a general lack of men lose much less heat from the trunk than thin men
coordination and it may even be difficult for a SCUBA because of the insulating properties of thick sub-
diver to keep his mouthpiece In place. It becomes in- ctnosft
creasingly difficult to concentrate, and~ the ability to
think clearly is soon lost. Normally, exercise increases heat production and ine-
At extremely low temperatures, or with prolonged im- creases body temperature in dry conditions. Paradox-
mersion, body heat loss will reach a point at which ically, exercise in cold water may make the body
death will occur. In water at 42 0F (6 00), an unclothed temperature fall mom~ rapidly. Any movement whichI mar, of average build will become helpless within 30 stirs the water in contact with the skin may create tur-
minutes and will probably die within an hour. Ap- bulent eddies that carry off heat. Heat loss is not caus-
propriate dress can greatly reduce the effects of heat ed by just water movement, but also by the increasedUloss, and a diver with proper dress can work in very blood flow into the limbs during exercise. Continual
cold water for reasonable periods of time. movement makes the limbs more closely resemble the

The ability of the body to tolerate cold environments is internal body core rather than the insulating superficial
due to natural insulation and the body's built-in means layer. These two conflicting effects result in the core
of heat regulation. Usually, the body tempe-ature is temperature being maintained or increased in warm
thought of as being 98.60 F (370 CQ, but in 'act the water and decreased in cold water.
temperature is not uniform throughout the body. It is A diver must understand that increased heat produc-
more accurate to consider the body with an inner core tion requires an equivalent increase in oxygen con-

where a constant or uniform temperature prevails, and sumption. Further, the minute ventilation of the lungs
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I
must Increase by the same magnitude. If a diver is
breathing 12 liters of air per minute at rest in the water
and he becomes chilled, his heat production may in-
crease three times to compensate for chilling. His TABLE 3-2 SIGNS AND
respiratory ventilation will then increase to 36 liters SYMPTOMS OF DROPPING CORE
per minute. In this example, the diver would have the TEMPERATURE
same air consumption at rest keeping warm as he
would have If he were performing moderate work in
warm water.

All of those factors weigh against the diver, with the Tunporature Symptoms
rate of heat los depending on the severity of his ex- eF Sc
posure. Even his natural Insulation and the bcdy's own
protective function give way to especially cold water.
The diver's thinking ability becomes Impaired, and the 98.6 37 Cold sensations
effect of this impairment on the use of his hands and Skin vasoconstriction
other motor function may prevent him from choosing Incressed muscle tensicn
and executing the best procedures to complete his Increased oxygen consumption
task. In some cases, his survival may be at stake.

The signs and symptoms of dropping body core 97 36 Smoradic snivering suppressed by
temperature from the first noticeable effects to death Gross shivering in bouts
are listed in Table 3-2. It must be remembered, though, Further increases in oxygen
that there are sudden, acute effects from immersion in consumption
cold water that have their onset immediately and in- contio nUncontrollable shivering
dependently of dropping core temperature.

95 35 Voluntary tolerance limit in
SAROTRAUMA AND MECHANICAL laboratory experimentsI EFFECTS OF PRESSURE 3.8 Mental confusion

Impairment of rational thought

The tissues of the body can withstand tremendous Drowning possible
pressure: men have made actual ocean dives to 1148 Decreased will to struggle
fsw (350 meters) and, in experimental situations, have
been exposed to pressure equivalent to a dive of 2250 93 34 Loss of memory

ftsw (686 meters). Animals such as mice, goats and Speech impaired
monkeys. have withstood pressures equivalent to Sensory function impaired
dives as great as 5577 fsw (1700 meters). Motor performance impaired

As great as these pressures have been, it is somewhat 91 33 Hallucinations, delusions, clouding
ironic that the cause of the greatest number of medical of consciousness
complaints is often seen in the shallowest part of a In shipwrecks and survival
dive. The cause is barotrauma, which is damage done experience. 50% do not surviveSto tissues when there is a change in ambient pressure. Shivering impaired

There are four essential ingredients that must be pro- 90 32 Heart rhythm irregularities
Sent for barotrauma to occur. First, there must be a Moior performance grossly impaired
gas filled space. Most of the body is fluid and is not
compressible. However, any gas filled space naturally as 31 Shivering stopped
present within the body. such as the sir ;es, or next to
the body, such as a face mask, can damage body 86 30 Loss of consciousness
tissues when the gas volume changes according to No response to pain
Boyle's Law. Second, the space must have rigid walls.
If the walls were elastic like a balloon, there would be 80 27 Death
no damage done by the gas compression or expan-
sion. Furthermore, the space must be enclosed. If any

£ ( substance were allowed to freely enter or leave the
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Three-Sane Lwer. Semicircular Canals

space as the gas volume changes, then no damage
would occur. And finally, there must be a change in
ambient pressure.

All four of these factors must be present for •
barotrauma to occur. It can happen on descent or as- ,

cent. Barotrauma of descent Is usually called squeeze.
Barotraumna of ascent Is called reverse squeeze. It Is
"important to note that barotrauma can be minimized if '

the diver Is healthy, has properly functioning equip- £avmum
ment, and uses correct procedures.

The predominant symptcwn of barotrauma is pain. On na|
descent, the pain is accompanied by bleeding In
,se.ere cas as blood vss engorge or rupture to
reiter the relative vacuum within the space as the gas
volume is compressed. On ascent, the pain may be ac-Uconipanied by decreased blood flow to surrounding
structures as the gas within the.spsce expands and irra- Fm 3 Cros-sectional view of the ear. The ear drum

pedes circulation. Other unusual symptoms such as separates the external ear canal from the middle ear s3P-ce. Sound
vertigO, numbness, or facial paralysis may be pro- waves vibrate the ear drum, These vibrations are transmitted to apart of the inner ear called the cochlea via the three Done lever arm
duced depending on the specific anatomy. Pulmonary (the oaicl•s: maileus. incus and stapes). Excitation of cochlear
oveinflaton syndrome is a potentially serious form of nerve fibers produces hearing. The three semi-circular canals,s. imesi called the labyrinth, are another part of the inner ear and
barotraurna and will be discussed in detail in Section are responsible for balance. The Eustachian tube allows air to pans
3.9. In all diving situations, arterial gas embolism and between the middle ear space and nasal passages, thus permittingoqulizetion of pressure differences across the ear drum.

decompression sickness must be ruled out before the
diagnosis of squeeze can be accepted.

In the remainder of this section, specific types of rupture allowing the inward rush of water to equalize
barotrauma and their related conditions will be re- the negative pressure, or rupture of blood vessels will
viewed, cause sufficient bleeding into the middle ear to C

equalize the pressure. The latter is the usual course of

Middle Ear Squeeze 3.8.1 The anatomy of the ear events.

is diagrammatically shown in Figure 3-12. The ear The hallmark of middle ear squeeze is sharp pain
drum completely seals off the outer ear canal from the caused by stretching of the ear drum. The pain pro-
middle ear space. When the diver descends, water duced before rupture of the drum often becomes so in-
pressure on the external surface of the drum in- tense as to prevent further descent of the diver.
creases. To counterbalance this pressure, the air Returning to normal pressure brings about immediate
pressure must also reach the inner surface of the ear relief.
drum. This is accomplished by the passage of air If descent is continued in spite of the pain, the ear
through the narrow Eustachian tmie which leads from drum may indeed rupture. Unless the diver is in a hard

the nasal passages to the middle ear space. hat diving dress, the middle ear cavity will be exposed

Should the Eustachian tube be blocked by mucus or an to water when the drum ruotures. This presents the
Overgrowth of tissue, this equalization of pressure on possibility of ear infection and will prevent the diver
both sides of the ear drum cannot take place. When from diving until the damage is healed, At the time of
descent begins, the eardrum will bow inward and the rupture, the diver may experience the sudden
initially equalize the pressure by compression of mid- onset of a brief but violent episode of vertigo (a sense-
die ear gs. Soon. however, the ear drum stretches out tion of spinning). The diver can become completely
"td reaches its limits of inward distensibility. At this disoriented, will probably become nauseated and may
point, middle ear pressure falls below the external vomit. The vertigo in this case is produced by cold
water pressure creating a relative vacuum in the mid- water stimulating the balance mechanism of the inner
die ear space. This negative pressure causes the ear. This is called Caloric Vertigo. Caloric Vertigo may
blood vessels of the ear drum and of the lining of the also occur just from having cold water enter one ear
middle ear initially to expand, then to leak, and i•nally and not the other. Even with an intact eardrum this can
burst. If descent is continued, either the eardrum will produce vertigo. This type of caloric vertigo results (C
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when one ear canal is blocked (e.g. by ear plugs, tight a few feet and gently perform a Valsalva maneuver.S fitting wet suit hood, severe external otitis or a wax im- NEVER DO A FORCEFUL VALSALVA DUPING DES-
* paction) when swimming or diving in cold water. For- CENT, THIS COULD RESULT IN ALTERNOBARIC VER-

tunately, these symptoms will quickly pass when the TIGO OR A ROUND OR OVAL WINDOW RUPTURE
water reaching the middle ear is warmsd by the body. (see paragraph 3.8.10). If clearing cannot be 3c-
The best means of handling middle ear squeeze Is to complished in this way, the dive should be aborted.

avoid It. Remember that barotrauma can be virtually Upon surfacing after a middle ear squeeze, the diver
eliminated if certain precautions are taken. When may complain of pain, fullness in the ear, hearing loss

Sdescending, stay ahead of the pressure by clearing the or even mild vertigo. Occassionally, there may be
ears. If too large a pressure difference exists between blood In the nostril. Treatment consists of
the middle ear pressure and the external pressure, the decongestants and cessation of diving until damage is
Eustachian tube will collapse, much like a straw will healed.
while trying to focibly suck a thick shake through it, To
avoid coliapse and occlusion of the Eustachian tube, it creases the likelihood of middle ear squeeze. DiversIs necessary to make frequent adjustments of middle cesstelklh~/fmdl a qez.Dvriecrpressareby to n m ak threouent adj ustmentsofhmide who cannot clear their ears on the surface should not
ear pressure by adding gas through the Eustachian dive. Divers who have trouble clearing should be ex-
tubes from the back ot the nose, a process called dive. by a M ale or Diving Meicl Tech-
clearing the ears. For a few divers, the Eustachian
tube is open all the time so -no conscious effort is nician before diving
necessary to clear their ears. For the majority,
however, the opening of the Eustachian tube is nor- Sinus Squeeze 3&.2 The nasal accessory sinuses
mally closed and some action must be taken to clear are shown diagrammatically in Figure 3-14. All sinuses
Sthe ears. Many divers can do this by yawning, swallow- are located within hollow spaces of the skull bones
ing, or moving the jew around. Same divers must gen- and are lined with mucus membrane continuous with
tly force gas up the Eustachian tube by closing thier that of the nasal cavity. Te sinuses are small air
mouth, pinching their nose, and exhaling (Valsalva pockets whicha connecti withT thes nasalscavitymthrough

•llmaneuvc~r). Once too large a relative vacuum exists in pockets which connect with the nasal cavity throughSanarrow passages. If pressure is applied to the body,
the middle ear, the Eustachian tube will collapse and and passages to any of these sinuses are obstructed
no amount of forcible clearing will open It. If a squeeze by mucus or tissue growths, pain will soon be ax-
is noted during descent, then the diver should ascend perlenced in the affected vrea. The situation will be

very much like that described in the middle ear. When
the air pressure in these sinuses is less than the
pressure applied to the tissues surrounding these in-

• ne '"compressible spaces, the same relative effect is pro-
duced as if a vacuum were created within the sinuses.

s" .. Swelling of the lining membranes and, if severe
...Wkwm enough, hemorrhage into the sinus spa.-.es, will take

"place. This process represents an effort on the part of
"nature to balance the relative negative air pressure

TYMPIMICwith swollen tissue, fluid, and blood. A "squeeze" of
1rn the sinuses actually takes place. The pain produced

may be severe enough to prevent further descent of
the diver. Unless damage has already occurred, a

From' CSF Jreturn to normal pressures wiil bring about immediaterelief as in the case of pain from the middle ear. If suchWn difficulty has been encountered during a dive, the diver

taehon Tube may often notice a small amount of bloody nasalI tdischarge on reaching the surface.
Figur 3.1&. Middle and inner ear structures. Sound-ind'iced Sinus squeeze can often be prevented by not diving ifvibrations of the ear drum are transmitted via the malleus, *ilJS.
and stae to the oval window of the inner ear. Deflections of the in- any signs of nasal congestion or a head cold are ap-
nor ear membranes by the fluid waves thus created produco hear- parent. The effects of squeeze can be limited during aWQ. Since the Inner ear is comp~letely fluid filled, any inward defle,•.

bonof the oval window must be matched by an outwardl deflection dive by halting the descent and returning toward the
(b the round window, surface a few feet. This will help restore the pressure
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Orbit

-Ethmoldal Sinus - X

Nasal Septum Maxlllary Slnus

SSphenoid Sinus

Figure 3.14. Frontal view of human skull with major sinus Lateral view of skull showing location of sinus cavities.
cavities prolected on surface.

balance. If the space cannot be equalized (by swallow- Thoracic (Lung) Squeeze 3.8.5 In making a
ing or blowing against a pinched-off nose), the dive breathhold dive, it is possible to reach a depth at which
must be aborted. the air held in the lungs will be compressed to a

volume somewhat smaller than the normal residual
volume of the lungs. At this volume, the chest wall

Tooth Squeeze 3.8.3 Tooth Squeeze results when becomes stiff and incompressible. Should the diver "
a 5mall pocket of trapped gas has been generated by descend further, the additional pressure will be unable
decay or is lodged under a poorly-fitted or cracked fill- to compress the chest walls or elevate the diaphragm
ing. If this pocket of gas is completely isolated, the further and the pressure in the lung will become
pulp of the tooth or the tissues in the tooth socket can negative with respect to the external water pressure.
be sucked into the space causing pain. If additional Injiry will take the form of squeeze. Blood and tissue
gas enters the tooth during descent and doesn't vent fluids will be forced into the lung alveoli and air
during ascent the tooth may explode, passages where the air is under less pressure than the

blood in the surrounding vessels. This amounts to an
attempt to relieve the negative pressure within the
lungs by partially filling the air space with swol!en

External Ear Squeeze 3.8.4 If a diver wears ear tissue, fluid and blood. Considerable lung damage,
plugs, has an external ear infection, impaction of wax therefore, results. If severe enough, it may prove fatal.
in the ear canal. or a tight-fitting hood, he can develop If the diver descends still further, death will result from
an external ear squeeze. Gas trapped in the external crushing of the chest walls, similar to the collapse if a
canal remains at atmospheric pressure while the ex- sealed tin can which is lowered into deep water.
ternal water pressure builds. The ear drum bows out-
ward in an attempt to equalize the pressure difference Theoretically, the average man with a total lung
and may rupture. The skin of the canal also becomes capacity of 6 liters could n6t breathhold dive beyond
S swollen and hemorrhagic. Considerable pain results. approximately 30 meters (4 ata) as the air in his lungs

at that point would be compressed to the residual
Prevention of external ear squeeze is essential. Ear volume (1.5 lters, average value). A man with an ex-
plugs must not be worn. In addition to creating the ceptional lung capacity could exceed that depth, but
squeeze, they may be forced deep into the canal. would eventually reach his own limit. In 1968, the
When a hooded suit must be worn, air (or water in world record holder for breathhold skin diving was
some types) must be allowed to enter the hood to Navy Petty Officer Robert Croft who had an excep-
equalize pressure in the ear canal. tional total lung capacity of more than 9 liters. During a
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series of experimental dives, Croft reached 240 feet The increased pressure in the middle ear may also af-
(73 meters) which is about 39 feet (12 meters) below fect nearby structures and produce symptoms of ver-
his "computed" residual limit. He did not experience tigo and inner earn damage (see 3.8.10) or, rarely,
any symptoms of thoracic squeeze. facial muscle weakness. It is extremely important to

rule out arterial gas embolism or decompression
Face or Body Squeeze &111,11 If the air pressure in sickness when these unusual symptoms of reverse mid-
a surface-supplied face mask or helmet should sud- die ear squeeze occur during ascent or with surfacing.
denly become lower than that of the surrounding water

-as In a failure of the air supply or 4romn a rapid in- Facial muscle weakness as a result of middle ear over-
crease in depth - the tissues of the face or body can pressurization (Alternobaric facial palsy) is a rare syný-
be seriously squeezed. This is a particular danger drome. In a few individuals, the anatomy of the middle
when working with the deep-sea diving dress, which ear is such that the blood supply to the facial nerve
encloses the head, neck and part of the upper chest in can be reduced by middle ear overpressure. Ten to
a rigid helmet. Under normal conditions, the pressure thirty minutes of overpressure is required for symp-
In the helmet (and in the diving dress) will be in toms to develop. The half of the face on the side of theIequilibrium with tha outside pressure. However, if the affected ear becomes paralyzed. Sensation remains
air pressure suddenly drops, the outside pressure intact, however, since this is carried by another nerve,
could force the air in the suit and helmet back up the nausea and vertigo are usually also present. All symp-

air hose. In doing so, the nqn-rigid dress will collapse, toms subside spontaneously after the middle ear vents;
squeezing the diver's body into the incompressible Diving with a cold or inability to equalize the ears will
helmet, and if the pressure differential is great enough, increase the likelihood of developing reverse middle
this condition can become fatal. To help prevent major ear squeeze. There is no uniformly effective action for
body or face squeeze, all surface-supplied apparatus clearing the ears on ascent. Valsalva maneuver will in-
must be equipped with a safety non-return valve which crease the pressure in the middle ear and should not
will hold the gas in the suit at pressure in the event of a be done on ascent. If pain in the ear develops on as-
failure of the supply pressure. A diver may similarly cent, the diver should descend a lew feet to relieve the
become a victim of body and face squeeze if he should symptoms and then begin ascent at a slower rate.
fall into deeper water without a corresponding in- Several such attempts may be necessary as the diver
crease in supply pressure. (See Chapter 6 for addi- gradually works his way to thea surface.
tional discussion.)

Face masks used with SCUBA, goggles, and certain Sinus Overpressure (Reverse Sinus Squeeze) 3.8.8

types of exposure suits can lead to problems of A fold in the sinus-lining membrane, a cyst, or an
squeeze under some conditions. The pressure in a outgrowth of the sinus membrane may act as a ball

thrughthenos, bt tis s nt tue f gggls wich cent. As the sinus pressure increases, sharp pain in
thfrnough y the noeuaise p otetrure. Tefof e goggleswhc the area of the affected sinus results and will usuallyp ofer o wy toequliz presur. Terefregogles be sufficient to block further ascent. Pain is relievedshould only be used for surface swimming. The most
seriously affected tissues in an instance of face mask immediately by descending a few feet. At this point,
or goggle squeeze will be those of the eye and the eye the diver should ascend at a more gradual rate.

Whenusig eposre uits ai ma betraped Several such descents and ascents may be nacessa ry
inafold in the garment and may lead to some discomn- torahhesfc.

fotadpossibly a minor case of hemorrhage into the If the maxillary sinus is involved, the blood supply to
skin from pinching, the inf raorbital neni e may be reduced. This will result

in numbness of the upper gums and teeth, the upper
Middle Ear overpressure (Reverse Middle Ear lip, and part of the face overlying the sinus. Full sensa-HSqueez) 3.8.7 Expanding gas in the middle ear tion will return with venting of the sinus.
space during asnent ordinarily vents out through the
Eustachian tube. If the tube becomes blocked, Overexpansion of the Stomach and Intestine 3.8.9
pressure in the middle ear relative to the external While a diver is under pressure, gas formation may
water pressure increases. The ear drum is bowed out- take place within his intestines, or air may be swal-
ward and causes pain. If the overpressure is signifi, lowed and trapped in his stomach. On ascent this
cant, the ear drum may rupture which may cause the trapped gas expands and occasionally causes enough
same symptoms as seen in ear drum rupture during discomfcrt to require stopping until it can be expelled.
descent. Continuing ascent in spite of marked discomfort may
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result in actual harm. Chewing gum during a dive can few feet. Precisely how the middle ear overpressure
cause air swallowing and should therefore be avoided, affects the inner ear balance mechanism is not known.

I Inner Ear Dysfunction and Vertigo 3.&10 The in- A pressure imbalance between the middle ear and ex-
ner ear contains no gas, so strictly speaking it is not ternal environment may cause lasting damage to the
subject to barotrauma as a separate entity. However, inner ear if the imbalance is sudden or large, This type
the inner ear is located next to the middle ear cavity of inner ear barotrauma is often associated with rup-
and is affected by those same conditions which pro- ture of the round or oval window but may also involve
duce middle ear barotrauma. As the gas in the middle damage to many other structures of the inner ear.

ear is compressed or expands without the relief nor- There are three bones in the middle ear, the Malleus,
mally provided by the Eustachian tube, the fluid and the Incus, and the Stapes. The bones connect the tym-
membranes of the delicate Inner ear will be disturbed panic membrane (eardrum) to the fluid filled structures
in their function, and possibly physically torn as the of the inner ear (see Figure 3-13). The stapes is in

I pressure gradient increases, direct contact with the inner ear and transmits the ear-

The inner ear has two functions. One portion, the drum vibrations to the inner ear fluid through a mem-

cochlea, (Figure 3-13) is the hearing sense organ and brane covered hole called the oval window. Another
Scan produce symptoms of hearing loss and ringing in membrane covered hole called the round window con-

the ear (tinnitus) if damaged. The other part of the in- nects the inner ear with the middle ear and serves to
ner ear is the vestibular apparatus, which is the organ relieve pressure waves in the inner ear caused by
that senses balance and motion. Damage to the movement of the stapes. Barotrauma can cause rup-

vestibular apparatus may cause vertigo, which is the ture of the round window membrane and of the ovalfalse sensation of a spinning type of motion. The diver window seal with associated leak of the inner ear fluid
will feel that either he is spinning or the area around (perilymph). This conditions can occur as the conse-whim is spinning while he may in fact be perfectly mo- quence of an exertional effort during diving which in

tionless. One can usually tell this distinct sensation turn causes an increased intracranial pressure in the
diver. If great enough, this pressure can be transmit-fro m the m o re vag u e co m p la ints o f dizziness o r e fr m t e b a n o th i n r e rin s c a m n er s

lightheadedness, which may have any number of ted from the brain to the inner ear in such a manner as
causes. Vertigo is usually specific for the inner ear or to explode through the round window membrane or
that part of the brain which analyzes inner ear input, through the oval window seal. Also, similar inner
Vertigo has associated symptoms which may or may damage can result from the overpressurization of the

not be seen. These include nausea, vomiting, loss of middle ear by means of a too forceful Valsalva
balance, loss of coordination, and a rapid beating maneuver (holding the nose, closing the mouth and

movement of the eyes (nystagmus). Besides inner ear forcibly exhaling to clear the ears during descent). In

barotrauma, vertigo may be caused by arterial gas em- addition to its desired effect of forcing gas up the

bolism or Type II decompression sickness which is Eustachian tube, the Valsalva maneuver increases the
S discussed in Chapter 8. pressure of fluid within the inner ear. If the diver can-

not clear, the Eustachian tube is collapsed because
Frequent oscillations in middle ear pressure there is already a relative vacuum in the middle ear
associated with difficult clearing may lead to a condi- space. The combined forces could rupture the round
tion of transient vertigo called alternobaric vertigo of or oval window membranes. It is also possible that a
descent. This vertigo usually follows a Valsalva forceful Valsalva itself may damage the membranes
maneuver, often with the final clearing episode just as by the implosive force of the gas entering the middle
the diver hits bottom. The vertigo is short-lived, but ear space. Symptoms of this condition include ringing
may cause significant disorientation, or roaring in the affected ear (tinnitus), vertigo,

disorientation, unsteadiness, and marked hearing loss.
Alternobaric vertigo may also occur during ascent in The diver may describe a bubbling sensation in the af-
association with middle ear overpressurization. In this fected ear. The diagnosis of inner ear barotrauma
instance the vertigo is often preceded by a feeling of should be considered whenever any inner ear symp-
fullness or pain in the ear that is not venting excess toms occur during compression or after a shallow dive
pressure properly. The vertigo usually lasts just a few in whlich decompression sickness is unlikely. Inner ear
minutes, but may be incapacitating during that time. barotrauma should not be treated with recompression
Relief is abrupt and often accompanied by a hissing if decompression sickness and air embolism can be
sound in the affected ear. Alternobaric vertigo of as- ruled out as causing the vertigo (see Chapter 8). The
cent will disappear immediately if the diver descends a treatment for inner ear barotrauma ranges from bed
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rest to exploratory ear surgery depending on the prived of their blood supply. The consequences de-
sev3rity of the symptoms. All suspected cases of inner pend upon the area or organ where the blockage oc-

" ear barotrauma should be referred to an ENT (ear, curs. The brain is frequently involved; and when it is,
nose, throat) physician as soon as possible. the symptoms are usually extremely serious. Unless

the victim is recompressed promptly to reduce the size
PULMONARY OVERINFLATION of the bubble and permit blood to flow again, death
SYNDROMES 3.9 may follow. The symptoms and treatment are dis-
Pulmonary overinflation syndromes represent a group cussed more tully in Chapter 8.
of barotrauma related diseases caused by the expan- If one purposeiy .ties to hold his breath during ascent,
sion of gas trapped in the lung during ascent or over- which should never be done operationally, a sensation
pressurization of the lung with subsequent overexpan- of discomfort will be felt behind the breast bone and a
sion and rupture of the alveolar air sacs. The two main feeling of actual stretching of the lungs will urge one to
causes of alveolar rupture include: (1) excess pressure exhale at periodic intervals. A condition of fright,
inside of the lung caused by positive pressure (e.g., however, can apparently cause a spasm of the
pressing the purge button on a single hose regulator laryngeal muscles, sealing the main lung passageway,
while taking a breath) or more commonly (2) failure of and thus bring about overexpansion of the lungs.
expanding gases to escape from the lung during as- Under these circumstances, death has occurred in as-
cent (e.g., voluntary or involuntary breathing holding cent from depths of only 7 feet. On the other hand, safe
during ascent or localized pulmonary obstructions ascents can be made from depths of more than 100
which can cause air trapping such as asthma or thick feet without any breathing appliance, provided the in-
secretions from pneumonia or a severe cold). The con- dividual exhales continuously during his ascent. Every
ditions which bring about these incidents are directly diver should make it an absolute rule always to breathe
opposite to thcse which produce iung squeeze. They normally and continually during ascent. If he is out of
most frequently occur during submarine escape pro- air or his gear is not working and he cannot breathe.
cedures or emergency ascent from dives made with then he must exhale as he comes up.
lightweight diving gear or SCUBA.

The clinical manifestations of pulmonary overinflation Medlastinal and Subcutaneous Emphysema 3.9.2
depend on the location at which the free air collects. In INTERSITIAL EMPHYSEMA involves an entry of gas
all cases the first step is rupture of the alveolus with a into the intersitial tissues in the lungs and, like gas em-
collection of air locally in the lung tissues, a condition bolism, it can arise as a tear of lung tissue if the diver
known as interstitial emphysema. Interstitial em- fails to exhale adequately during ascent. This condi-
physema causes no symptoms unless further distribu- tion may accompany a gas embolism, or it may occur
tion of the air occurs. Gas may find its way into the separately. Intersitial emphysema by itself causes

* chest cavity or the arterial circulation. These various no problems unless further gas expansion leads
conditions are depicted in Figure 3-15 and are dis- to mediastinal or subcutaneous emphysema.
cussed in the following sections. MEDIASTINAL EMPHYSEMNA is a condition whereby
Arteial Gas Embolism 3&9.1 Arterial air ea- gas has been forced through torn lung tissue into the
bolism is the most serious potential complication of loose mediastinal tissues in the middle of the chest,
diving caused by an excess of air pressure inside the around the heart, the trachea and the major blood

lungs caused by holding the breath during ascent. For vessels. SUBCUTANEOUS EMPHYSEMA results from
example, if an individual ascends to the surface from the expansion of gas which has leaked rom the
100 feet, the air within his lungs will expand to four mediastinum into the subcutaneous tissues of the
times its original volume. If this expanding air fills the neck. These three types of emphysema should not be

" lungs completely and is not allowed to escape, a confused with with the emphysema of old age or ex-
. pressure is built up within the lungs which is greater cessive smoking.

than the pressure surrounding the chest. This pressure
overexpands the lung and ruptures its air sacs and Pneumothorax 3.9.3 Pneumothorax is the result
blood vessels. Air is then forced into the pulmonary of air entering the potential space between the lung
capillary bed, and bubbles are carried to the left covering and the lining of the chest wall. In the usual
chambers of the heart. From there, they are pumped form, called a simple pneumothorax, a one-time
out into the arteries. Any bubble which is too large to leakage of air from the lung into the chest partially col-go through an artery will lodge and form a plug (em- lapses the lung causing varying degrees of respiratorybolus). The tissues beyond the plug will then be de- distress. This normally improves with time as the air is
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Ii PULMONARY OVERIN FLATION

RUPTURE OF THE ALVEOLAR LINING

PULMONARY INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA

ARTERIAL GAS MEDIASTINAL PNEUMOTHORAX
EMBOLISM EMPHYSEMA (TENSION PNEUMOTHORAX)

I SUBCUTANEOUS
EMPHYSEMA

Figlo 3-15 The Possible Consequences of Pulmonary Overinflation. Dissection of gas into the pulmonary interstitial tissue causes no

symptomts unless further dissection occurs. If gas enters the arterial circulation. potentially fatal arternal gas embolism may occur. Localza-
tIon to tissue under the skin causes enthyson a. Pneumothorax occurs if gas accumlates bemta n the lung and chest wall and it accumula-
tlor. continues without venting, then Tension Pneaunothorsx may result.

resorbed. Sometimes if the degree of lung collapse is case of a a tension pnoumothorax, this may be lift say-
sufficient, the air must be removed by placement of a ing. If a pneumothorax occurs in a diver, further ascent
tube or catheter. will be dangerous unless it is vented. As a temporary C
In certain instances, the damaged lung may allow air remedy, the symptomatic diver should be taken to the

to enter but not exit the space between the lung and depth of relief and medical assistance sought.
chest wall with successive breaths thus progressively
enlarging the air pocket. This is called a tension INDIRECT EFFECTS OF PRESSURE 3.10
pnaumothorax due to the progressively increasing ten-
sion or pressure the expanding gas exerts on the lung The conditions previously described come about
and heart. If uncorrected, this situation will push on the because of differences in pressure which damage
involved lung completely collapsing it. The lung and body structures in a direct, mechanical manner. The
soon the heart are puIshed toward the opposite side of indirect or secondary effects of pressure are the result
the chest and eventually circulation as well as respira- of changes in the partial pressure of individual gases in
tion are compromised. This causes progressively the diver's breathing medium. the mechanisms of
more serious symptoms beginning with rapid these effects include saturation and desaturation of
breathing and ending in cyanosis, hypotension, shock body tissues with dissolved gas and the modification of
and death unless corrected. body functions by abnormal gas partial pressures.

If a simple pneumothorax occurs in a diver under Nltrogef Narcosis 3.10.1 Most divers who
pressure, the air will expand according to Boyle's Law breathe air under pressure will at some depth ex-

olumring ascent, creating a tension pneumothorax. The perlence nitrogen narcosis (sometimes called "rap-
volume of air Initially leaked into the chest and the re- ture of the deep"). Symptoms of this problem generally
theadini pn asurfacisnce detbegin to appear at about 100 fsw (30 meters) and pro-

the diver upon surf acing, gress rapidly beyond that depth. However, there is a
All serious cases of pneumothorax must be treated. wide range of individual susceptibility and some
This is done by removing the air with a catheter or tube divers, particularly those experienced in deep opera-
inserted into the chest cavity between the ribs which is tions with air, can often work as deep as 200 fsw (60
hooked to a one-way valve and a suction device. In the meters) without serious difficulty.
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The symptoms, although quite specific, are nom always the end of a deep inspiration. This will occur after a 24
apparent to the individual. The nitrogen prod~uces an hour. exposure to a P02 of 0.6 ata (e.g. 60 fsw

3 (intoxicating effect similar to that of alcohol. The nar- breathing air). Long exposures to higher levels of ox-
cosis is characterized by a slowing of mental activity, ygen such as administered during Recompression

fixation of ideas, slowing of reaction time and general Treatment Tables 4 or 7 may lead to a burning sensa-
euphoria. The diver finds It difficult to concentrate or to tion on inspiration and progress to frank pain on in-
figure things out, and he may not be able to remember spiration. If exposure is continued, pulmonary function
what he Is supposed to do or even what he has already may decrease. During recompression treatments,
done. His reflexes and reaction times are slowed pulmonary oxygen toxicity may have to be tolerated In
down. His observations will often be inaccurate, and patients with severe neurological symptoms in order toUhe is likely to reach wrong conclusions about what to treat them adequately. In conscious patients, the pain
do. experienced with inspiration will eventually limit fur-

The greatest hazard of nitrogen narcosis is that it may fntie xonur wil raduygeturnd toe ncrmalsfer themoex-
keep the diver from caring about the job or even about fntowilgrdal reuntyoml fe h x

his wn afey. n uusully tabe eperencd dver posure is terminated. If oxygen is administered to un-
hisl owe resoafety. Anodunuullctable experienced divers conscious patients, there will be no pain to limit ex-

wille btereai.Hisonablyia prdutiv andtsafen natrcosis posures and it is possible to subject them to exposures
wherenl othrer ofal the isen faila whith nitrogenpaircshis resulting in permanent lung damage. For this reason,

is eeny aareof he xtet t whch t ipais hm, care must be taken when administering 100% 02 to
and makes a strong conscious effort to carry on in ucncosains
spite of it. He knows that he must be unusually careful,
that he must spend more time and effort making even At partial pressures of oxygen of 1.6 atm and greater,
the simplest observations and decisions, and that any central nervous system (CNS) toxicity may occur
relaxation of his conscious effort can lead to failure or before pulmonary symptoms. Onset of CNS symptom.-.

a fatl bluder.such as convulsion can occur in hours or minutes. The
Divers who have had no recent exposure to breathing susceptibility to central nervous system oxygen
gases containing nitrogen at depths below 120 feet poisoning varies somewhat from person to person.
may be more susceptible to nitrogen narcosis than rhe use of an "oxygen tolerance test" for diving train-

dieswho have. As a diver accumulates exposures ing candidates is intended to identify those whose sen-
below this depth he gradually develops an increased sitivity to oxygen is usually high. Individual susceptibilIi-
tolerance to the narcotic effects of nitrogen. For exam- ty will also vary from time to time, and for this reason
pie, a diver may find it almost impossible to function on divesrs who pass an oxygen tolerance test may ex-
his first air dive to 190 feet but will find his function perience CNS toxicity at a later lime. A major external
greatly improved by the 3rd or 4th dive, even diving factor contributing to the development of oxygenUonly once a day or every other day. poisoning is the presence of a high level of carbon
The mechanism by which nitrogen under pressure pro- dioxide in the breathing mixture resulting from absor-

duce th naroti effct s nt knwn.The arctic bent failure, CO2 in the helmet supply gas, or inade-

potency of nitrogen and other inert gases may be cor- quthemtvniaonntefcefhayexro.
related with their relative solubility in fat (Meyer-
Overton theory). The more soluble the gas, the greater Experience and experimental investigation have
the narcotic effect at a given partial pressure. For this shown that most divers, when performing heavy exer-Ireason, helium or neon-which are relatively insoluble cise, will be in danger of CNS oxygen poisoning when
in fat-are used as the inert gasses in deep diving, the partial pressure of oxygen in the breathing mixture

is 1.6 atmospheres or greater. The air diver seldom en-3Oxyen Poisoning &.10.2 Partial pressures of ox- counters oxygen partial pressures above this level
ygen in excess of that encountered at normal at- since it represents 4 depth of over 200 fsw (61 meters)
mospheric conditions may be toxic to the body. Ox- and problems of CO2 retention and nitrogen narcosis
ygen toxicity is dependent upon both the partial tend to limit the maximum air depth. His greatest op-
pressure and the exposure time. In the range of 0.2 to portunity for being exposed to the potential of oxygen
0.5 atm 02, no toxicity is usually detectable regardless poisoning is during recompression treatment or sur-
of exposure time. At partial pressures above 0.5 atm, face decompression using oxygen. For this reason, it
with exposure times varying from days to hours, lung is essential that the diver be monitored constantly in-
(pulmonary) toxicity will occur. The first sign of side the chamber for the related symptoms of oxygen

* (, plmonary oxygen toxicity is mild pain or discomfort at poisoning.
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Sometimes early evidences of oxygen poisoning ap- sleep off and on, waking up occasionally but not being
pear before convulsions. If recognized, these symp- fully rational. The phase of depression sometimes
toms may provide sufficient warning to permit reduc- lasts as little as 15 minutes, but an hour or more is not
tion in oxygen partial pressure and prevent the onset uncommon. At the end of it, the individual will often
of more serious symptoms. The warning symptoms become alert rather than suddenly and complain of no
most often encountered, in the approximate order of more than fatigue, muscular soreness, and possibly a
their likelihood of occurrence, include: headache. After an oxygen convulsion, the diver will

usually remember clearly the events up to the moment
-Muscular twitching-This usually appears first when consciousness was lost but will remember

in the lips or elsewhere in the face, but it may nothing of the convulsion itself and little of the postic-
affect any rmuscle. tel phase.

-Nausea-This may come and go periodically. DeptSNau •Thi ma com an go eridicaly. Despite its rather alarming appearance, the convul-

-Diziness sion itself is usually not much more than a strenuous
SAbnormalties of vision or hearing-Tunnet vi- muscular workout for the victim. In oxygen convul-

sion (loss of the ability to see things to the sions, even the possible danger of hypoxia during
sides) is one of the more frequent visual symp- breathholding in the "stiff" phase is eliminated. The
toms. tongue may be chewed when the jaw takes part in the

-Difficulty in Breathing-'The diver may have jerking phase, end once in a great while a bone will
give way under the strain of the contracting muscles.

air hunger, may sense an increase n The main dangers are from what may happen during
breathing resistance for no apparent reason, theor may have trouble taking a full breath into his teprocess. If convulsion occurs in a recompression

chamber, one tender should be able to keep the man
lungs. from thrashing against hard objects and hurting

S-- Anxiety and confusion himself. Complete restraint of the movements is

SUnusual fatigue neither necessary nor desirable. The oxygen mask
should be removed. It is not necessary to force the
mouth open to insert a bite block while a convulsion is

Not a3 of these symptoms will always appear and most taking place. After the convulsion subsides and the
of them are not exclusively symptoms of oxygen mouth relaxes, keep the jaw up and forward to main-
poisoning. Twitching is the clearest warning of oxygen tain a clear aiway until the diver regains con-
toxicity, but it may occur late. The appearance of any sciousness. Breathing almost invariably resumes
one of these symptoms, however, usually represents a spontaneously.
bodily signal of distress of some kind and should be
heeded. In suit-and-helmet diving, convulsion might lead to

blowup or squeeze; but bruises and a chewed tongue
Convulsions are the most important consequence of a�re more likely to be the only consequences. Bringing
poisoning with excess oxygen and may occur sud- a diver up rapidly during the height of convulsion could
denly without being preceded by any other symptoms. possibly lead to air embolism. In the use of SCUBA, the
During a convulsion, the individual loses con- consequences of convulsions are likely to be more
sciousness; and his brain sends out uncontrolled and serious, with drowning as the main danger. This is a'I completely disorganized volleys of nerve impulses to situation where using the "buddy system" in self-
his muscles. At the height of the seizure, all of the contained diving can mean the difference between life

muscles are stimulated at once and lock the body into and death.
board-like stiffness. The brain soon fatigues, and the
number of impulses drops off. in this phase, the ran- Even if a man with oxygen poisoning continues to
dom impulses to various muscles mey cause violent breathe oxygen, the convulsion will almost always
thrashing and jerking for a minute or so. Sometimes, cease in a few minutes and be followed by a quiet in-
involuntary urination and defection, and occassionally terval of several minutes. If the oxygen partial
erection and ejaculation, take place during the convul- pressure is then lowered, there will seldom be a fur-
sion. After the convul3ive phase, the brain is com- ther seizure. Usually, the convulsive phase is over
pletely tired out: and "post-convulsive (postictal) before any drug could be injected to stop the fit, and
depression" follows. During this phase, the patient is such treatment is necessary only in the extremely rare
usually unconscious and quiet for a while, then cases where convulsion continues after lowering the
semiconscious and very restless. He will then usually oxygen pressure.
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If one of the early symptoms of oxygen toxicity occurs, direction of change is opposite . in diving, we are in-
"the diver may still go on to convulse up to a minute or terested in both; saturation when the diver is exposed

3 ~two after being removed from the high oxygen to an increased partial pressure of nitrogen at depth,
* breathing gas. This is known as the "Off Effect". One and desaturation when he returns to the surface.

should not assume that an oxygen convulsion will not Basically, the seme processes occur with helium and
occur unless the diver has been off oxygen for 2 to 3 other "inert" gases as with nitrogen.

cfbminutes. The sequence of events in the process of saturation
It a man with oxygen convulsions is prevented from can be illustrated by considering what will happen in

drowning or otherwise Injuring himself, he can expect the body of a diver taken rapidly from the surface to
to recover promptly and have no lasting effects. Nor 100 feet of depth (see Figure 116). To simplfy mat-
will he be any more or less susceptible to oxygen ters, we can say that the partial pressure of nitrogen in
poisoning In the future. He may be more inclined to his blood and tissues on leaving the surface is roughly
think he has "warning symptoms" during subsequent eight tenths (0.8) of one atmosphere. When he reaches
exposures to oxygen, but this is most likely a 100 feet, his alveolar nitrogen pressure will be about
psychological matter. 0.8 of 4 atmospheres or 3.2 atmospheres, while the
T c blood and tissues remain temporarily at 0.8. The "par-The actual mechanism of CNS oxygen toxicity remains tilresedifeneorgaetbtwnte

unknown in spite of many theories and much research. tial pressure difference" or gradient between the

From the diver's standpoint, prevention of oxygen alveolar air and the blood and tissues is thus

pioigis the most iprtant thing. He should not 3.2 - 0.8 = 2.4 atmospheres. This gradient is the
upoisoning whe t impo god. reashorldong "driving force" which makes the molecules of
use oxygen where there is no good reason for doing nitrogen move by diffusion from one place to another.so. (For example, there is no point in charging opn Consider the following events and factors in the diver

circuit gear with oxygen.) When the use of oxygen is at 100 feet:

advantageous or necessary, he should apply sensible

precautions like being sure the breathing apparatus is
In good order, observing the depth-time limits, avoiding
excessive exertion, and heeding abnormal symptoms L,.UAR
i If they appear. M

0D-eo Mprseion 3.10.3 The average human body I A
at sea level contains about one liter of dissolved
nitrogen. All of the body tissues are saturated with
nitrogen at a partial pressure equal to the partial
pressure of nitrogen in the alveoli-sbout 570 mmHg
(0.75 ata). If the partial pressure of nitrogen should un
change because of a change in the pressure of the ,wIA ,

composition of the breathing mixture, the pressure of CAPAIMIN

the nitrogen dissolved in the body will attain a mat- vesom rugm

ching level. Additional qiJantities will be absorbed, or
some of the gas will be eliminated depending on the
partial pressure gradient until the nitrogen partial
pressure in the lungs and in the tissues are in balance.

In accordance with Henry's Law, the amount of
nitrogen which will be absorbed or released is directly NOW
proportional to the change in partial pressure. If one PM,
liter of nitrogen is absorbed at a pressure of one at-ltronirgniabobdaaprsueoonat Figure 3-116. Saturation of tissues. Shading in diagram ind:icates
mosphere, then two liters will be absorbed at two at- saturation with nitrogen or helium under increased pressure. Blood

mospheres, and three liters at three atmospheres. becomas saturated on passing through lungs, and tissues are
saturated in turn via blood. Those with large supply (like A) are

The process of taking up more nitrogen is called ab- saturated much more rapidly than those with poor blood supply (like
C) or an unusually large capacity for gas, as fatty tissues have for

sorption or saturation. The process of giving up nitrogen. In very abrupt ascent from depth, bubbles may form in
nitrogen is correspondingly called elimination or arterial blood or in "fast" tissue (like A) even though body as a whole

is far from saturation. If enough time elapses at depth, all tissues will
desaturation. The chain of events is essentially the become equally saturated, as shown in lower diagram.5 .same in both of these processes even though the
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(a) As blood passes through the alveolar ample. A fatty tissue with a poor blood supply
capillaries, nitrogen molecules move from the saturates very slowly indeed.
alveolar air into the blood. By the time the (I) In the diver at 100 feet, the blood continues to
blood leaves the lungs, it has reached take up more nitrogen in the lungs and to
equilibrium with the new alveolar nitrogen deliver more nitrogen to tissues until all of his
pressure. It now has a nitrogen tension of tissues have reached saturation at a pressure
about 3.2 atmospheres and contains about of 3.2 atmospheres of nitrogen. A few of his
four times as much nitrogen as It did before. "watery" tissues which have an excellent

(b) When this blood reaches the tissues, there is a blood supply will be almost completely
3 similar gradient; and nitrogen molecules move saturated in a few minutes. Others, like fat

from the blood into the tissues until equilibrium with a poor blood supply and perhaps some
Is reached. watery tissues with an exceptionally meager

(c% The volume of blood in a tissue is relatively blood flow, may not be completely saturated
small compared to the volume of the tissue, unless the diver is kept at 100 fee: for 72 hours

and the blood can carry only a limited amount or longer.
of nitrogen. Because of this, the volume of (j) If he is kept at this depth of i; 0 feet until
blood which reaches a tissue over a short saturation is complete, the diver's body will
period of time loses its excess nitrogen to the contain about 4 times as much nitrogen as it
tissue without increasing the tissue nitrogen did at the surface. If he is of average size and
pressure very greatly. fatness, he contained about one liter of

(d) When the blood leaves the tissue, t venous dissolved nitrogen at the surface and
Weood nitrogen tre is equal to the new therefore will contain about 4 liters at 100 feet.
blood nitrogen pressure When this blood Since fat holds about five times as much
tissues itrogen pressun, Whein teachis blonitrogen as lean (watery) tissues, much of the
goes through the lungs, it again reaches diver's' nitrogen content will be in his fatty

tissue, and an obese diver will contain con-

(e) When the blood returns to the tissue, it again siderably more nitrogen than a lean one.
loses nitrogen until a new equilibrium is (k) An important fact about nitrogen saturation is
reached

that the process will require the same length
As the tissue nitrogen pressure rises, the of time regardless of the nitrogen pressures in-
blood-tissue gradient decreases slowing the volved. For example, if this diver had been
rate of nitrogen exchange. The rate at which taken to 33 feet instead of 100, it would have

i the tissue nitrogen partial pressure increases, taken just as long to saturate him completely
* therefore. slows as the process proceeds, and to bring his nitrogen pressures to

However, each volume of blood which equilibrium at that pressure. In this case, the
reaches the tissue gives up some nitrogen and original gradient between alveolar air and the
thus increases the tissue pressure somewhat tissues would have been only 0.8 atmospheres
until coplekte saturation, in this case at 3.2 at- instead of 2.4 atmospheres. Because of this,
moephes of nitrogen, is reached. the amount of nitrogen delivered to tissues by

(g) Tissues which have a large blood supply in each round of blood circulation would have
Iproportion to their own volume have more been smaller from the beginning. Less
nitrogen delivered to them in a certain amount nitrogen would have to be delivered to
of time, and therefore, approach complete saturate him at 33 feet, but the slower rate of
saturation more mpidly than tissues which delivery would cause the total time required to
have a poor blood supply. be the same.

(h) If a tissue has an unusually large capacity for If any other inert gas such as helium is used in the
nitrogen, It will take longer for the blood to breathing mixture, the body tissues will become
deliver enough nitrogen to saturate it com- saturated with that gas in the same process. However,
pletely. Nitrogen Is about five times as soluble the time required to reach satuaration will be different
in fat as in water. Therefore, fatty tissues re- for each gas.
quire much more nitrogen and much more
time to saturate them completely than The process of desaturation is the reverse of satura-
-watery" tissues do even if the blood supply is tion (see Figure 3-17). If the partial pressure of the gas
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anne tissues would be reduced to 1 ata, whereas the tissue

.EN&A Aru wm, nitrogen tension would remain momentarily at 3.2 ata.
I ITo have a dissolved-gas tension h!gher than the total

pressure sounds like a physical impossibility. In a
sense, It is. If a tissue is supersaturated with gas to this
degree, the gas will eventually separate from solution
in the form of bubbles. Bubbles of nitrogen forming in
the tissues and blood result in a condition known as

""aT decompression sickness. These bubbles can put
LUM "pressure on nerves, damage delicate tissues and

vat" 111..1Tm .. .block the flow of blood to vital organs. Symptoms may

range from skin rash to mild discomfort and pain in the
joint and muscles, to paralysis, numbness, hearing
loss, vertigo, unconsciousness, and in extreme cases,
death.

- Fortunately, the blood and tissues can hold gas In
-- TIR, A SUPPLY supersaturated solution to some degree without

LIPT serious formation of bubbles. This permits a diver to
HEART
PtUP ascend a few feet without experiencing decompres-

sion sickness, while allowing some of the excess gas
Fiue 5-17. Desaturation of tissues. The desaturation process is to diffuse out of the tissues and be passed out of his
essentlally the reverse oa saturation, When pressure of inert gas is
lowered, blood Is cleared of excess gas as it goes through lungs body. By progressively ascending in increments, and

od the moves gas from tissues at rates depending on amount then waiting for a period of time at each level, the diver
of blood that flows through them each minute. Tissue with Poorblood supply (as C in upper sketch) or large gas capacity will lag will eventually reach the surface without experiencing
behind and may remain partially saturated after others have decompression sickness.
"cleared." (See lower diagram.) If dive is long enough to saturate
such tissue, long decompression stops are required to desalurate it In actual diving practice, a diver very seldom will re-
enough so that bubbles will now form in it on ascent.I main at depth long enough to become fully saturated

with nitrogen. In a short dive, only those tissues which
in the lungs is reduced, either through a change in saturate rapidly will absorb any appreciable quantity of
pressure or a change in the breathing medium, the the gas, and they will desaturate easily. The standard
new pressure gradient will induce the nitrogen to dif- decompression tables, developed from the research of

fuse from the tissues to the blood, from the blood to Haldane and various Navy test programs, have been
the gas in the lungs, and then out ot the body with the composed to provide guidelines for controlled decom-
expired breath. Some parts of the body will desaturate pression for a wide range of diving circumstances. The
more slowly than others for the same reasons that factors involved include such considerations as depth
they saturate more slowly-poor blood supply, or a and bottom time of the dive, and whether or not the
greater capacity to absorb the gas. diver has made more than one dive within a 12 hour
There Is a major difference between saturation and period, all of which will have some influence upon the
Theresa major differene body twill acco ateration and quantity of nitrogen which will have been absorbed.desaturation. The bdwilcomdtelreand Teestablished decompression tables (Chapter

relatively sudden increases in the partial pressure of Seven) must be followed rigidly to insure maximum
the inspired gas without Ill effect. The same is not true diver st Changes in d om in pure
for desaturation, where a high pressure gradient diver safety. Changes in decompression procedure
fowrd esaurtidn, w e ad igh presue shall be permitted only under the advice of a Diving

Medical Officeror in situations of extreme emergency.
To illustrate-if a diver is working at depth of 100 feet, Not all decompression is carried out necessarily by
he will be under a total pressure of 4 atmospt.eres. The staged ascent to the surface. If the depth of the dive
partial pressure of the nitrogen in the air he is and the bottom are less than certain values, no stops
breathing will be approximately 3.2 atmospheres (80% or staged decompression is required; these are no-
of 4 ata). If his body is saturated with nitrogen, the par- decompression dives. Also, within certain limits, a
tial pressure of the nitrogen in his tissues will also be diver can be brought out of the water, repressurized in3.2 atmospheres. If this diver were to quickly ascend a chamber, and then decompressed on the surface.
to the surface the total hydrostatic pressure on his These surface decompression procedures are useful
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I when the surface support unit must move quickly, or crease in tissue oxygen tension is insignificant. Thus
when the In-water conditions are particularly hazar- not only has the tissue nitrogen tension been de-
S dous. creased but the total tissue gas tension has been

decreased as well. The increased inspired oxygen con-
Oxygen decompression takes advantage of another tributes little to tissue gas supersaturation and bubble

fformation, it is the inert gas (N2 or He) tension which is
the gradient or partial pressure difference between the important.
tissues and the alveolar air which causes denitrogena-
ftl of the tissues. It is the difference between tissue The extent to which oxygen rich mixtures can be used

gas tension and the total external pressure on the body is limited by the fact that the partial pressure of oxygen
which is involved In bubble formation. If this distinction is necessarily incteased, and exposure to oxygen must
is understood, the principle of oxygen decompression be kept within safe limits of both pressure and time.
should be clear. If the diver can breathe oxygen during Helium-oxygen diving technique normally involves the
his decompression stops, the nitrogen pressure in his use of mixtures containing as much oxygen as is con-
alveoli is reduced nearly to zero. This produces the sidered safe for the dive involved in order to keep
largest possible outward gradient for nitrogen and decompression time to the minimum. Therefore, the
brings nitrogen out of the tissues even more rapidly "mixture" principle is routine!y applied in helium-
than would breathing air at the surface. A! the same oxygen diving.
time, the total pressure on tha body is maintained so Although all USN decompression procedures have

that formation of bubbles is no more likely than it been thoroughly tested in the laboratory and field,
would be during air-breathing at that stop. The result is adherence to procedures and compliance with the
a tremendous saving of decompression time. The use standard tables does not guarantee that a diver will
of oxygen for decompression is possible only at depths avoid decompression sickness. There are a number of
where oxygen can be breathed safely, and it is fre- individual differences and environmental factors that
quently not practical to supply a diver with oxygen. may influence development of decompression
However, oxygen decompression is an integral part of problems, in spite of all precautionb. These include
helium-oxygen diving technique, and it is also used age, degree of obesity, excessive fatigue, lack of

routinely in connection with surface decompression. sleep, alcoholic indulgence, or anything which, in
general, contributes to a poor physical condition or

"High-oxygen" mixtures, those which contain a higher poor circulatory efficiency. Unusually heavy exertion
concentration of oxygen than that of air, can during the dive and extremes of temperature also can
sometimes be used as the breathing medium to have unfavorable effects. Exercise during aecompres-
reduce the decompression time required by dives. As sion, although it hastens elimination of inert gas from

* has been shown, the need for decompression stops on some tissues, often increases the incidence of decom-
ascent stems from the fact that the body takes up inert pression sickness. In addition, individual susceptibility
gas in solution while the diver is at depth. It does so may cause decompression sickness in healthy, fit
because of the increased partial pressure of the gas in divers with no apparent predisposing conditions.
the alveoli. The example of a diver breathing air at 100
feet was used, and it was pointed out that his blood Decompression Sickness 3.10.4 When a
and tissues tend to reach equilibrium with the 3.2 at- diver's blood and tissues have taken up nitrogen ormosphere partial pressure of nitrogen in his alveoli. If helium in solution at depth, reduction of the external

this diver breathed a 60 percent nitrogen-40 percent pressure on ascent can produce a state of super-oxygen mixture at 100 feet instead of air, the nitrogen saturation, as has been discussed. If the elimination of
S pressure In his alveoli would be about 2.4 at- dissolved gas, via the circulation and the lungs, fails to
mospheres. This is the nitrogen pressure normally pre- keep up with the reduction of external pressure, the
sent when breathing air at 66 feet. With this breathing degree of supersaturation may reach the point at
medium, a 100-foot dive would, therefore, require only which the gas no longer can stay in solution. The situa-
the much shorter decompression time of a 70-foot tion then resembles what happens when a bottle of
dive. carbonated beverage is uncapped.
These oxygen rich mixtures increase the oxygen ten- Liberation of bubbles can apparently take place either
sion in the alveolus resulting in an increased arterial in the blood or in a supersaturated tissue. A bubble in
oxygen tension which is almost the same magnitude the bloodstream would produce symptoms by blocking
as the decreased nitrogen tension. Since oxygen is circulation. Once in the tissue. it could put stretch or
rapidly consumed by body tissue, the resulting in- pressure on nerves or cause actual tissue damage.
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The symptoms which result depend on the location High Pressure Neurological Syndrome 3.10.5 HighCand size of the bubble or b~ubbles.'They consist of pain Pressure Neurological Syndrome (HPNS) is a derange-
In joints, muscles, or bones when a bubble is in one of mont of central nervous system function that occurs
thes structure. Bubble formation in the brain can on deep helium-oxygen dives. The cause is unknown.
produce blindness, dizziness, paralysis, and even un- The clinical manifestations Include nausea, tine

*consciousness and convulsion. When the spinal cord tremor, Imbalance, incoordination, loss of manual-dex-
5is affected, paralysis andlor loss of feeling can occur. terity, and loss of alertness. Abdominal cramps and

Bubbles In the Inner ear produce hearing loss and ver- diarrhea may develop. In severe cases, a diver may
0". Bubbles in the lungs can cause cough, shortness develop vertigo, extreme indifference to his surroun-
ofbeah and hypoxia, a condition known as dlings. and marked confusion such as the inability to

chokes." Skin bubbles produce itching or rash or tell the right from the left hand. HPNS Is first noted be
both. Unusual fatigue or exhaustion after a dive is tween 400-500 feet and the severity appears to be bath
Probably also due to bubbles, but their location is not depth and compression rate dependent. With slow
known. Many other symptomns can be caused by bub- compression, depths of 1000 feet may be achieved
bios In unusual locations. Decompression sickness with relative freedom from HPNS. Beyond that, some

awhich affects the central nervous system (brain or HPNS generally will always be present no matter how
t spinal cood or lungs can produce serious disabilities slow the compression rate. Attempts to block the ap-

and may even threaten life if niot treated promptly and pearance of the syndrome have included the addition
properly. When other areas such as joints are af- of nitrogen or hydrogen to the breathing mixture and3fected, the condition may produce excruciating pain the use of various drugs. No method appears to be en-
and lead to local damage if not treated, but life is tirely satisfactory.
seldomn threatened.

Treatmnent of decompression sickness is accom-. Compression Pains 3.110.6 Compression pains
plished by recompression-putting the victim back result from increases in external pressure surrounding
u-nder pressure to reduce the size of the bubbles and the body. These pains affect the joints and may occur
tJocause them to go back into solution. This is goner- In almost any one. They have been seen In the knees,
ally done in a recomnpression chamber but can shoulders, fingers, back, hips, neck and ribs. Comnpres-

Rt sometimes be accomplished in the water If a chamber sion pains are dqep aching pains similar to those of
cannot be reached in a reasonable period of time. It Type I decompression sickness. These pains may be
must be done in a specified manner. Further discus- accompanied by popping of joints or a dry gritty feeling
sion of the symptoms of decompression sickness and within the joint.
a complete discussion or treatment are presented in Symptoms are dependent on depth, rate of compree-
Chapter 8.sian and individual susceptibility. At rapid compression

rates such as seen in air diving they may occur as
Prevntin o deompesson scknss s gnerllyac- shallow as 100 feet. In deep helium saturation dives

oPr lsedeto byfoownth decompression tablnessigeralac with slower rates of compression they are mare com-
correctly. However, individual susceptibility or unusual so an manl seblowcu 30event. Berslow 600 e feet compe-
conditions either in the diver or in connection with the pesion. hs pains may ocurev atevery sloug rtesof cam-t
dive will produce a small percentage of cases even divreactiitn. Thsains may biitte seavelrae enoughptohlmi
when. proper dive procedures are followed metic- divracivit donand mayulimitsthemtravelmaeand I depthsulously. To be absolutely free of decompression duigow arexrsn.imovetisoe-
sickness under all possible circumstances, the ally noted as time is spent at depth but on occasionIdecompression time specified would have to be far in these pains may last well into the decompression
excess of that normally needed. On the other hand, phase of the dive until shallower depths are reached.

udrideal circumstances, some individuals can as- They can be distinguished from decompression
cen saelyin less time than the tables specify. This sickness pain because they were present before

must not be taken to mean that the tables contain an decomressing adepth.icraeinitestywt
unnecessarily large safety-factor. As a matter of fact, deraigeph
the tables generally represent the minimum decom- The mechanism of compression pain is unknown but isI pressioni time which will permit average divers to sur- thought to result from the sudden increase in tissue
face safely from normal working dives without an gas tension surrounding the joints causing fluid shifts5 ~, unacceptable incidence of decompression sickness. and interfering with joint lubrication.
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I Treatment of compression pains is accomplished with HELIUM-OXYGEN MIXTURES-Avoidance of nitrogen
analgesics and limitation of movement until they rsrcosis in deep dives is the main purpose of using
improve, helium oxygen mixtures, The reduced density of the

*gas, however, also facilitates breathing and helps pro-

BIesthlg Medlums &10.7 In view of the number of tect against CO2 retention. Helium-oxygen can be us-
problems which come up because of what a diver ed in demand type SCUBA, but the limited duration of
breathes, a summarizing discussion of the various supply at depth usually offsets the advantages. Use of
gases which he can breathe may be useful. helium-oxygen mixtures in semiclosed and closed-

AIR-Since it is the most available breathing medium, circuit is now commonplace.U air Is naturally the one most commonly used in diving. As with nitrogen-oxygen mixtures, the percentage of
It is also the most satisfactory for most; purposes but oxygen must be kept within safe limits for the depth
nitrogen narcosis limits the depth to which it can be and dufation of the dive to prevent oxygen poisoning.
used. In most suf, ce-supplied diving, air is the oily Incidental effects of helium-oxygen mixtures include a
practical breathing medium to use. Spec~al ar- striking change in the diver's voice, and a more rapid
rangements are generally required to make other loss of body heat in cold water.

- gases practical with air-hose equipment. In self-
contained diving, air can be used safely only with de- HYDROGEN OXYGEN MIXTURESHydrogen is less
"mand type equipment; and the limited duration of the dense, but more narcotic than helium. It has gained in-
supply in this kind of rig can be a serous drawback terest as a breathing medium because it is thought toespecially in deeper dives. The noise and bubbles o produce mildersprodce mlde symptoms of HPNS than helium. The
demand type gear can also be a serious disadvantage main complication is the fact that hydrogen-oxygenin some diving operations, mixtures are highly explosive unless the percentage of

oxygen is kept very low. Hydrogen is currently used
OXYGEN-Except as employed in decompression only in experimental diving.
procedures, oxygen is advantageous only when used NEON-OXYGEN MIXTURES-Neon is more dense
with specially designed closed-circuit oxygen
breathing apparatus at shallow depth. The advanteges than ieiiurn. but like helium appears free of narcotic
Include freedom from bubbles, an almost completely properties. Expense has proved a major limitation to
silent operation, and maximum utilization of the gas. A its use, and it is mainly of experimental interest. (
small supply lasts a long time, and the duration of sup- ARGON-OXYGEN MIXTURES-Argon is both more
ply is not altered by depth. The main disadvantage of dense and more narcotic than nitrogen. Its main use
oxygen is the limitation of safe depth and time of use. has been to accelerate the removal of nitrogen or
Oxygen is not thought to produce decompression helium from body tissues in the last stage of decom-
sickness, but dcorinression would not be a problem pression. Argon saturates the body tissues more slow-
anyhow within the depth-time range where oxygen can ly than nitrogen or helium desaturate. The use of argon
be used. thurefore can reduce the total inert gas pressure in the

tissue. Argon has been used durina experimental

NITROGEN-OXYGEN MIXTURES-Air is the most decompressions but is not currently used operation-
common nitrogen oxygen mixture. It contains about 79 ally.
percent nitrogen and 21 percent oxygen. An artificial
mixture with leas nitrogen and more oxygen has the
advantage of requiring less decompression than air for PHYSIOLOGICAL HAZARDS FROM
a dive of the same depth and duration. Safe, efficient MUNITIONS 3.11
use of nitrogen-oxygen mixtures usually requires
special equipment, such as semiclosed or closed- Divers frequently work with explo.sive material or, if in-
circuit types. As in the use of oxygen Itself, the valved in combat swimming, may become the target of
possibility of oxygen poisoning restric's the safe depth explosives. An explosion is basically the violent expan-
and duration for use of "high oxygen" mixtures. sion of a substance caused by the gases released dur-
Nitrogen narcosis is generally not a problem because ing rapid combustion. One effect of an explosion is a
the oxygen limits are generally more restrictive than shock wave that travels outward from the center,
those imposed by narcosis. Use of nitrogen-oxygen somewhat like the spread of ripples produced by drop-
mixtures requires careful selection of percentage, ping a stone into a pool of water. This shock wave pro-
flow-rate and the like. The expected depth, duration, peagating through the surrounding medium (whether air
and type of work must be considered carefully. or water), passes along some of the force of the blast. C
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A shock wave moves more quickly, and is more pro- tract. A shock wave of this magnitude might be ex-
nounced In water than In air, because of the relative in- perienced from the explosion of a 1 pound (0.454 kg)
comnpressibility of liquids. At the same time, since the charge, with the diver at 48 feet (15S meters) from the
hua bod~y Is water, for the most part, and incom- blast. A diver 48 feet from the explosion of a 600 pound

Upressible, an underwater shock wave will pass through (272 kg)1 charge would be subjected to a shock wave of
the body with little or no damage to the solid tissues. 2,180 psi (6390 kg/cm2).
However, the air spaces of the body, even though they
may be In pressure balance with the amTblent pressure, The degree of injury in part will also be determined by
will not readily transmit the overpress3ure of the shock the degree to which the diver's body is submerged.
wave. As a result, the tissues which line the air spaces For an underwater blast, any part of the body which Is
will be subject to a violent fragmenting force at the in- out of the water will not be affected. Conversely, for an
terface between the tissues and the gas. air blast, the deeper the diver, the better he will be pro-
The amount of damage to the body will be influenced tected. A diver who anticipates a nearby underwater
by a number of factors. These include the size of the explosion should try to get as much of his body out ofIexplosion, the distance from the site, and the typ of the water as possible. If he must remain in the water,
explosive (some produce very raoid expansion while In his best course of action is to float, face up, putting the
others, the expansion progresses more slowly). In thicker tissues of his back between the explosion and
general, larger, closer and slower developing explo- the vulnerable sites.
sions are more hazardous. The depth of water and the
type of bottom, which can reflect and amplify the The maximum shock pressure to which a diver should
shock wave, may also have an effect. Under be exposed is 50 psi. The safest and recommended
"average" conditions, a shock wave of 300 psi or procedure is to have all divers leave the water if an

greater will cause injury to the lungs and the intestinal underwater expiosion is planned or anticipated.
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APPENDIX C

TYPES OF DIVING APPARATUS

SOURCE: REFERENCE # 4. U.S. NAVY DIVERS MANUAL VOL 1.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Minimum Open-circuit SCUBA Operational Standby diver required
Equipment- Life preserver Considerations- small boat mandatory for diver

Weight belt and recovery
weights as required Moderate to good visibility

Knife and scabbard preferred
Face mask Ability to free ascend to surface
Swim fins required.
Wrist watch

I Depth gauge

Principal Shallow water search
Applications- Inspection

Light repair and recovery

Advantages- Rapid deployment
"Portability
Minimum support
Excellent horizontal and vertical

mobility
Minimum bottom disturbances

Disad'antages- Limited endurance (depth and
duration)

Breathing resistance
Limited physical protection
Influenced by currentU
Lack of voice communication

Restrictions- Working limits-
Within No Decompression

Limits
Twin bottles required below

100 fsw
Current-i knot maximum
Diving team-minimum 4 men Figure 4,14 Open-Clrcuit SCUBA divers at work.
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LIGHTWEIGHT DIVING
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Minimum MK 1 Mask or
Equipment- Jack Browne mask

Wet suitWeight belt
Knife/
Swimfins or shoes
Surface umbilical •

Principal Shallow water search
Applications- Inspection and major ship repair

Light salvage

Advanages- Unlimited by air supply
Good horizontal mobility
Voice and/or line pull

communications
Fast deployment

Disadvantages-. Limited physical protectionLimited vertical mobility

Large support craft required

Restrictions- Work limits-Jack Browne
Normal 40 leet/

No Decompression Table
Maximum 60 feet/

No Decompression Table
Work limit- MK 1 without come

home bottle
Maximum 60 feet

Work limit-MK 1 without open
bell
Maximum 190 feet/Standard

Air Decompression Table
Work limit-MK 1 with open bell

Maximum 190 feet/
Standard Air Decompression
Table and Surface
Decompression Table
Using Air

Current-2.5 knots maximum
with extra weights

Operational Ability to free ascend to surface
Considerations- required, with exception noted

in Para. 6.3.5 and 6.4.4.1
Adequate air supply system
Standby diver required Figure 4,15 Diver using lightweight MK 1 diver's mask.
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DEEP-SEA DIVING MK 5 Voice and line pullSG ENERAL CHARACTERISTICS communicationVariable buoyancy

Disadvantages- Slow deployment
Poor mobility

_ _ _-_Large support craft and surface
crew

.. .Limited visibility
Limited logistic support

Restrictions- Work limits-I Normal 190 feet/Standard
Air Decompression Table

S--and Surface Decompression
Table Using Air

• , -:'-_ i Maximum 285 feet
(Exceptional Exposure)

Current-2.5 knots maximum
with extra weights

( . Operational AdeL.uate air supply systemI .... Considerations- Stand-by diver required
Medical officer and recompres-

sion chamber required below
190 feet

"Exceptional exposures require
approval of Commanding
Officer or higher authority.

Minimum Helmet and breastplate
Equipment- Diving dress

Thermal underwear
Weight belt
Weighted shoes
Knife
Rubber cuffs and/or gloves
Surface umbilical

Principal Deep diving operations
Applications- Heavy salvage and repair

Underwater construction . ....

Advantages- Unlimited by air supply
Maximum physical and thermal Figure 4- 1 Diver in MK 5 deep-sea diving outfit entering the

protection water.
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DEEP SEA DIVING MK 12 Voice and line pull
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS communicationVariable buoyancy

Disadvantages- Large support craft and surface
crew

I Restrictions- Work limits-
Normal 190 feet/StandardAir Decompression Table

and Surface DecompressionTable Using Air
Maximum 285 feet

(Exceptional Exposure)

Current-2.5 knots maximum

with extra weights

I Operational Adequate air supply system
N / Considerations- Stand-by diver required

Medical officer and recom-
pression chamber required
below 190 feet.

Exceptional exposures require
approval of Commanding
Officer or higher authority.

Minimum Helmet assembly
Equipment- Dry suit with lower breech ring

Outer garment
Thermal underwear
Jocking harness
Leg weights
Hip weights
Boots
Surface umbilical

Principal Deep diving operations
Applications- Heavy salvage and repair

Underwater construction

Advant&owi-- Unlimited by air supply
Maximum physical and thermal

protection Figure 4-17 MK 12 Helmet Assembly
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NORMAL AND MAXIMUM LIMITS FOR AIR DIVING

DEPTH NOTESI sw (METERS) LIMIT FOR (I and 6).

40 (12.2) Jack Browne Mask; normal working limit

60 (t8.3) Open Circuit SCUBA: normal working limit (2)

60 (18.3) MK 1 Mask, max working limit without "come home bottle" (4)

60 (18.3) MK 1 Mask, with SCUBA air supply

601.) Jack BrweMask: max working limit (2)

19(79 !ý-en Cici CB:max working limit(2

105.) Diving without a medical officer and a recompression chamber (3)
at the scene

190 (57.9) MK 1 Mask, max working limit (3,4)

1 190 (57.9) All divers except those qualified for mixed-gas diving

190 (57.9) Surface-supplied deep-sea (air) diving equip: normal working limit (3,4)

3285 (86.9) Surface-supplied deep-sea (air) diving equip: max working limit: (3,5)
exceptional exposure

I NOTES:
(1)- These limits are based on a practical consideration of working time versus decompression time and oxygen-

tolerance limits. These limits shall not be exceedled except by specific authorization from the Commanding
Officer or from higher authority.

(2) Under normal circumstances. do not exceed the limits of the No-Decompression Table. Dives requiring
decompression may be made if considered necessary by the Commanding Officer of the diving command or
higher authority. The total time of a SCUBA dive (including decompression) must never exceed the duration
of the apparatus in use, disregarding any reserves.

(3) A Diving Medical Off icer is required on-scene for all air dives deeper than 190 fsw, where the maximum
working depth of the diving apparatus may be exceeded, or for exceptional exposure air dives.

(4) Exceptional and extreme exposure dives are not normally planned. Exceptional and extreme exposure
tables, printed in RED In the standard Air Decompression Table, are computed for emergency situations on-
ly. Such situations defy complete assurance of safety, even if the correct decompression schedule is used.

(5) Do not exceed the limits of the Standard Air Decompression Table for exceptional exposures.

(6) For depth ranges and diving techniques not covered in the table refer to Vol. 11 Mixed Gas Diving.

Figure 4.16 Normal and maximum limits for air diving
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i DIVING CONTRACTOR COST DArA

COURTESY OF OCEAKEERING INTERNATIONAL, INC.
l MORGAN CITY, LA

UNDERWATER SERVICES RATE SCHEDULE

EFFECTIVE DATE JANUARY 15, 1985
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ADVANCED SYSTEMS

ATMOSPHERIC DIVING SYSTEM

The Atmospheric Diving Suit (ADS) enables a trained operator to work in water depths over
2,000 ftet (810 meters) while remaining in an atmospheric or surfaco-preasure environment.

Oeaneenag operates two types of ADS, the JIM and the WASP. The JIM has patented
articulated arms and legs, while the WASP has the same arms, but utilizes thrusters for midwater
work capability.

Both JIM and WASP place the operator in a natural, comfortable upright position which3 allows him to make working dives of several hours duration without excess fatigue.

Standard Package:

I ADS Supervisor
4 ADS Operators
I ADS Technician

S1 JIM vehicle

1 WASP vehicle
2 Deployment winches
1 Handling system
1 Hydraulic power supply system
1 Van complete with system spares and coneumables
1 T.V. system with video, audio and cassette recorder
I Control van
1 Shallow air equipment package

Total day rate for above ........................ $5,500.00

SAdditional Prsonnel:

12-Hour Day Overtime Hour

ADS Supervisor $550.00 $90.00
ADS Operator 495.00 82.50
ADS Technician 470.00 77.00

Third party personnel provided by Oceaneering will be billed at cost plus 15%.

U • Overtime rates also apply to the standard crews.

3 Continued
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I ATMOSPHERIC DIVING SYSTEM (Continued)

Usage:
3 A usage rate of $600.00 will be made for each working deployment of the ADS.

Additional Equipmont

E Miscellaneous equipment as required for the scope of work will be invoiced in
accordance with rates quoted in this rate schedule.

Specialized deep water optional equipment, such as 35 mm still photography,
submersible hydraulic power packages and non-destructive testing equipment is
available upon request.



II

REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES

HYDRA 1000 SYSTEM (Rated to 3000 Feet)

Oceaneering's HYDRA is a high thrust/payload capability work vehicle designed for
medium work tasks. Bait-on work packages can be attached to supplement the 7-function SC and
5-function manipulators on the vehicle. The HYDRA performs the full range of drilling and
construction support work tasks and can be outfitted for precision inspection tasks. The HYDRA is
also designed to perform underwater cleaning and inspection. The HYDRA is designed for high
reliability and performance and is capable of working in the most extreme offshore conditions.

Standard Package:

1 Crewchief
I Electronics Technician
1 Mechanical Technician

Color and black-and-whito video
Deck winch
Generator
VHS recorders and monitors
Control van with tools

1 RMS 7-function manipulator
1 RMS 5-function manipulator

Total day rate for above .................. $4,500.00*

* Day rate is inclusive of tethers, consumables and maintenance items for normal

operations. It does not include videotapes.

Optional Equipment

Photographic: 35 mm still camera with strobe
for 2000' operation ............................................ $300.00 per day
Film and processing ............................................. Cost plus 15%

Cathodic protection (silver-silver chloride half-cell) .................... Cost plus 15%
Ultrasonic test gear ................................................. Price on request
Sonar ............................................................... Price on request
Hydraulic impact wrench .................................................... $ 75.00
Hydraulic grinder ............................................................ 75.00
Hydraulic buffer ............................................................. 75.00
AX, VX ring Installation tool .................................................. 50.00
High pressure salt water pump .............................................. 125.00
Low pressure salt water pump ............................................... 85.00
Current meter ....................................................... Price on request
Temperature sensor ................................................. Price on request
Bottom sam pler ....................................................... ...... 25.00
Pipe tracking ..................................... Price on request
Leak detection ...................................................... Price on request
Stereo 35 mm ................. ........................................... 350.00

Continued
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REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES (Continued)

3 HYDRA O YT10005Y EM

Pur'ionnel:

12-Hour 0sy Overtime Hour*

Crewchief $495,00 $82.50
Electronics Technician 470.00 77.00
Mechanical Technician "40.00 73.00
Acoustics Technician 470.00 77.00
Project Manager 550.00 90.00

Third party personnel provided by Oceaneering will be billed at cost pIus 15%.

* Overtime rates also apply to the standard crows.
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REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES (Continued)

RECON J SYSTEM (Rated to 1200 Feet)

Oceaneering's Recon J Is a highly mobile undersea vehicle designed for high reliability,
performance and ease of operation. The Recon J is equipped with either a color or black-and-white
video camera. The Recon J handling system is skid-mounted and uses a U-boom to deploy the
tether management system (TMS) and ROV. The TMS deploys and recovers 400 feet of neutrally
buoyant, protected tether, and is controlled by the vehicle operator. The Recon J uses hardwire
umbilicals to transmit power and data to the vehicle from control circuitry located on the surface,

which minimizes subsea electronics, thereby increasing reliability and reducing maintenance.

Standard Package:

I Crewchlef
1 Electronics Technician
1 Mechanical Technician

Color and black-and-white video cameras
Deck winch with subsea deployment cage
Generator
VHS recorders and monitors
Control van with tools

Total day rate for above .................. $3,300.00*

*Day rate is inclusive of tethers, consumables and maintenance items for normal
operation&. It does not include videotapes.

See Optional Equipment and Additional Personnel on Page 7.
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REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES (Continued)

RECON 8,J SYSTEM (Rated to 1500 Feet)

OceaneeingWs Recon SJ is a high thrust/payload capability work vehicle designed for light
and medium-duty work tasks. Bolt-on work packages can be attached to the Recon SJ to do
numerous work tasks, Including anode dellvry and attachment, object retrieval and replacement
to 700 lbs., debris removal, underwater cleaning and manipulative tasks. The Recon SJ is
designed for high reliability, performance and ease of operation.

8tlndard ftekage:

I Crewchief

1 Electronics Technician
I Mechanical Technician

Color and black-and-white video cameras
Deck winch with subsea deployment cage
Generator
VHS recorders and monitors
Control van with tools

Totai day rate for above .................. $3,680.00*

'Day rate Is Inclusive of tethers, consumables and maintenance items for normal
operations. It does not Include videotapes.

See Optional Equipment and Additional Personnel on Page 7
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I REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES (Continued)

Optional Equipment

Photographic: 35 mm still camera with strobe
for 2,000' operation ............................... $300.00 per day
Film and processing ................................................ Cost plus 15%

Cathodic protection (sllvefsilver chloride half-cell) .................. Cost plus 15%
Ultrasonic test gear ................................................. Price on request
Manipulator (2-function) ............................................. $175.00 per day
Sonar .. .... ...................................................... Price on request

sSpecialized tool:

*.It is our intention to develop remote vehicles into specialized tools capable of
m performing a wide range of subsea functions. We welcome the opportunity todiscuss any upcoming requirements of our clients for which a vehicle can be

modified to perform.

I Advanced Work System technicians are available to consult with client
engineers on new designs or modifications to existing systems. When new or
modified equipment is built by Oceaneering personnel, it will be charged to the
client on a cost plus 15% basis. Unless specifically agreed upon otherwise,
these new developments become the sole property of Oceaneering.

* The adaptation of existing tools to an inspection system will be charged on a
cost plus 15% basis.

Additional Personnel:

12-Hour Day Overtime Hour *

Crewchief $495.00 $82.50
Electronics Technician 470.00 77.00
Mechanical Technician 440.00 73.50
Acoustics Technician 470.00 77.00
Project Manager 550.00 90.00

Third party personnel provided by Oceaneering will be billed at cost plus 15%.

* Overtime rates also apply to the standard crews.
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REMOTE-OPERATED VEHICLES (Continued)

ACOUSTICS

RS-902 ACOUSTIC POSITIONING UNIT (Built by Honeywell)

Standard Unit Includes:

1 Crewchief

Display urJ•
Control electronics
Hvdrophone with mount
Vertical reference unit

2 Mini-beacons (8 hours each)

Total day rate for above ................... $1 ,200.00

RS-902 PRECISION POSITIONING SYSTEM

Ifi addItIon to Items in the Standard Unit, above, the
Preision Positioning System Includes:

3 Mini-floater beacons
3 20-day battery packs

Remote display monitor
HP-85 computer
RS-232 interface and software

Total day rate for above ................... $1,800.00

I Optional Acoustic Equipment:

Mini-floater (no battery pack) ................................................ $ 35.00
1 0-d y battery pack ................................................... Cost plus 15%
20-day battery pack ................................................... Cost plus 15%
4..-... battery pack .............................................. .... Cost plus 15%
M ini-befi on (8-hour) ........................................................ $ 40.00
HP-85 com puter ............................................................. 125.00
HP-flatbed plotter ........................................................... 1 C'0.00
Remote monitor ............................................................. 15.00

Long-life, Depth Sonsor or other special beacons can be provided on request.
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OCEAN ARMS BELL

Oceaneering's manipulator bells provide a comfortable one-atmosphere environment in
which two men can travel to 3,000-foot water depths to carry out general inspection and drilling rig
support tasks. The bells are equipped with "ARMS", a unique manipulator system.

The manipulator system consists of two primary components: a "master-controller' and a
"slave-manipulator" which are controlled from within the bell. As the operator moves the master-
controller, his motions are duplicated by the slave-manipulator which performs the work outside
the bell. A portion of the forces encountered by the slave are fed back to the master-controller
offering a high degree of responsiveness and control. An additional grabber-type manipulator
assists the force feed-back ARMS and holds the bell in position.

Oceaneering's Ocean ARMS Bells are available in depth capabilities of 1,800 or 3,000 feet.

Standard Package:

1 Supervisor
2 Senior Pilots/Technicians
2 Pilots/Technicians
1 Diver

ARMS bell with force-feedback and grabber-type manipulators
Handling system with winch and umbilical
Control/parts van
Generator/hydraulic van
Battery/worksnop van
Videotape system
System interconnects, h.p. oxygen sypply
Shallow air diving packagoe

Total day rate for above ................. $4,500.00

Optional Equipment:

Subsea tooling requirements will be determined by the scope of work. However, each
system is complemented by a variety of tools and adapters for performing numerous
subsea tasks.

Additional Pemonnel:

12-H3ur Day Overtime Hour *

Supervisor $550.00 $90.00
Senior Pilot/Technician 495.00 82.50
Pilot/Technician 470.00 77.00
Diver 385.00 42.00
Acoustical Technician 470.00 771)0

Third party personnel provided by Oceaneering will be billed at cost plu!: 5%.

Overtime rates also apply to the standard crews
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INVOICING GUIDELINES

Mileage:

Automobile .................................................................... $ .70/m ile
Carry-all/van .................................................................. .90/m ile
%-ton pick-up .................................................................. .80/m ile
1-ton flatbed truck ............................................................ 1.20/m ile
1-ton truck with mini-float ..................................................... 1.90/m ile
21/.ton truck with 20' bed., .................................................... 2.25/mile

Driver First 8 hours ........................................................... $15.00/hour

Overtime hour after 8 hours ........................................... 22.50/hour

Third party transportation or handling ...................................... Cost plus 15%

Crane or dock service provided by customer or charged at ................. Cost plus 15%

Mobilization:

Yard labor for load-out and load-in of equipment will be charged at $12.00 per hour per
person during normal working hours and $18.00 per hour per person outside normal working
hours. Oceaneering yard cherry picker will be charged at $50.00 per hour. Oceaneering yard
100-ton crane with two riggers will be charged at $150.00 per hour. There will be a 2-hour
minimum for the cherry picker and 100-ton crane.

Subsistence:

Subsistence when provided by Oceaneering ............................... Cost plus 15%

Video:

Videotape editing ......................................................... Price on request

ConsuIllng:

Crewchiefs and Senior Technicians are available for consultations.

Onshore consulting, 8-hour minimum day rate .................................... $450.00

13 Reports:

Reports prepared onshore will be charged as per personnel used, in accordance with the
schedule of rates. Binding and outside services will be charged at co',t plus 15%.

OCEANEERING



INVOICING GUIDELINES (Continued)

Invoicing Provisions:

1. Advanced systems are headquartered at our Morgan City facility. Mobilization andkm demobilization are charged to the job site from this location, unless otherwise
specified.

2. All equipment day rates are as stated on the basis of a 24-hour day. Crew members are

included in the rate as working a 12-hour day.

3. Our equipment requires approximately one (1) hour pre-dive and one (1) hour post-diveI maintenance to assure that the equipment is kept in optimum working condition. Such
time will be considered as hours worked.

4. Overtime for crew members (beyond the 12-hour work day) will be charged at-overtime
rates.

5. The cost for positioning and recovery of subsea beacons, or replacements, if not

recovered, will be charged to the client at cost plus 15%.

6. Any special equipment requested by the client will be charged at cost plus 15%.

7. Unless otherwise stated, equipment will be billed at full rate during mobilization anddemobilization activities.

8. An acoustic tracking system is required for all "live boat" operations, such as pipeline

inspections, bottom surveys, etc. When this condition exists, the day rate of the
acoustic tracking system will be added to the rate of the advanced system.

9. In the event an advanced system becomes fouled, the cost of the retrieval will be billed
to the client.

10. All equipment lost or damaged, when not due solely to the negligence of the contractor,
will be billed to the client at cost plus 15%.

11. If a malfunction occurs on an advanced system, the first 12 hours of down time will be
charged to the client. After this period, the rental rate automatically stops until the unit is
repaired.

12. All consumables and any third party equipment or services contracted for on behalf of
the client will be invoiced at our cost plus 15%.

13. If a job !s cancelled after mobilization begins, hours Incurred with a minimum elght((J.)
hour day will be billed for the vehicle crew plus yard labor and all third party charges
Incurred.

14. Workable sea states will be decided by the Supervisor on site.

15. Payment of all undisputed invoices Is due within 30 days of receipt.

16. All customs, duties and Import taxes will be invoiced for at cost plus 15%.

17. Equipment and personnel rates are portal-to-portal unless otherwise agreed upon.
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SATURATION DIVING

BELL BOUNCE TO 400 FEET

Personnel requirement for each project will be based on the scope of work.

Minimum Personnel:

2 Supervisors
4 Divers
3 Bell Technicians
5 Tenders

Equipment:

One (1) complete bell bounce system to include one (1) 2-man bell, mating lock. at least
one (1) 2-man living chamber, handling system, control van with mixed gas and air
consoles, hot water system and all radios, hoses, whips, and auxilialy equipment to

operate the system, together with necessary surface support diving equipment.

Day Rate for above Minimum Personnel and Equipment ................. $7,065.00*

I

* Surface depth premium, surface personnel overtime, miscellaneous equipment as required for

scope of work, and consumables will be invoiced in accordance with rates quoted in this rate
schedule.

Offshore work platform can be supplied by client or Oceaneering will supply at cost plus 15%.
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TWO-MAN SATURATION TO 600 FEET

Personnel requirement for each project will be based on the scope of work.

Minimum Personnel:

2 Supervisors
2 Saturation Divers
I Surface Diver
4 19911 Technicians

6 Tenders

Equipment

One (1) complete saturation system to include one (1) 2-man bell, mating lock, at least

one (1) 2-man living chamber, handling system, control van with mixed gas and air

consoles, environmental control unit, hot water system and all radios, hoses, whips, and
auxiliary equipment to operate the system, together with necessary surface support

diving equipment.

Day Rate for above Minimum Personnei and Equipment ................ $12,420.00*

I

There will be no additional charge for depth premium for divers in saturation as this is included in

the saturation rates.

*Surface depth premium, surface personnel overtime, miscellaneous equipment as required for

scope of work, and consumables will be Invoiced in accordance with rates quoted in this rate
schedule.

iOffshore work p'atform can be supplied by client or Oceaneering will supply at cost plus 15%.

r OCEANuERING e
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FOUR-MAN SATURATION TO 600 FEET

Personnel requirement for each project will be based on .the scope of work.

Minimum Personnel:

1 2 Supervisors
4 Saturation Divers
2 Surface Divers
4 Bell Technicians
6 Tenders

Equipment:

One (1) complete saturation system to include one (1) 2-man bell, mating lock, at least
one (1) 4-man living chamber, handling system, control van with mixed gas and air
consoles, environmental control unit, hot water system and all radios, hoses, whips, and
auxiliary equipment to operate the system, together with necessary surface support
diving equipment.

Day Rate for above Minimum Personnel and Equipment ................ $16,140.00*

There will be no additional charge for depth premium for divers in saturation as this is included in
the saturation rates.

*Surface depth premium, surface personnel overtime, miscellaneous equipment as required for
scope of work, and consumables wi;l be invoiced in accordance with rates quoted in this rate
schedule.

Offshore work platform can be supplied by client or Oceaneering will supply at cost plus 15%.
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IC SIX-MAN SATURATION TO 600 FEET

Personnel requirement for each project will be based on the scope of work.

Minimum Personnel:

32 Supervisors
6 Saturation Divers
2 Surface Divers
4 Bell Technicians
6 Tenders

I ErEuipment

One (1) complete saturation system to include one (1) 2-man bell, mating lock, at least
one (1) 6-man living chamber, handling system, control van with mixed gas and air
consoles, environmental control unit, hot water system and all radios, hoses, whips, and
auxiliary equipment to operate the system, together with necessary surface support
diving equipment.

Day Rate for above Minimun Personnel and Equipment ................ $19,440.00*

I

There will be no additional charge for depth premium for divers in saturation as this is included in
the saturation rates.

*Surface depth premium, surface personnel overtime, miscellaneous equipment as required for
scope oi work, and consumables will be invoiced in accordance with rates quoted in this rate
schedule.

Offshore work platform can be supplied by client or Oceanoering will supply at cost plus 15%.

------ OCEANE ERDING -
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SATURATION DIVING OVER 600 FEET

Oceanee3ng has been instrumental in diving, research and decompression table
development. We have participated In deep diving studies to 1600 fsw and conducted open water
diving operations in excess of 950 few in the Gulf of Mexico.

This type of diving opertion requires highly skilled personnel as well as sophisticated
equipment. Both are available for immediate call-out to 1000 fsw. Systems to 1500 fsw can be
provided upon request.

Oceaneering's safety regulations require that our regional Safety Officer and/or company
physician be present during phases of the diving operation3. The total crew size and type of
saturation system may vary depending on the water depth and scope of work to be performed.

Prices on request.
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INVOICING GUIDELINES

I •8. pages 2? to 30 of Surrace Divng.
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SURFACE DIVING

I LABOR

Air Diving - Onshore Rates*S8-Hour Day Overtime Hour

"Diver ........................................... $220.00 $42.00
Tender ......................................... 115.00 22.00
Diver/Tender Team ............................. 335.00 84.00
Superintendent/Project Manager .............. 330.00 62.00
Diving Supervisor .............................. 280.00 53.CO

***Underwater Welder/Diver ...................... 360.00 65.00

Air Diving - Offshore Rates'

12-Hour Day Overtime Hour

Diver ........................................... $385.00 $42.00
Tender......................................... 200.00 22.00
Diver/Tender Team ............................. 585.00 64.00
Superintendent/Project Manager .............. 580.00 62.00
Diving Supervisor .............................. 490.00 53.00

"***Underwater Welder/Diver ...................... 625.00 65.00

Mixed Gas Diving - Offtshore Rates'

12-Hour Day Overtime Hour

Diver ........................................... $420.00 $45.00
Tender ........................................ 200.00 22.00
Diver/Tender Team ............................. 020.00 67.00
Superintendent/Project Manager .............. 580.00 62.00
Diving Supl.rvisor .............................. 530.00 57.00

"***Underwater Welder/Diver ...................... 645.00 69.00
Mixed Gas Manifold Operator .................. 445.00 50.00

Bell Technician ................................. 425.00 45.00

* Specialized personnel will be quoted separately on request.

"**Above rate includes basic equipment fot, one diver, One 16 cfm compressor, volume tank and d!ve
hose. radio, air manifold and ladder. For additional diving equipment and tools refer to "Equipment
Rental Schedule".

"*'Specialized and coded welding.
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LABOR (Continued)

Depth Premium - Air and Mixed Gas Diving

Dsoth In Feet Day Rate/Foot/Dive

0 -50 ........................................................ No charge
51-100 ....................................................... $1.50

101-150 ....................................................... 3.00
151-200 ....................................................... 4.50
201 - 250 ....................................................... 6.00
251 and deeper ................................................ 7.50

There will be only one depth premium charge for the deepest dive per day per diver
regardless of the number of dives each diver makes in each day. Depth premiums do not
apply to divers in saturation.

Penetration Pay

There will be a penetration charge of $2.00 per foot per man, each day, based on the deepest
penetration made inside an enclosed structure with limited access. Such charges are in
addition to any depth charges.

Mobilization and Demobilization Pay

Yard labor for load-out and load-in of equipment will be charged at $12.00 per hour per
person during normal working hours and $18.00 per hour per person outside normal working
hours. Oceaneering yard cherry picker will be charged at $50.00 per hour. Oceaneering yard
1)00-ton crane with two riggers will be charged at $150.00 per hour. There will be a 2-hour
minimum for the ciherry picIver and 1 00-ton crane.

Re-4ort Preparation

Comprehensivo report preparation time will be charged at the hourly rate of $25.00. Third
party draftinp services or photographic processing will be invoiced at cost plus fifteen 15%.

OCEANEERING



EQUIPMENT PACKAGES

The following equipment liste meet minimum requirements. Additional equipment needed
due to Job requirements will be furnished in accordance with published rates.

3 Shallow Air Equipment Package - 0 to 60 Feet (No Decompression Diving)

*Note: Decompression diving requires decompression chamber with compressor.

2 Compressors, diesel, 25dcm
2 Volume tanks
2 Air filter systems, high pressure microparticle, and spares
1 Air manifold control system with interconnects
2 Dive hoses, 300', with strength member, communication line, and pneumofathometer

hose
3 Radios, air communication with headset
1 Deck-connect ladder
1 Set standard Ocesneering shallow-water spares
1 Set standard decompression tables
1 OSHA first aid kit

Total day rate for above ..................... $260.00

*Total day rate - decompression diving ...... $450.00

Total weight ........................... 1,500 poun,!s

Deep Air Equipment Package - 61 to 190 Feet

1 Decompression chamber, standard double-lock, with interconnects
1 Compressor, diesel, 90 cfm
1 Compres.'or, diesel, 120 cfm
2 Volume tanks
2 Air filter systems, high pressure microparticle, and spares
1 Air manifold control system with interconnects
2 Dive hoses, 600', with strength member, communication line, and pneumofathometer

hose

4 Radios, air communication with headset
2 Emergency ascent bottles with regulators
1 Deck-connect ladder
I Equipment box containing standard Oceaneering diving gear

Set standard Intermediate decompression tables
I Set full service tchnical manuals

I OSHA first aid kit

Total day rate for above ..................... $625.00

Total weight .......................... 15,000 pounds

IC
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EQUIPMENT PACKAGES (Continued)

Gas Equipment Package - 191 to 220 Feet

1 Decompression chamber, standard double-lock, with interconnects
2 Dive air compressors, high volume, with volume tanks
2 Air filter systems, high pressure microparti.-le, and spares
1 Oxygen analyzer, Teledyne
1 Helium mixed gas control system, multiple-diver, with interconnects
2 Helium communication unscramblers with headset
2 Radios, air communications with headset
3 Diving hoses, 600', with strength member, communication line, and pneumofathometer

hose
2 Emergency ascent bottles with regulators
1 Deck-connect ladder
1 Equipment box containing standard Oc.eaneering diving gear
1 Set Oceaneering standard advanced decompression tables
1 Set full service technical manuals
1 OSHA first aid kit

1 Total day rate for above ................... $1,190.00

Total weight .......................... 26,000 pounds

Gas Equipment Package, Class Ii Bell - 221 to 300 Feet

* 1 Class II bell with handling system and umbilical
1 Decompression chamber, standard double-lock, with interconnects
2 Dive air compressors, high volume, with volume tanks
2 Air filter systems, high pressure microparticle, and spares
I Oxygen analyzer, Teledyne
1 Helium mixed gas control system, multiple-diver, with interconnects
2 Helium communication unscramblers with headset
2 Radios, air communication with headset
3 Diving hoses, 600', with strength member, communication line, and pneumofathometer

hose
2 Emergency ascent bottles with regulators
1 Deck-connect ladder
1 Equipment box containing standard Oceaneering diving gear
I Set Oceaneering standard advanced decompression tables
1 Set full service technical manuals3 1 OSHA first aid kit

Total day rate for above ................... $1,475.00

Total weight .......................... 30,000 pounds

I
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I- DIVING EQUIPMENT RENTAL SCHEDULE

D iving E q uip m entD

Day Rate

Air filter system, high preaeure microparticle and spares............... $ 25.00
Air manifold control system with interconnects ................................. 35.00
Air volum e tank ................................................................. 20.00
Bell, Class II opon bottom with emergency cylinders and

handling system with winch ............................................... 300.00
Bottles, emergency ascent with regulator ...................................... 10.00
Bottle racks, 12-24 cylinder capacity ........................................... 10.00
Compressors, deep water and shallow water, diesel driven,

with volume tanks, mounted on protective skids:
120 cdm ............................................................. 120.00
90 chm ............................................................. 110.00
50 cfm ............................................................. 90.00
25 cfm or less ...................................................... 50.00

Control room ................................................................... 110.00
Decompression chamber, doubla-lock with breathing apparatus

and communications .................................... 150.00
Flags and first aid kits (OSHA requirement) .................................. No Charge
Hose, 300', diving, with strength member, communication

line and pneumofathometer hose ......................................... 30.00
Hose, 600', diving, with strength member, communication

line and pneumofathometer hose ......................................... 50.00
Hot water system, diver, shallow water ......................................... 200.00
Hot water system, diver, doep water ........................................... 300.00
Ladder, deck-connect ........................................................ No ChargeLight, underwater, aurface powered with cable ................................. 55.00

Hand-held ........................................................... 20.00
Mixed gas control system including mixed gas manifold,

high pressure inter-connecting hose, oxygen analyzer
and mixed gas regulators ................................................. 300.00

Pneumofathometer, high accuracy ............................................ 30.00
Public address system with bull horns, speakers and wire ..................... 20.00
Pump, gas booster/high pressure .............................................. 30.00
Radio, air communication with headset ............................. 20.00
Radio, helium communication unscrambler comDlete with4 headset ............................................. 50.00
Stage, divers! with emergency bottles .......................................... 35.00
Tape recorder .................................................................. 25.00

I
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EQUIPMENT RENTAL SCHEDULE (Continued)

Hydraulic:

Day Rate

Power supply, diesel driven on protective skid ................................. $165.00
300' hose ................................................................. 75.00

H00' hose ........................................... 150.00
G rinder ......................................................................... 70.00

Grinding disc, each ................................................. Cost plus 15%
Impact wrench, 1" drive with sockets ........................................... 85.00

I½" drive with sockets ......................................... 105.00
C-clamp, specialized ........................................................... 125.00
Chain s&xw ...................................................................... 100.00

Jackhammer with cutting blade ................................................ 85.00
Specialized or replacement blades ................................. Cost plus 15%

Pipe cutter ............................................................ Price on Request
Blades .............................................................. Cost plus 15%

ITorque wrench ........................................................... Cost plus 15%

Jetting:

3" X 2%" pump with suction hose and foct valve ............................... 90.00
8" X 4" pump with suction hose and foot valve ................................. 120.00
6" X 6" pump with suction hose and foot valve ....................... Price on Request
Hose, per 50' length . ......................................................... 25.00
Jet nozzle ...................................................................... 10.00

3 Pneumatic:

Chipping hammer .............................................................. 35.00
Chisels and needles ................................................ Cost plus 15%

Gouger ......................................................................... 60.00
Grinder ......................................................................... 50.00
Impact wrench, 1" with sockets ................................................ 70.00

1 Y%" with sockets .............................................. 85.00
Hose, per 50' length ............................................................ 12.00

Waterblaster.

Waterblaster, high pressure, diesel driven with
supply pump and gun ..................................................... 255.00

Hose, per 50' lsngth ............................................................ 45.00
Nozzle, Wigh presst,,,e ........................ . . ................. Cost plus 15%
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EQUIPMENT RENTAL SCHEDULE (Continued)

WoWllngCuttn9:

Day Rate

Burning gear, topside, oxygen-acetylene ....................................... $ 50.00
Burning gear, underwater with 300' burning lead,

ground lead, torch head and knife switch,
oxygen regulator, oxygen hose and burning
g e r box .................................................................. 115.00

Burning gear, underwater with 600' burning lead,
ground lead, torch head and knife switch,
oxygen regulator, oxygen hose and burning
ge r box .................................................................. 175.00

Burning rods, underwater ................................................ Cost plus 15%

W elding gear, top lde .......................................................... 40.00
Vld gear, underwatw with 3W0 weldng le"d

grounlead, electrode holder, knife switch and
wl.ding g. . box ........................................................ 100.00Wftkllng gear, underwater with SW0 weldng lead,
sround led electrode holdw, knife switch and

60 aN.. g.. box ......................................................... 160.00WetkNng machine, die"e driven
400 A ..................................................................... 80.00
60W A ..................................................................... 120.00

Welding rods, underwater ............................................... Cost plus 15%
Topside grinder ................................................................ 20.00

Air lifts up to 8 (only charged on days d .................................. 55.00
Air tuggw

1000*, without cable ..................................................... 30.00
2000*, without cable ..................................................... 75.00
40000, without cable ..................................................... 85.00
Cable for tuggers ................................................... Cost plus 15%

Banding tools .................................................................. 20.00
Bands and clamps .................................................. Cost plus 15%

Cable cutter, in ............................................................... 65.00
Flange eade am ............................................................ 10.00
Hoses, standard for aN pneum atic tools, per 50 length ........................ 12.00
Magnetic Particle Inpection device ............................................ 150.00
Potentiom ter .................................................................. 60.00

P
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I"UIPMENT RENTAL SCHEDULE (Continued)

*~Q RateI

P high p tires air and wet ............................................ $ 10.00
Untranct thickness devics, underwater or remote

readout capability ......................................................... 125.00

35 mm stil underwater system, Including strobe
and close-up attachment ........................................... 90.00

35 mm still undewater system with strobe,
300' maximum depth re .......................................... 150.00

35 mm still surface camera ............................................... 20.00
Fim, processing and printing ....................................... Cost plus 15%

T. V. sstms with vkIea and audio ............................................. 275.00
VT do tale dil -... ............................................... Price on Request
Vkt taM .......................................................... cost plus 15%

I ~Tool bxnee:

Inspection - divider gauges, tape measures,
contour gauges, squares and levels ................................. 30.00

Ofth - pi wrenches, hammers hand saw,
spud wenci mleeleos hand tools ................... 30.00

Rigging- up to 4, 2-wire and 2 chain come-
akogs 12 shackles, 3 snatch blocks and
4, 10' lngth of chain. .............................................. 80.00

Transpoettonm:
3 Rate per Mile

Au o•mobil .......................e............................................ S .703Cony-W an ................................................................... . . O
W o.ton pick u ................................................................... .80
1-ton U 's truck ............................................................. 1.20
1-ton truck with mbnfklt ...................................................... 1.903 24-ton truck with 20' bed ...................................................... 2.25

3 Rate per Hour

Fir t I hours. ................................................................... S 15.00
Overtime how after 8 hours .................................................... 22.50

I
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iC OFFSHORE WORK BOAT

I
UNMr. Ift C , with 4 man crw ............................................ Prices on Request

_- Pastlelomi~: Length 120' Beam 30' Depth 13'
A.B&S Load Line, U.&C.G. Cerifie Official *571431
Gran Tons: 96.63 Net Tone: 65
Fuel Capecty: 36,000 gallons
Water Capacity: 60,000 gallons
Twin 41crew HP 1600
Clear Deck Aft (with winch) 57' X 30'

--U (without winch) 70' X 3a'

MmilNneey Engine: twoV-12 149 GMC
Genrators two 60 KW

Colmmu-.-_ . 8.S.1B. & Rafi SBA Model SBA-3563. VHF- Radio My-So"s 55

S Radah Decc• RM 914A - Scanner Class X
Type: 66147
Deph Reoder. Fatho type N E 103C
Lomn: Morrow Lore "An Model L D 4

iu sr 4 Maen crew and 12 others
rFA galley
Showers

I
I

I

I
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INVOICING GUIDEUNES

31. A divng day isftmmmnght to mkkftfgh

2. Twelv hour s lethe minimuom crge for &,v offshore workday. Eight hours is the minimum
cherg for an inshore wor~dy Hoursawoked in eacee of the minimum will be at overtime
rates, Any part of an howr worked will be billd asone full hour.

3. the d" t how of "*kaiosn is between the hours of 0001 and 1800, a mninimiuum
chrg o 12 houls will besw live~Nthe designated hour of embarkation is between the hours
of11601 and 2400. a mi~nium charg of 8 hours will be leved However, if a dive is made in
this time period a minimum charge of12 hours will be applicable.

4. f the hour of debw araton is between the hours of 0001 and 0600, a minimum charge of 8
hours will be levied. Her ifa diehasbeen madewithin thttimeperio,i a&minimum
charge of112 hourswill be appl0cab1e. If the hour of debarkation is between ihehours of0601
to 2400.5 m iinimum charg of112 hours will be levie's

&If the point of emf1tlon is in exme of 0110 miles froxm the pesmonnel base, personnel rates
will commemnce upon recing that 150 mile limit In lieu of the designated point of

&. On lction time starts on the hour called to work and ende when the divinig station is
secured. When a diver is calleid to duty lees then 0 hours ~fe he has secured his station, hisI time will not be broken,

7. Personne on standby offshore will be charge as hours worked.

&. A depth preilumwillbe chaiged fr the deepeet dive made by each d~wiven each day. There
will beanly oned deN preiumiij charge per day per diver, regardless of the number of dives

9. If a Job is cancelled ater the crew depar ts for the point of embarkation, an 8-hour dlay will be
charged. There will! be no charge other than mobilization If the job is cancelled before the
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INVOICING GWDUNEUMS (Continuso

3 1i. 9womlr Twme - emom
Operating tiMe from woswoeering buse at Morgan City, Louisiana to and
from a clieslo catio or from a c aen' location to a client's location, will be
ohmrged In fMl to Mheclet
Mof Thnes - Winlk3 ~The fuA daily or hoarl rental rafte will be charged when the equmrA,mt iuns stand-
by due to bad weadher or Wther cause beyond Oceeneerings control. The
dec1lon to stan4dw~uto bad weather orothercouses beyon Oceanlsennga

2.cotMo will be at the sole disceilon of Ocoaneering

2. Miiinmoe Tim - YueW

CietM shd aft* Oveameeing up to 4Wg hours of paid time during any
beakdown for the repaoir or m akoineace of the May bar ges We barges work

bagseido are i ac f h oo csse. odsahal allow pay for

Cietd will be L'is at rept ioment coa plus 1it for sill euiipwent. tools.
ancors cables and supples lool or damaged when not due to the sole

4,Jobs requiring special tools enod soulpmen not nrmally available at
Oceenerngso shop will be blloed at =os g"u IM%

M awookxvw~htheopersmatio mfay Oceaneerinig supplied vessel, whether
cone- dor chererd CietM assumes all rsoponsib~lIty for locating Identifyng

W00at islin-cabies, powe coes, sunke ships and oterobstacles
nearor isthe vioftlnt thework to bep O prormdby ceosnerinogwhic may be3 d~~~lamage by anchorintgor othewis offect anchorn operaticon. Client shall

dietthe placement anod recomer of all anchors ft prevenit damage to
pipelineas or Wther obuftuctons in the ares. Cliet sholl ndeimnify Oceaneerin

Intera son ' Wgis and hcold It hanAsa fbum all direc and conesquetWa
kees dma genso Nelfls caa n epnesicudn ressonable attorneyU aowrl lngfom orinsovywayo wcneoedwiththeeaslorencor oaneian scl h

properly and equipment whether o wne by Oaneig. ClieuW, or othert

rewu*in therefrom or mwcnece therwith

iIC



IC INVMIING OWDEOUNIM (Condnud)

1. uMoffat" mpkw irdlenas emmo thos IUAtlMWe her"in such as Surety
Mefmwmsnebond 11b w bued t costwbnuM1

2. Jdas iequlein ape"W 'sels and qulp*me not normallY evalisb atI Ooeaneerlng mmme em~r llonf , Wn.'*sShop wibe biid at costpkIu 5%.

&. Foodandlodging proided behonshrew end ffshore by Ocesneeringwill beI bllewidsto~oAt l ms1%

4.AUMsrlls a~nd oiuuls nam cludng bt notlimited tO, fuel upllsard
wkmIls will be cheqegd at Cost pou I6%M

& MU thid party nervIces contreote by OCawesnern as a coaem ec to the

aomomer wid be cheiged at ost plus IV&q Under no circumsances does

&. Vessels cherterd on eh~il of clie*nt wOE requir Charter~ee Level Liability
IMIMSS wichwill be billed at cost plus I6%.



iNVOimG QUI~MJN~s (Contnued)

1. VWd Msrftr bad-ot a&W Ioadn of equpwoeto wIN be charged at $12.00 We
hew perpemn ~Nrinormawl*wrn hours and 16.00per hour perperson

wedt in" haurs, Ocemneerln yard cherv piclerwil be charged
at 860.0 per hou. Oceaanew"n yad 100. io crame wMl tWo oloer wINbe

&qdat 816.0 per hour. There wIN be a 2-hour minimum for the cherry3 plaher aow 1004"s crane

2.Te a"%e wIN poolde Means for NWn" theA di*nWeuimnt o~shr and at the

*Nw lo P,6- A from and to peronneol bae.t Third party traneportatlofi
qu-Ipment hoodlng wON be charged at cost PkaIMs1%3 4. Mobilkaftm oWi a nd altglon iwIN be quote &eparael in "the ewent a

parlW arU iob requires specmalized equipmn ar~or specialized fabricaton

EAE3IN
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II

IC GENERAL PROVISIONS

Unleei exprssly stated o •owe a diving and related services rendered will be in accordance
with the tems and ndllos 04f�the Pvsio s ImmiolnIng GuadelInse, Insuronoe andOmw mats set forth hores,

I Perfmmene of Woqk

C actor Ohll cay out Its operations hereunder and under any Contract Service Order with due
dilg ecseand in a saft, workmanllke mannrw, and according to good industry practices In the areaat operains.

Involenlg and Payment
The ContractorIwll submit monthly Invoices In accordance with the Company's Instructions. Terms
of payment we 30 days& net. Invoicee not paid by the Company within 30 days of the date of the
Invoice hall be subject, at Oceaneewing Intemratlioir option, to a late charge of 1 Y% per month
of the amount due and owing Contractor plus 2% attorneys fees due on principal and interest if
placed in the hands of an attorney for collection. Failure to pay any Invoice when due may result, at
"" option of the Contractor. in suspension of the performance of the work contemplated therein
by the Contractor. Payment of invoices shall be made In net amounts in the United States of
America dollars in the United States In accordance with the Contractors Instructions.
lndemnlf.etlon

Contractor will bear & cost of damag caused to or the los of its own equipment used in the
execution of the Contract wwen operated by ft own Pemrsnne Consequently, Contractor waives
all nght of claim against Company In this reepect and undertakee to a"rnge, for the same waiver of
claims against Cowany to be endorsed on all Contractor's insurance policies.

Likewise, Company will bear aii cos of damage caused to or the loes of Company's property, the
Prop" of third parties under leoae, charter or beilment to Company (Including the drilling vessel),
and Contractor's equipment and property when not being operated by Contractor during the term
of this contract Consequently, Company waivese all right of claim against Contractor in this respect
and undertakes to arrange for the same woe of claims against Contractor to be endorsed on allat Company' insuracepoices

Each party will bea all cost of injury or death to Its own personnel as well as personnel under
contract to It which may arise during the execution of this contract except In the case of
negligerc or willful msconduct by the other port, In which case the wrongful party hall be liabWle
and each party agree• to indemnity and hold the other party harmiles for such liability.
Consequently. except as provided a in this claus1. each party waivke all right of claim against
the othw party for all injuries or death to such personnel without prejudice to the rights of the
Injured party or his beneficitries.

i
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GENERAL PROVISIONS (Continued)

Umftatlans
Notwithstanding any other provisions hereof, Contractor assumes no obligations to Company with
rgapect to any damage or oas to prope which may be excluded under the insurance provided
pursuant to the Insurance Section of this Rental Rate Schedule.

Contracts's liability for claims under the foregoing paragraphs hereof shall not exceed the scope
and limits of the insurance coverage provided pursuant to the Insurance Section, and Company
shall reimburse Contractor for any coats Incurred In connection with said Indemnities as to which
Contractor is not otherwise compensated by insurance required under the Insurance Section
herenof. Contractor shall in no event be reeponsible or hold liable for consequential damages
Including, without limitation, liability for loss of use of the Work or Company's existing property,
loss of products or profits, or business interruption however the same may be caused.

Contractor shall have no obligation, by way of Indemnity or otherwise, regardless of Contractors
negligence or that of its employees agents or subcontractors, and regardless of any deficiency in
or unseaworthiness of any stich equipment, for personal injury or death or property damaga or
destruction arising out of or In any way related to the usa of Contractor's equipment or as'y
equipment of Contractors subcontractors by any third parties (Including other contractors of
Company rendering services to Company or subcontractors of said other contractors) or
employees of said third parties, orthe presence of any such third parties or any of their employees
on or abomrd any such equipment of Contractor or its subcontractors, regardless of whether the
services being rendered by said third parties or their empoyoes are related to the Work being
performed by Contractor. all such responsibility being borne %•xclusively by Company or other
party making such use of said equipment or being on or aboard said equipment.

(Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, in the event that any damage to or destruction of
any property, whether the Work In progrs or any existing facllty, is not caused by Contractor's
negligence or that of Contractnes employees, agents, or subcontractors, Company shall pay
Contractor for repairs or replacements at the rste set forth herein; similarly, if and to the extent that
any such damage or destruction, even though caused by such negligence, is not within or exceeds
such insurance coverage as may be provided by Contractor under the Insurance Section hereof,
then Company shall pay Contractor for such repair or replacement at said rates&

Paleasee from liability and limitations on liability expressed In the Agreement shall apply even in
the event of the fault or neglect of the party released or whose liability is limited and snail extend to
the desctors officers and employees, and related entities of such party.

Claims and Uens
Contractor agrees to pay all claims for equipment, labor, materials, services and supplies to be
furnished by It hereunder and agrees to allow no liens or charges resulting from suchi claims to be
fixed upon any property of Company and any and all co-lessees of Company wholly or partially
bearing the cost of operations hereunder. Company may, at its option, pay or discharge any lion or
over-due charges for Contractoes equipm•ntt labor, materials, services and supplies under this
Contract and may deduct such payments from any sum due, or which thereafter become due, to
Contractor hereunder.

Contractor agrees to hold Company harmless of and from any and all claims for taxes or other
charges which may be iawftwy levied on the wages and salaries of its agents, servints or
employees& Contractor also agrees to pay promptly when due any lawful income tax or other
similar charge levied on it or Its employees by aiy government agency having jurisdiction over the
areas of operation hereunder and to saveCompany harmless by reason of its failure to do so in any
Case.

Contractor shall promptly give Company notice in writing of any claim made or proceeding
commenced against Contractor fsorwhch Contractor claims to be entitled to indemnif.Ation under
this contract.

(OC EAN E E RI NG.igq$



II

GENERAL PROVISIONS (Continued)

Independer.1 Contractor
in the p•rformance of the Work contemplated by this Contract and uwder any Contract Service
Order, Contractor is an independent Contractor with the authority to control and direct the
performance of the details of the Work; provided that Contractor shall perform ,he Work pursuant
to Company's instructions and supervision. However, the Work contemplated herein shall meet
the approval of Company and be subject to the general rights of inspection and supervision by
Company to secure the satisfactory completion thereof.

Force Mejeure

Neither party hereto shall be liable for failure to perform, other than to make payments as specified
herein cr agreed to, when performance is hindered or prevented by fire, blow-out, labor
disturbance, the elements, act of God, war, insurrection, revocation, or denial of import or export

&authorization or any other action of duly constituted governmental authorization auth~orities,religious holidays or other causes beyond the control of the parties, whether or not similar to the

caLlses herein specifically enumerated. The party prevented from performing for any such cause
shall promptly notify the other in writing and shall do all things reasonably possible to remove such
cause and shall resume performance hereuncer as soon as such cause is removed.

Assignment of Contract

This contract shall not be assigned, transferred, orsubcontracted by Cont,,actor, in whole or in part,
without the prior consent of Company, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Company shall have the right, at any time, to assign all or any part of this Contract to a subsidiary or
affiliate corporatioi' or to a co-lessee of Company fully or partially bearing the cost of operations
hereunder provided that Company shall remain primarily liable for any and all obligations set forth
herein in the evelt any of such designated assignees fails to fulfill any 0-ligations imposed on
Company hereunder.

Notices
All notices pertaining to the Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sufficient if delivered in
person to the person appointed by Company or Contractor to receive notices, or if sent by certified
or registered mail to said party at the address indicated in the Agreement; m, to such other address
as either Company or Contractor shall advise the other by like notice.

Applicable Laws

Company and Ccntractor respectively agree to comply with all laws and rules and regulations
(including labor laws), Federal, State and municipal which are now or may become applicable to
operations covered by this Contract and any Contract tService Order issued hereunder. Also
included without limitation are the provisions of Sections 202 (1) and 202 (7), inclusive, ofExecutive Order 11246, as amended, which Sections of said Order are made a part hereof as
though copied in full herein Et this point. Furthermore, in connection with this Contract, Contractor
shall make the certifications required by it under such Executive Order.

LI
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